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"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper"
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon December 5, 1935

CIRCULATION APRIL 1-2.,s69, SWORN TO,
DISTRIBUTION 1111111OWN

First Floor Completed; Many
Are Expected; Brief
Church History

New Memorial Baptist Church

Volume CIII; No.49

Hosiery Mill

I Death Came From Internal Injuries
24 Hours Alter Car
Accident.

Red Cross Wants

$6001000 LABOR
PAYROLL IN 10
YEARS, CONTRACT

Thee.liernertej D.gptist churcIL
retie 4 yearr nrage:-/Tten
will hold services for the first time
suddenly and unexpectedly last
the relief set-up in Calloway with In its new building at Tenth and
Training School students of the
Saturday afternoon about 24 hours
the stopping of -federal funds. Main on Sunday morning, Decemjunior high, elementary grades. the
after
a
car
accident
in
which
he
Mixt of the relief clients in the ber 8. The first floor of the buildswerved his truck to avoid hitting second and the fourth grades have
county have been transferred to ing is now completed, and will be
services to the Red
a car coming onto the highway in offered their
W.P.A. work with the exception used by the church until the main
Cross to mend toys, dress dolls,
front
of
his
machine.The
acciEvery member of the First Dis- of the indigents, unable to work. auditorium can be erected. The
dent occurred the afternoon before etc., for Verity gifts at Christmas. Sum is Minimum Guarantee;
trict Educational Association will
This group of unworkables com- part of the building already connear
Dexter while Fair, truck This work will be done under the
have an opportunity to vote on the prise about 130 families and some structed by the Memoriel Church
Total Expected to Exceed
operator for the Murray Wholesale direction .of Mrs. Mary McCoy
proposal to change the annual relief will be continued to be given is a beautiful and commodious
Hall, art* teacher, Miss Naomi
Co.,
was
returning
from
a
trip
meeting date from the Friday and out of the state funds recently set place, consisting of nine Sunday
Maple and the other 'teachers. Miss
North of Murray.
Saturday following Thanksgiving aside for December direct relief. School rooms and an auditorium
Evelyn Slater and the home eco- PLANT EXTENSION
to the second Friday and and fol- The state has $250,000 for this pur- that will seat at least 250 or 300
The machine, driven by Fair, is nomics girls have also offered to
BEGINS IMMEDIATELY
said to have run up a bank as mend childrens clothes.
lowing Saturday in October.
pose. A minimum of relief will people. All of the friends of the
he jerked the wheel quickly to
This action was taken Saturday continue to be given to these.
church are urged to be present on
All who will assist in this proWork has been started by the
one side and to have toppled over
morning in a business session
Herman Doron has been trans- next Sunday, morning and evenon the side while at the same ject are asked to send discarded Murray Chamber of Commerce cm
which ended the association's an- ferred to W.P.A. commodity clerk ing, to look over the building and
toys,
childrens
clothes,
materials
time the door l'Opened and Fair fell
the extensicn to the Hosiery Mill
nual two-day meeting here.
A and Miss Voline Pool has been dis- to take part in the services.
out to be caught underneath. He to work . with like thread, buttons, here which will permit the conspeech by Upton Close, lecturer missed in the changes made in the
The members of the Memorial
Above is ',drawing of the new Memorial Baptist Church as it will
was rushed to the CliniceHospital paint, etc., or small contributions solidation of the P'aducale Benton,
and authority on the Far East, Murray offices.
Baptist Church are planning for a appear when completed The church Is located on the northeast corand dismissed a short time -later of money to the Red Cross room and Murray units of the old Paduwas the feature of the program
greet day on next Sunday. Sun- ner of Tenth and Main streets,
after an x-ray /ailed to show any- in the basement of the Poet Office cah Hosiery Mill into one ccmplete
Friday evening.
,I
_
day School will convene at 9:30 a.
thing serious. He was returned or to Room 110 at the College factory in Murray-to be known as
The association adopted a reso- W. B. Milstead With
m.
Competent
and
consecrated
Kennedy & Swann Here
Saturday morning where he died Training School. One may call the "Murray Hosiery Mill".
lution favoring "the continuance
teachers will be in charge of all
before most of his many friends Mrs. Clifford Melugin and the
The new corporation, headed by
of the new school code as it now
W B. Milstead, for the past sev- the classes. Supt. K B. Holland,
had ever realized that he was gifts will be collected.
Bernard Lichten of Philadelphia
stands for two years trial before
with Assist. Supt. N. F. Lassiter,
Please
help
by
cooperating
at
assistant
cashier
of
the
eral
years
serious.
and L. Rubel of Paducah, has
advocating any radical changes and
will be in charge. The pastor will
once so work may be started.
guaranteed to pay at least $600:that we as an aesneiation and as Dees Bank of Hazel, has resigned preach on themes 'appropriate to
Hundreds of friends joined the
one
with
that
position
and
accepted
000.00 in, direct labor payroll in
individual members shall see that
relatives in paying their last rethe occasion at 10:45 a. m and
the
Kennedy
and
Swann
Tobacco
10 years, in return for the cone
our Senators and Representatives
7:00 p. m. A large number of Hurt Says Most Successful in Well-known Calloway Farmer Re- spects to one of Murray's finest
struction of the extension by the
are informed in regard to our de- Co. here as heaa book-keeper. Mr. visitors are expected for the seryoung men Sunday afternoon at
Years;
Will
Exceed
Quota
oeives
High
Honor
from
have many
and
Mrs. Milstead
Murray Chamber of Commerce.
sires.
2:30 o'clock at the First Baptist
More Than 50%.
Agricultural Dept.
frienda in Murray who welcome vices. A cordial invitation is exWhile the guarantee is $600,000.00
Want Mt Per Capita
Church. The Revs. L. L. Jones,
tended
by
the
church
and
pastor
Endorsing the $12 per'capita. the them here and they also have a to their friends in Murray and
J. H. Thurman, and 0. -A. Marrs
Much building is going on in for 10 years, officials of the conMax B. Hurt, chairman of the
Lishe Ellis, of the South Pleasageociation went on record as fav- host of friends in Hazel who re- Calloway county, as well as those
were in charge of the services, Calloway county particularly for cern, estimate that under normal
Cross
in
1935
Roll
Call
for
the
Red
ant Grove neighborhood, one of
oring 'the adoption of a financial gret to see them, leave.
rBurial was in the Murray ceme- the season of the year. Lumber circumstances the payroll should
Mr. Milstead is a former school in other places, to attend these Calloway county, reports that the the widest known farmers in the tery.
educational policy for the state that
dealers are urging that any build- equal or exceed a million dollars
opening
services.
A
special
invialready
been
county's quota has
state, has been selected as chic eee
will make for greater permanency teacher of Calloway county and tation is extended to those who
Fair was a member of the Locust ing program be carried through in that time.
in.
exceeded with all reports not
the two dirt farmers in the state
The construction of the extension
\
i
in educational plarneertg through- has many admirers. He is an ac- have made offerings to the work,
Grove church and attend regularly this year and loan agencies and
Mr. Hurt said that results of the of Kentucky to judge in the annual
was made possible by contributions
out the 'state. We deplore the fact tive member of the American and have, in other ways. expressed
here
although
he
had
never
moved
means
of
financing
building
is
drive would exceed the quota by Farm and-Home Week to be held
from citizens, firms. and agencies
that under the present setup ad- Legion, has been a member of the their interest in it.
his membership. He was a mem- being stressed.
fully 50% and might possibly at the College of Agriculture, Lexof this city and neighboring comministrators are unable to plan Drum & Bugle Corps since it was
ber
of
the
Albert
Lassiter
Sunday
Buildings
underway
include
the
Organized Three Years Ago
reach 75%.
ington, the third week in January.
munities. .Carpenters, brickmasons,
constructively and wisely for the organized, and last year was adSchool
class,
one
of
the
most
-reguMason
Hospital,
the
wei-ehouse
of
The growth of the Memorial
The Rotary Club, the Young Bus- Mr. Ellis will judge in the agronand other laborere have' likewise
inancial administration cif their jutant of Murray Post No. 73.
lar
and
interested
members,
the
Western
Dark
Fired
Tobacco
Baptist Church has been phenom- iness Men's Club, the Business and omy department.
hools".
lie had been employed by the Growers, the Health Building at made contributions in the form of
enal. The church was organized Professional Woman's Club and
For many years, Mr. Ellis has Murray Wholesale Company for the College and the extension of donated labor.
Resolutions of appreciation and
three years ago with a charter Murray High School went over the been an outstanding farm leader
The Murray Chamber of Com,
peratIon
were extended t o
the past six years and was a the Murray Hosiery Mill.
membership of 88. The Rev. Car- top 100 per cent. Reports from the and
Urging That all Persons
regarded as one of the ablest
ident- iWrather, to Secretary
Among the
individuals whose merce is
roll Hubbard. then a student in county high schools are not yet ance_ best informed farmers in the valued employee to be trusted in
tterson fa Supt. J. H. Richmond,
any capacity and capable of many homes are under construction or interested in the Speedy Reopening
Union University, lackson, Tenn.. complete.
state. His friends are congratu- services. He was a graduate of just completed are Mrs. Ruth Over- of the Mill Volunteer as Much
Harry- W. 'Peters, to P. H.
was called as pastor Wed has been
The drive was conducted with lating him on his appointment,
Labor or Money As Possible, If
--..„. kins, head of the KEA, to the
with the church every since. The less fanfare than usual. A prize which was made by Dean Thos! P. Murray High School where he bey. just North of Murray, H. P. the plan is to be a complete succity of Murray and to Murray Several Proposed Jobs in Calloway
was. an outstandies athlete.
McNeely, near Brown's Grove, Curt
present membership is 180. The will be awarded to the school- do- Cooper, head of the Kentucky deState College.
Surviving are his grief stricken Cohoon, East Side .of county, A cess, much donated labor must
.,,May Get Final
offerings of the Memorial Baptist ing the most effective work when partment of agriculture.
be secured. W. S. Swann, presiOfficers elected for next year
young widow, Mrs. Desiree Jeffrey R. Ford, Lynn Grove,
Approval!
Church last year, with no special all returns are tabulated.
dent of the- Murray Chamber of
ere: H_ L. Smith, Paducah, prest
;
Fair, his mother, Mrs. Mike Fair,
oamPaigna or pledges, ekceeded
Commerce said today. The new
t; Jock .Gardner, HardWell. vicethree borthers, J. B. Fair, Bob
WASHINGTON, Dec. 2-Ken- 45,000. The work of the church has
corporation hopes to open for
president; Everett Howton, Prince- tucky Works Progress 4druiniaFair, and Alpbus Fair, county, and
been greatly hampered because of
business by the first part of Janton, FDEA director; C. H. Gentry, trator George H. Goodmah today
two sisters, Mrs. W. V. Edmonds,
the inconveniences of its temporuary.
Reidland, KEA director. The next was given two approved lists 'toConcord,
and
Mrs.
Martha
.
Jane
ary places of
worship-in
the
A general superintendent has
meeting will be held again af'Mur- taling $36.903,988 for State W.P.A.
Pool. The family formerly residtanner News and Truths building
(Second six Weeks
been secured to have complete
ray State College, Secretary Pat- work.
ed about three miles South of
on the south side of the square and
The following atudents made 90 Murray but Ad
charge of constructing the extenterson announced.
lived in Murray
The Administrator will select then the Ryan building on Mein
sion. All persons interested in doTo Meet December 12 at College per cent or more in all subjects for some time.
The following educators in West- projects from the lists, which were ,
Lexington,
Owensboro
Markets
Steeet-but now that a beautiful
and were present every period:
Chapel With Luncheon;
nating labor should apply at the
ern Kentucky were appointed by made public at the same time that
The pallbearers
were: active,
Show Opening Day Increase
leuilding is: under construction on
First B grade: James Osco Phil- Graves
Rotary tq Cooperate.
building site. Monetary contributhe delegations committee to rep- a $50,000 Treasur warrant allotSledd,
Miller
Robertson,
on
Burley,
tine of the best lots' in Murray, the
lips. Bobby Rowland. Pat Clark, Burie
tions will be received at the Chainresent the FDEA in a delegation to ment was made to Goodman. One
Cooper.
James
Huie,
Sam
eeople are encourage to believe
The Murray 'State College has in- Billie Rudolph.
the KEA which meets in April:
Athems, and Carroll Lassiter, all of
HOPKISVILLE, Ky., Dec. 4- ber of Commerce office in the Gat,list totaled $2,545.994 and the others that even, greater growth will be
First A grade: Crystalline Cun- the
vited the senators and representaClyde Lassiter, Fulton county; $34,357.992.
Murray Wholesale Grocery Co., Two burley sales here todaY to- lin building, across from the Bank
experienced in the future.
ningham,
Ann
Eva
Blalock.
tives from Western Kentucky as its
Miss Vera Beckham, Hickman
and honorary: Luther Robertson, taling 106,349 pounds brought $15,- of Murray.
Goodman was authorized to make
Second -grade: Berdie Ellen Col- Bob
p«ittai Offering ,Sunday
hurl_ I_ Members of the board of direct,guests on Thursday, December 12.
county; Dentis McDaniel, Hickman his selections on the
McCuiston, Albert- Lassiter, Ham, Ott „„age _of $1427
basis of
son.
'Doran,
'Paf
Cleric
Louise
1
6e
The chth,Will make a special
ors of the Murray Chamber of
The college will arrange a procounty; Jack Gardner, Carlisle adaptibility to speedy prosecutidn
T. L. Smith, Miss Opal Johnson, dred pounds,
Anderson,
Julia
Ann Hart.
lig on
prograinTig,dmay
nett
for the gram to be given in chapel shortly
Commerce who arranged for the
county; Hickman Baldree. Graves of the Kentucky W.P.A. program.
Charles Robertson, F. M. Perdue,
Third- grade: Arm Brown; Leita Claude Miller.
rY member after 9:30 a. m. for tie' entertaincounty
Holland Rose, Marshall The approved list contained ap- buildIng
- LEXINGTON, Ky.. Dec. 4-- consolidation: W. S. Swann, T. 0.
."••
county; ,C. H. Arnett. Ballard proval of a $543.314 project for is uttged to be present, and to have ment of %he visitors. The college Rose Gholson.
Burley' tobacco prices over Ken- Baucum, Treman Beale, Karl FraFourth grade: Wanda Fuzzell,
an offering to help carry- on the will also entertain the visitors at
county:, H. L. Smith. McCracken State-wide community service.
tucky, as shown in tabulation of zee, Vernon Stubblefield, .M. 0.
FIRST
METHODIST
CHURCH
building enterprise. The members luncheon in. Wells Hall, Pres. R. Doris Aycock, Martha Sue CunFireman
county; Carman Graham, CalloTuesday's sales, reports, ocmpare Wrather, Dr. C. H. Jones.
The list included Calloway counSharborough_
way county: Herbert Smith, Lyon ty-County-wide. renovate' twenty- of the church believe that through H. Hood of the Rotary Club an- ningham, Jeanne Doran, Sarah
favorably with last year's early Graham. and C. L.
First
Methodist
Church
worships
drive
county; E. F. Glenn, Livingston nine schools, Federal funds, $1,- sacrificial .giving and hard work nounced the Rotary Club would at- Ruth Rhodes.
market, growers said today. Lox- Others who assisted in the
Fifth grade: Marion Sharborough, with the Firg Christian Church
county; Edward Blackburn, Cald- 431; construct sidewalks, Federal they will be able to complete their tend the meeting•and will cooperington showed an increase of more for raising the money, besides the
Sunday
moreag
and
evening,
on
well county: and C. A. Hollowell, funds, $3,776; complete community new house, without any obligation ate in the reception of the guests. Lois Neely Sammons, Quava Clark, account of the installation of the than $1 a hundred over Monday's above named were: Harry Sledd,
Ben Grogan. Calloway county James Louis Johnson,
Crittenden county.
, center at State Teachers College, whatever, within a very few years.
opening day average. Owensooro George Hart, Luther Robertson, L
Sixth grade: Isabell Cain, Fran- organ at the Methodist church.,
Jones, Joe
Miss Thelma Drinnon. Paducah, Federal funds, $1,870; Hazel, erect Willing offerings from friends on Representative, announced today
reported an increase of $4 a hun- J. Hortin. Ernest
The
Rev,
0.
A.
Marrs
will
preach
the outside will be' greatly appre- the senators and representatives ces Wilson, Barbara Diuguid, Mary
recently elected president of Prin- jail. Federal funds, 11.431.
dred over the 1934 opening, attrib- Lovett. and Joe Ryan.
at
both
hours.
Morning
hour
of
ciated.
All the readers of this have assured him of their accept- Frances McElrath.
cipals and upervisors of KEA and
uted to better quality of this year's
Seventh grade: Fred M. Wells, worship 10:45, evening hour 7
paper are urged by the church and ance of the Invitation from the colsupervisors of elementary educaHOME BURNS
o'clock. Members of the Metho- leaf.
Martha
pastor
to
Churchill,
'George
Ed
attend
the
opening
serlege.
tion in Paducah, said that the secIn Central Kentucky the quality
dist church will notice that the
Jetties,
Irene
Watkirls,
Mary
Julia
vices
next
Sunday,
December
8.
The guests will' be shown in all
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
tional department of the KEA
morning hour of worship ii 10:45 is reporter 3otteerflittl- inferior
its departments-buildings. campus, Boyd.
, I Wallis burned early Monday afterWould henceforth be composed of
the 1934 grade,
instead of 11 a en
Eighth
grade:
MURRAY
CHURCH
Dixie
Mae
OF
CHRIST
Beaclassrooms, etc.
noon from a fire of unknown
four divisions-the conference of
The Young People will meet at
i Glasgow Times)
man, Frances Sledd.
origin. - Mrs. Wallis was at home
elementary teachers; upper and inthe Methodist Church at the usual
The Legislature that convenes in
Ninth
grade:
Solon
Services
next
Lord's
Hale,
Rachel
day:DR. IRVAN SERIOUS
and Was preparing to leave when
termediate seetions; the primary January will face a multitude of
hour, 6:15. All those attending
Bible study 9:45 a. m. Scriptural
.
Man. who has been Sammons. Clara Waldrop, Hugh the young
the fire was discovered. The
division, of which Miss Nellie Mae herculean tasks. And so, instead of
people's
Meeting
will
McElrath,
flames were underway before disWyman. education instructor of knocking, why not stand solidly_ by reading and talk 10:50 a. m. Com- confined for several months, has
Tenth grade: W. C. Skinner, also note that the hour for meetcovered and had the entire upper
Murray State College, is chairman and with the administration in its munion and fellowship will follow. been seriously ill since the first of
ing
has
been
changed
from
6:45
to
MADISONVILLE, Ky., Dec. 2- floor enveloped by the time the
and Miss Bertie Manor, instructor attempt to solve these problems. Bible class drill at 7 p. m., C. M. the week. Relatives have Leen at Clara Nell Cunningham.
6:15.
Eleventh gradei Sadie Nell Jones,
his bedside and the end has been
in the Murray Training School is There is revenue to be raised to Graham, teacher.
Mid-week services will be held Former Governor A. 0. Stanley, fire department could bring water
Midweek service on Wednesday expected at anytime for several Rudolph Colson, Harold Cunningvice-chairman; and the conference keep governmental agencies funcat
the Methodist church as usual. of Henderson, Ky., told friends into play. Practieally all the furls,
days. Attending physicians have ham
of nursery and kindergarten units tioning: there is revenue to be evening at 7 o'clock.
The
Methodist church appreciates while he was here to deliver the ishings were consumed and nothing
Twelfth grade: Neva Gray LangsA cordial invitation extended to stated that there is no hope for his
annual address for the Madfsen of' value was left of the two story
The resolutions committee as ap- raised to set up the machinery for
this
courtesy
very much.
recovery and that his death it ex- ton.
ville Elks lodge memorial serviet. dwelling.
pointed by President Wrather is: and to create a fund to provide all.
0.
A.
Marrs,
Pastor
The following students of junior
pected any hour.
that he would announce his canB. Wilson who'has rooms there
J. 0. Lewis, chairman; W. J. Cap- pensions for the aged; there is revand senior high school made 90
didacy in a few weeks for the also lost several personal belonglinger, Arlie Townsend, Edward enue to be raised to care for relief "FOUR HUNDRED YEARS OF
per cent or above in all subjects Lowest Mercury, Heavy
TO ATTEND CLINIC
Democratic nomination for United ing's. Mr. and Mrs. Wallis have
Blackburn, D. T. Cooper, V. M. clients now off the federal relief THE PRINTED ENGLISH BIBLE"
Several children from the coun- but were either tardy or missed
Frost Hit Here Tueliday States Senator.
not announced their plans for the
Wallis, and Hardin Grover.
roll; there is revenue to be raised
At the regular chapel hour. 9:10 ty will attend the crippled chil; one or more periods:
Stanley, also a former United future.
to insure the $12.00 per capita, to a. m., Friday there will be a lecH. B. Arnold, government weath- States Senator, will oppose Senadrens' clinic in Paducah tomorrow. 'Seventh grade: Martha Jo Crass.
continue road building, to keep ture on the subject, "400 Years of
Ninth grade: Elizabeth Fay Up- er recorder, reports that Monday tor M. M. Logan, of Bowling
Some 12 or 14 from this county
state warrants at par. There will the Printed English Bible". This
night was the coldest of the season Green, for the nomination..
have been under treatment in the church, Louise Cabe.
be moments of despair. But, if lecture will be delivered at the
Tenth
grade: Mary
Elizabeth today, the mercury dropping to a
past and some few will likely atevery patriotic Kentuckian will West Kentucky Bible School by
low of 13.
tend for the first time. Senator T. Crass.
Falwell-Morrow Wedding
EAST ST. LOUIS, Ill., Dec. 4- rally to their leader, things will
Eleventh grade: Lucille Motley.
the president of the school, R. O. 0. Turner is thee/sten and is asThe frost Tuesday morning was
Took Place Satiirday
•
Livestock:
Hogs 8,500:
mostly work out for the best. We owe it
Patients admitted to the Mason
Twelfth
Beaman.
grade:
Helen Johnston, unusually heavy. Many hog ownsisted by Miss Virginia Irvan.
Miss Mary Belle, Falwell, of Hospital the past week:
Sc higher; 'top 9.75: 170-270 lbs. to ourselves to work together for
public
„Klizabeth
The general
is very cor- county nurse.
Watson.
ers took advantage of the cold snap Brandon, Ky., and
9.6514.9.75; 140-150. lba. 9.4044 9.65 a better and a more glorious KenGlenn D. MorBradshawe Gilliam, Columbus,
dially invited.
to put up their winter meat and row, of Madisonville,
100-130 lbs. 8.75er9.40; light plain tucky; we owe it not only to ourwere mar- Ky.; Fred Jones, Columbus; Joe
HAS OLD • KEEPSAKE
fresh
sausage,
ribs
and
backbone
ried at Benton on Saturday, No- Lawson, Columbus; L. B. Abers down to 8.50; sows,8.8549.00. selves. but to our people, our state;
Mrs. George Carnell has some
BEGIN STREET WORK
were enjoyed by many families vember thirtieth, at twelve o'clock nathy.
Columbus: Amon Carman.
Cattle 4.500; calves 2,500; steer our nation, with equal degree of
old keepsakes of her fathers',
this week.
at the parsonage of the Methodist Columbus: James Moore, Columruns mostly light in quantity and fairness and honesty of purpose
Work,- began on the Murray Theodore Hamlett. Mrs. Cannel
church with the Rev. J. W. Fowler, bus; Harold Moseman, Columbus:
medium quality. Mixed yearlings. and of effort.
streets last week and South Ninth has a pocket book and glove which
Funeral services for
H. E. Legion Names Lovett As
pastor. reading the ceremony.
Mrs. Sherman Webb, LaCenter;
heifers. cowstuff mostly I u 11 y
has just been prepared for the he had at the time of his marriage Thompson, 68 years of- age, were
Service Committee Head
Mrs. Morrow is the daughter of Mrs. Lillie Wireback.. Camden;
steady; vealers 25c higher; mixed Mrs. John Rowlett Entertains
blacktopping. John Ligon. May- in 1882. The pocket book has sev- held in Paris Friday. Burial was
.Mr. and Mrs.. W.
ot i-Mee.,1:Seese- Steely: Navel; Thomas
yearlings_ and heifers 6.00'R.50;few
Mrs. John Rowlett had tea guests field,- has been employed as -cite eral _compartment& dl the. folder inMapfetatiod cemFfefy.-The Rev.
Joe T. Lovett, commander of Brandon. Mr. Morrow is the son'Woftord,--DoVer, Tenn.; Mrs. Maurindividuals up to 9.00; cows 4.505t on Thursday afternoon in compli- engineer and Fonzo Hopkins is as- type and with day book and penG. C. Fain was in charge -eel The Murray Post No. 73, has been noti- of Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Morrow of ice 'Maddox. Murray; Miss Josie
5.25; cutters and low cutters 3.25 ment to several out of town visit- sistant
and foreman.
Several cil. The pencil which came with services. Mr. Thompson was a fied of his
appointment as chair- Nebo, Ky. He is a graduate of Dyer, Murray; Mier. A. C: Wells,
174.00; top sausage bulls 5.75; veal- ors.
hundred feet of blacktopping will the book is also included. Mr. brother of Mrs. Jesse Lassiter friarOf the Service
Commiltee for Murray State College and is now Murray: Robert Scott, Clinton.
era 11.00: nominal range: steers
Present were:
be laid in the recently approved Hamlett died in 1911.
Murray, and Mrs. Charlie Howard. the Department of Kentuelty. for connected with the public schools
Patients discharged from Mason
5.75(12.75; heifers 4.50 Se 10.50e
Miss Darvell Jackson of Louis- W.P.A. project.
Buchanan.
He also leaves his the current Legion year.
of Madisonville, where he and his Hospital the peat wirCk:
slaughter steers 550-1100 lbs.. good ville, Miss Minnie Ann Martin of
widow, daughter and two brothers.
The appointment was made. by bride will reside_
0
Mrs. Sherman Webb, LaCenter;
and choice 8.750, 12.75; common and Bowling Green, Mrs. Phillip Stapps
Dues IN LOUISVILLE
James Hammond, Paintsville, state
Miss Grace Mahan Murray: Harry
medium 5.7509.00; 1100-1500 lbs., of Greensburg. Ind., Mrs. Blimker,
TROT7? I
HAVE HOG KILLING
commander of Kentucky.
Sparkman-Barron Engagement
Gilliam, Columbus; S. T. Bowlin,
good and choice 12.0061. 12.75; good Miss Mildred Graves, Miss MargaHenrz A. Heiler, father of H.
At their last meeting, the Scouts
A cleaning vat was set up at the
Announced
Columbus; James Moore, Colum9.00(712.00; medium 7.2549.00.
ret Greeter, Mrs. Mary McCoy Hall, G. "Dutch" Heissler of Murray, passed 4ests and practiced for
their home of Horace Miller for a comNAME COMMISSION
Mr. arid Mrs. William A. Spark- bus; j,. B./Abernathy, Columbus;
Miss Mable Gude, Mrs. Rob Mason. died in Louisville Tuesday morn- Christmas program.
munity hog kiting this week and
mart announce the engagement of Fred Jones, Columbus; Miss Opal
Farmers at Mayfield, Ky.. celeing
Funeral services were held
The chantors will meet on Thurs- nine hogs were killed. The smallThe Jury Commission named to their daUghter. Rosie .Marelle. to C. Saunde4. Brandon:
.Mrs Clifford
brated the arrival October 15 of
In Christian county, Negro farm Wednesday. H. G. Heissler was day night at 7 o'clock at the
home est hog weighed 310 pounds dressed serve for the next year is: 011ie Errol Barron, of Alexandria, La. C. P Thips, Murray; Mrs. Lillie
the 100th carload of limestone to women haves canned 34,887 quarts unable to attend on account of ill- of Mary Elizabeth
and the heaviest weighed 398. The Mayer, Hugh Thompson and J. D. The wedding will be solemnized Yr
Bennett's.
ark, Camden; Amon Carman,
their- territory.
of fruits and vegetables.
ness in his family.
----Nancy Mellen, Scribe
pork totaled 3,089 pounds.
Sexton.
December 2'7 at Murray.
umbus.
,

ATTENDANCE BIG

RED CROSS DRIVE LESLIE ELLIS IS
GOES OVER TOP FARM WEEK JUDGE

..,Mtiet Building-In Calloway County

COUNTY PROJECTS
IN WPA PROGRAM

4

it

THE LEDGER -&

Endorses New School Changes Made In
Relief Set-Up
Code in Annual
1W-eet Here
Changes have been made in

in

II

•

to Hold Its First
FDEA FAVORS $12 PER CAPITA, Memorial Baptist Church
DURAN FAIR, 34, Murray Gets Merged
•
Services 111 New Building Sunday; All
MAY CHANGE MEETING DATES
Invited
DES SUDDENLY
Plants

Is'
of
is
of
d-

'a.

a.•

High School
LEGISLATORS TO BE Murray
Honor Roll
COLLEGE GUESTS

TOBACCO PRICES
EQUAL TO 1934

Should'Rally To
Governor

Stanley Says He'll
Seek Logan's Seat

•

rtivestock-1

-71o,,tpital News

H. E. Thompson
Dies In Paris

I

Girl Scout News

III
• ...

Au •

a•
•

•
,

•

''AGE TWO

THE LEDGER & TIMES,

URRAY, KENTUCKY, THURSDAY; AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 5, 1935..

Italy and Germany were left out. md Edisland in a few months will
Germany will then
he elapsed, and it ended in a, casintegrsite
Mandato* Commission with the attack Russia, and England will
League of Naaions existing' as a let her attack to keep them off
sanctimonious robber dressed in her own neck.
in 1890 with rittet. made in Eng- priest's clothes to hand the spoils
U. S. To Be Involved
land. Claw declared that "the be- of war over to England. In Africa,
ginning of the downfall of white he disclosed. "France got the rest
The ultimate involvement of the
man's dominance is to be dated of the Sahara desert: Italy re- United States, he said, will be in
from Aduwah Italy, he said, built ceived Tunas 'which she has al- the Pacific in a war with Japaa.
itself up -through the genius of ready taken two years before the
Close tJosef Washington Hula
IdLizaini and_raaribaldi. and Bis- war; and England gained possess dogmatically stated that his hearmimic forged the Iron- of Ger- siert of -every- fertile river valley, ers could de nothing about the
.
,•
except -the Congo."
man *tress/ob.
situation.' Tahapughout his speech
In regard to the present Etta- -he eontaanly referred to the su. The Triple Alliance resulted in
the Triple lantente, a protectit7O 'opian situation[ihe lecturer stated periority of the Eastern over the
reaction. Europe .was divided into that Mussolini is basing his whole Western ,entity. The foremost intwo armed camps.- and as a con- campaign *upon the assumption ventions ushering in the ages fa;
sequence the • World War was a that if war is declared France will Western greatness were inventions
necesaity. It grew out of the fever -immediately AO into revolution. Po- of the East. he said. Gunpowder,
for colonial empire from which land and Japan will jointly at- the compass, the applied idea of
tack Russia. and England alone printing originated in China, acwill remain t o
• Its
X,AWENERsoliasaislataains in Lybia will march fl plam ." he argued. "can °utile
..s.wiftly to take the Suez Canal, outsmart, and out-trick the West
-ern - deelottrate. and - -the- bite
knows ea
He stressed the view that England, the most pacific nation since
the war, has suddenly been transformed into the most belligerent
nation
on
earth.
"Confucius,
sFOR SALE -Reed baby buggy. Jesus Christ, Plato, Voltaire, and
Rousseau
lived in ages of- disintegood eondinan. cheap. See Mrs.
!air Oren Keys, college addition. ltc gration. Thus they found time to
think, they saw the picture of theWANTED - Paperhanging and drama of empire. and it made of
painting. Also do assist carpentry them geniuses. This age is passwork. Window panes replaced. ing as surely as the feudal age
Need work. J. B. Karr.
tf passed. Change is inevitable. We
will come to the end of change
FOR SALE-Two Buck Jones Daisy when we
come to- the end of the
Air rifles, good aondition. cost
world.
This present systeni in
$2.98 each new. will sell for $2
which Western civilization lives off
:each. Wells Lovett, College Adthe exploitation of the Moneta
dition, Phone 338.
tfc races is going to
pass before aeaur
FOR SALg-American Boy mara_ eyes and mine." Christendom, he
3 said has been the most cruel arzine subscriptions. $1 a
years for $2. Wells Lovett, agent. biter of Western and Eastern des-.
qollege addition. Phone 338 tic tinies. Power, and not Justice,
.has been the determiner of its
RENT-4-room
FOR
apartment. strength."
Private entrance, hot water. One
block from Post Office on South
4th Street. Apply 211 Siiiith 6th
Street.
ltp

Close, Fo
reign Affairs Expert;
Paints Future in Gloomy Colors
That the piesent industrial- sysdisintetern-this modern
Grate just as surely as the feudal
era crashel and that a new systern will emerge swift on the heels
of manwient world conflict were
implications left -by Uptoh Close.
lecturer and worldetikveler. in_ an
,address entitled: The Work .Parade and Our Place In -It" before
thea-Fitalliedrict -Editfaernbers
rational Association in the Murray College auditorium • Friday
,
/tight.
Charging that the Italians were
defeated - by Lathiopia at Aduisia

••••••••-a•p•---

•••• -

I Santa
Pleads

clAssiroil El)
pinArRinisiNt

year.

Scatter-Brain's
News

---- I want to say hello to all - my
old friends in Murray and dear
old Catioway county. I arrived
here Friday, 22-3.5. This is my
second time to be in this place as
most of you know. There has been
--the most wonderful change- in this
Frequently the Ledger &
town that 1 seer saw since I was
Times is tasked to send a paper
last here.
out of the state by persons who
I told my daughter before I left
asks us to charge it to them.
home that I would be at borne
The payment for foreign subwhen I got to Avon Park and
scriptions must be cash in adceuld go around to any place I
vance. l'a• comply, With pastel
wanted to. But when I got here
regulations this is necessary.
I had to get a fellow to lead me
And regardless of- postal regu&round with a dog chain far a day
lations. the cost of sending _a
or so beflare I would risk myself
papei out-of-state forces us to
to be turned loose.
collect in advance. All of our
regular foreign subscribers know
I know this is the most wonderthis and send their payments
ful place I ever saw. I wish I
regularly when they wish to
could explain to you all the beaucontinue their paper
tiful scenery that I can sit in my
• -tr-yott-wtst to compliment -a
my wtn ow.
My room is on the second floor,
friend- or eisiathe away from
corner room No. 2. I sit here and
Murray with the. Ledger &
rabic out and it comes to my nand
Tithes, please-bring the subhow I would love for all my
scription prige with you as we
friends back home to see what I
must use a policy of prompt
am looking at just now. Oh. well,
cash in advance for this type
the ones back home that have seen
of subscription.
what I am seeing know there is no
use for me to try to describe it to
any one that has never seen itMurray.
Geroge Lamb of near Providence that's that.
passed away Sunday after a lingerI sure do hope everyone back
ing illness of several weeks.
home is enjoying life therg as I am
*I guess I have bothered enough here. This will be all for this
this time, see you soon.-Scatter
Brains.

Out-Of-State
Subscriptions
Must Be Cash

-

Letters to Editor
November 26, 1935
Pen Carol Hotel
Avon Park, Fla
•.
Ledger & Times
Murray, Ky.

.
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*cub( bielade, FURNITURE t

Gifts the Motorist
Will Welcome'

LOUNGE CHAIRS$13.50 to $22.50

Priced So Reasonably Your
aludget Will be Delighted
-

WE
SUGGEST

-OCCASIONAL TABLES$4.50 to $10.00

AP‘,.

•

Chiliers Rocker
High Chair
Table Lamps
Bridge Lamps
Card Tables
Magazine Racks
Radio Table
Bedside Table
Drum Table
Kitchen Table
Kitchen Stool

COFFEE TABLES-

it

$4.50 up
PULL UP CHAIRS$4.95 to $5•95

Arvin Auto Heater

SMOKING 5ETS-r-$1.19 to $4.4

Has unusual capacity ti- insure
cumfu..tabte heiseisig 1st any .wee=
A special gift value
ther.
at
$6.00 up

FLOOR LAMPS$1.95 to $3.95
CEDAR CHESTS$19.75 to $23.50

Give Something to Wear

•• -

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

illitqW011111111.00X1WIWNYAW4IVAPIPt101,001PALIW?MOMIC11.111f0IIIKAMtaflOVOIPMAINSAII#

FOR SALE-1 childs bed also 1 hot
water heater. Call 238-W. Mrs.
Opal Pitman.'
'
ltc ' Miss Pearl. Thonipaori is in Paris.
Tenn., vis4J11.1 her .sis..tsaa. Mrs.
WANTED-Man with car for ftaw- Boman St. John, ansl .farnaj 'this
leigh Route of VII consumers. week.
Good proposition for right mans, 'Mrs. fl. S. Gill of jonitiborcia
Route experience preferred. Write Ark., and Miss Jewell, Roane. of
Ra%sleigh, -Dept. K YL•181-M A. Cincinnati, Ohio, spent the ThanksFreeport,'Ill.
ltp giving holidays in the home of Mr.
and Mrs. A. E. Roane and family
FOR RENT-Concrete Service Staand Mrs. Katie Sisson. Mts. Gill
-•
tion withagrocery and living quaris a sister of the late S. Sisson.
ters. 3 mires ,South of Mat:ray on
-Mr: -and-- Mrs. - Kenuath Grogan
14.
Murraystairxt Highway. See Rayof Gilbertsville. Kna spent She 1
IIIV/11
42 J. Murray Route C
Thanksgiving :holiday as visitors inT
-Of-cou se the kiddiesiwill have to have some
FOR SALE-one 8 year old bay. the homes of Mr. N. Ga-Wall and
fruit. and candies-but with gifts. ••ANTA- urges . horse mule. See Dr. IL H. Bog- dabghter, Marie, and Mr. Grogan's'
you to be practical.
gess.
Itc father and Mrs. Lola Wall, and atea ." tended the FD.E.A. FOR RESTT-Joe. Williams-Marta
Mr. and Mrs: Lon -Whitehead
TwO-room and 3-room apertment. family had as taeir Thanksgiving
.or. whale . house_ Mrs. Etta Wil- guest. Mrs. Euxeda Kernin4-01
liams. ail3 South Fifth, Murray, Clinton. and Mr. and Mrs. RayA nice warm sweater, a new pair of school
ltp mond- Ray burn of near Murray.
a snug heavy Wrap or a newdress for the'
Mr, and Mrs. liolla Adams visitmiss will wArin..her
FOR SALE-B flat soprano Saxeas well as-bodrand
ed relatives in and near Murray
will certibine the gift with the items of familY - neelt.
phone. Cunn instrument
Robt. over the week end.
*
Mills Williams. 605 Olive St. ltp
Mr., and -Mrs. Albert Pool and
FOR THE HOME
the i3asement Store has Of
FOR SALE-Poplar shingles. $3, small. son, James Edward, of near
a number of items to - please• you. Shop in the
per. thousand. E. W. rMitchell, Murraa. visited Mr. ar.d Mrs.
Basement Store.fot it
chuckjun. of Christmas'
Hazel Rpute 2..
lip Leland Morris' Thanksgiving Day.
'Time 'need.
We. were pleasantly surprised
,
'
•-•
•
•
FOR RENT-3 unfurnished rooms. last week when Clifford Smith.
' MRS. JAMES in the Railement Store
hot water and bath. 408 North formerly of near here but new of
sire
that. Ladics' Ready to Wear, Millinery. ('oats will
6th. Call at Torn Bailey's Satur- near Mt. Pleasant. in Tearasallan.
dey niernIngs. soutn-rttn.
m-Tike the m-ditTh'ppreCiated gilt for wife, mother,
Ta5 Slid Mtn Lisette -Paschall
- near
Murray were married. I and many
daughter or sister. And she has had years of ex- 3
BENT-unftirnished apart- others extend congratulations
to
perience aiding men to shop
women's gifts and ; riment: furnished bed-room. Apply this
young couple. _
,
_women in tilti-ng their entire .feMinine list.
to Raubie Wear_ 210 N. 5th St. lip.
mad Mrs. Don Nix and Miss
Mrs. James offers many new lovely Dresses, Is FOR SALE or TRADE-5--ore female- Hattie McLean were in Paris one
pointer bird clog pup. 10 months da-y Tart week on business.
Coats ... i)oth plain and fur-trimmed ...(-Millinery
Miss Pauline Alexander was in
old and untrained. A very high
and evcrythinglhe wears.
bred
dog.
See
W. Herbert Murray recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Lelmar Farris and
Perry.
ltp
baby visited near here over* the
mu FOR SALE-Chevrolet truck 1935 week end.
model. best of condition and
Mrs. Orleany Steely has moved
• equipped for heavy service. • See to her old home place which* has
.114 J. C. Calhoon at J. P. Oil Co. De been occupied by Mr. and Mrs.
Manley „Smith 'and family.
FOR RENT-rooms
Mrs Mattie
Bob Alexander and Lake Hall
;re rlr,g carpentrv work near

&swat
First of All
Be Ptactira
. t-

-- ------ ,
time and If Joe doesn't pitch this tacky,' towit:
A part of the N. E. Qr. of sec
in the waste basket I will write
more later on
27, T. 2, R. 4 East, and bounded ft
seasece Beginning five hundred
My bast regards to all.
thirty-five (535) feet west from the
E. C. Oasirby,
Avon Park, Fla. S. E. cO'rner of the Matherson trautb
at.• rock on the South aide of the
State road, thence N. three hundred
and eighty 1380.1 feet_ to a rock,
parallel with SaaW. Gilbert's line,
thence West fifty-five i55) feet tu
a rock, less five (5) feet on West
side for a driveway, which is to
be kept open for same, thence
court
Calloway Montt
B;auth three. hundred eighty -4 380
Ky.,
Murray,
Bank of Murray of
Plaintiff feet to a rock, Twining parallel
with A. J. Holland's line, then
Vs. Judgment
East fifty-five 156) feet to a roc
Autie Mclnteer, Et Al
Sefendants less flee (5) feet on the west side
for a driveway, and the beginning
By virtue of a jua„ment and
corner, except fifteen (15) feet off
order of sale of the Calloway Cirof the North end of said lot to be
cuit Court rendered at the No-a- street,•-lasiet deferath
vember tarm thereof_ -al.. in
ants obtained title to said land by
above cause for the purpose of
deed from A. L. Rhodes, dated
payment of $418.25, with interest
June 24. 1e24;- -now of record in
from December 20. 1930, unth paid.
Deed Book ail. page 528, Calloway
shall
I
expended,
herein
costs
and
County Court Clerk's office.
proceed to offer fur sale at the
For the purchase price the purcourt house door in Murray, Kentucky, to the highest bidder at chaser must execute bond with
public auction. on Monday, the approved securities, bearing legal
rd day of December. 1935. at interest from the day of sale until
1 o'clock or thereabout (same be- paid, and having the force and
ing county court day), upon a effect ol a judgment. Bidders will
credit of six months, -the follow- be prepared to comply promptly
ing described property, being and with these terms. George S. Hart,
lying in Calloway County, Ken- Master Commissioner.

Congoleum
Rugs
6x9
9x10 1-2

X

'1

lc

..

4

Faic quality all-wool robe. with
•.:Elitri. rich plaid design and
fringe

7 1-2x9
9x12

$2.95
to
$6.50 :

_A

ut

for

••••

Mr.

TO. TURNER

'KW*

.

Id

•

Do not fail to see our showing and g2t our
c4sh price on bed room suites, living room
suites, kitchen cabinets, bed springs, mattresses, chifforobes,-odd-- beds, dressers,
etc.
•_

Auto Radio, $25.50 up
A rea! thrill for any mOtorist,
this fine radio. Has all newest
improvements. A real "buy."

_MURRAY AUTO
PARTS CO.

-ix
ile

Crass Furniture
NORTH FOURTH STREET

.
OPPOSITE LEDGER & TIMLS :
W.
I iliWAiie.40:4MkiffiV.VVA.V.ti..
1 .ziAild/AV.ikkVAlibil,
.

2/a/EYE/2/-

FIRST SALE TUESDAY, DECEMBER 17, 1,35

GROWERS LOOSE LEAF FLOOR

a•

INDEPENDENTLY OWNED AND OPERATED

SAME LOCATION AS LAST YEAR

-••

•44

•

EAST OF RAILROAD-OPPOSITE DEPOT

MURRAY,KENTUCKY

We are ready to receive your tobacco for the first sale and respectfully solicit any part of your business.
We wish to thank our many friends andsustomers for-Making it possible for us to lead the Murray Market for the
past four years in
volume of sales and highest average prices paid the farmers.
We-have a good, warm factory in which to take care of your tobacco; equipped with the best of NON-GLARE
SKYLIGHTS.
DRIVEWAY
INSIDE
GOOD SI FF.PING QUARTERS FREE STALLS OPEN DAY Atil4catiT
We will give your tobacco our very best personal attention at all times and we believe our YEARS of buying,
handling, and selling
tobacco is worth something to you.
AGAIN, REMEMBER OUR LOCATION
tU

EAST OF RAILROAD

J. K FARMER

OPPOSITE DEPO:11

C1/2/2/2
/2
/2/E/E/E/E/Elap_r7cJE./2./arE/i/2/2/2==

TOY P. FARMER

•
•-4

4

•

4.44:.
••••••••••

•-

•

•

9

•

•

•

0
•

•
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THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY, THI:RSDAY, AFT ERNOON, DE
EMBER 5, 1935.
E Qr. of Sec.
rid bounded it
lave hundred
west from the
&thereon trust
ath aide of tt,
three hunch',
et_ to a roe,
Gilbert's lea
re 45.5) feet
feet on Wet, which is t
same, then,
3 eighty 438,
nning para I
'S line, thenc
feet to a roc
the west side
the beginning
n (15) feet oft
said lot to he
o said land by
Rhodes, dated
of re,cord in
528, Calloway
's offiee.
price the parte bond with
bearing legal
ty of sale until
the force and
,. Bidders will
nply promptly
;eerge S. Hart,
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COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

PAGE THREE

ing described property, being and I be prepared to comply promptly
Coursey, Jerome Lassiter.
lying in Calloway County, Ken- with these terms. George S. klart,
Juniors: Charles Johnson, Kathtucky, towit:
Master Corrunisstonee- ,••las4re"
ie= Brown, James T. Roberts, EdA part of the northeast quarter
ward Culver. Phlenoy Bedwell,
of Sec. 33, T. 2, R. 3 East, conTructlie Reeves, Cecil Taylor.
By Earl Chambers
taming 33 1-4 acres more or loss.
Sophomores: Margarett Roberts,
Also 29 ', s acres off of the south
Calloway Circuit Court
Among our distinguished visitors Virginia Darnell, Frances Sulter,
end of the • following described
Gauis W. Tidwell, etc.,
Calloway Circuit Court
"The First Commandment" is a The Pharoah during Jos. time will
of the week was Major Dan D. Volene Shoemaker, Mary Stephen- Fain
Biblical dramatization in which the be W. B. Moser and the King Tut
& Bell,
Plaintiff land, to wit: Lot No. 4 of M. B.
son.
Halline
Lassiter.
Howe, Ti. S. Army, instructor of the
Francis land, being seventy-one
Vs. Judgment
Plaintiff most prominent people in this com- 1Pharoah, during Moses' time will
Freshmen:
Covington
Reeves,
Kentucky National Guard, Bowling
(71) acres forty-four and threeWindell Tidwell, etc.,
Vs. Judgment
Vernon Curd.
Calloway Circuit Court
munity are taking part. The pro- I be played by Dr. Drennan. Levi
Green.
During
his
visit
tenths
Major
3-10)
(44
poles
off
of
the
Defendant
Eighth grade: Mamie Nell Row- T. R. Cable, Hettie Cable. Buren
Howe favored local reserve officers
By virtue of a judgment and east side of the northeast quarter Bernice Edwards Nichols, ..
duction combines
the fiiiest of will be portrayed by Guthrie
Overby,
land.
Plaintiff
with an interesting and instructive
order of sale of the Calloway Cir- of Sec. 33..T. 2, R. 3 East.
music, drama, lightifig effects and Churchill and Joshua by Ben GroDefendants
Vs. Judgment
lecture on "Three Classic Decisions
Title to W. T. Tidwell in the
cuit Court, rendered at,. the NoBy virtue of a judgment and costumes to give to Murray the gan.
Almo Defeats Hazel
vember teem theredf,-1935, in the above lands was obtained by deed T. K. Edwards and wife, Joanna at the Marne". This officer's broad
There will be 53 local men dressorder
The
qf sale of the Calloway Cir- most unusual and sensational type
tide
is
now turning for the
above cause for the purpose of from C. M. Rogers on October 23, Edwards; D. L. Fdwarcis and wife, experience in the World War, the
of entertainment that we have ed in costumes of 4000 years ago
cuit,
Alm,
Court,
Warriors.
rendered at the NoTheir second vicivision and costs herein expend- 1906, and recorded in Deed Book Esther Edwards; Modena Edwards operations at Shanghai and the
tory was handed them Wednesday vember term thereof, 1935, in the ever had. It is the dramatization portraying the well known Bible
ed, I shall proceed to offer for sale 20 Page 506 in the office of Clerk Donley, and husband, Harry Don- Infantry School were well reof the most interesting and import- stories of the life of Joseph and
ley; Margaret Edwards Sugg and flected in this excellent presenta- night by Hazel. Although a .hard above cause for the purpose of ant events leading up to
at the court house door in Murray, of Calloway County Court,
and con- Moses. chief Counselor to ,the
fight was put up by both teams, payment of $99; also $265.34 and
husband.
John
Sugg;
Alfred
Sayre
tion.
Also,
a
tract or parcel of land
Kentucky, to the highest bidder at
the scores for the Almo Warriors interest thereon from June 20, 1932. nected with the giving of the Ten Pharoahs will be Max Hurt.
Nichols,
Sr.;
Alfred
and
Sayre
beginning
one hundred thirty-six
Commandments. It can only be
Public auction on Monday, the
The Greyhounds dropped one exceeded
The complete cast will be anthose of Hazel by one. and costs herein expended, I shall
- 23rd „day .of-Decomber,
910.2..J_-041 _ant.tcu i101 feel west Nichols, Jr..
lila last Fridaer-eventeg _when. 2.a.e
/Una/ills Saturwisest-to- -offe•-•4er---ssie -at-the- compared to such productions as
_
tte&n
nts
1-4tiiselsosr Ititr.about (same be- from the northeast corner at a Post
ducah defeated them at the Reidcourt house door in Murray,.1(en- the gigantic motion picture "The day.
Wilma
Thweatt's
side
in
biology
By
virtue
orlf.fetdir
nent
and
ing county court day), upon a Oak Tree. thence west sixteen (16)
Commandme
Ten
land court. Company 1517's net
nts"
the
and
well
Remember
-December
dates
the
seemed te be the unlucky side as tucky, to the highest bidder at
credit of six months, the follow- rods and two (2) feet to the mid- order of sale of ,the Calloway Cir- teem is undaunted, however,- by
kmewn Passion Play.
10 and llth .at the College chapel.
public
they
MA
-tit
,
eructate1
point
of
ona
latOriday,
to
TUnior
'the
Court,
cuit
rendered
at
the
No- their first loss of the season and
dle of Mayfield and Paris road,
Judah will be protrayed by La- Be sure and see this play at popuBeale's group. The entertainment 23rd day of December, 1935, at
vember term thereof, 1935, in the are hard at practice
vern Wallis, Simon, by Charles lar prices.
again after will be given in the near
I want to personally inter- thence south nine (9) rods thirteem above
1
o'clock
or
thereabout
(same
future.
because
for
the purpese of the Thanksgiving recess. For the
half (131a) feet with said road,
ing county court day), upon a Miller., The part of Moses will be
view a man with farm ex- and.
thence northeast twelve (12) rods payment of $1300.00 with interest second time this year Camp MurThe Todd-Caldwell County Dairy
credit of six months, the follow- portrayed by Zelna Carcr supperience for a good paying, and twelve (12) feet to the begin- thereon at the rate of A% annum ray meets Mayfield,
ported by as Aaron .his brother, Herd Improvement Association svas
this time on
ing
described
property,
being
and
Permanent, local job. Must ning corner said land being out of from May 1, 1923 until paid and the Murrey High .School floor.
lying in Calloway County, Ken- Hall Hood. Kohath, the. faithful organized last month. and a, tester
have car. Write or sign your the north half of the southeast $500.00 with interest at 6% per
believer in Moses will be Mr. ern proyed
Many
local
members
tucky, towit:
spent
Pennebaker. The Wisemen who
name below and mail to Box Quarter of Sec. 33, T. 2, R3, East. annum from the 22nd day of No- Thanksgiving at home while those Eagles
Defeated Farmington. 36-19
Being the North half
vember, 1929 until paid, and costs
lot No. try to interpret Pharaah's dream
Several Marshall county farmers
164, Dept. 9201, Quincy, Ill. Title to said land was obtained by herein expended,
remaining in camp observed the
The Farmington basketball team 33 in Murray, Kentucky, same will be Dr. F.
I shall proceed
W. T. Tidwell from C. W. Madden
E. Crawford. Dr.
are building new barns with ridge
day
in
a
fitting
manner.
We
were
was welcomed as they came to the being found on plat of the City of B. „Houston,
by deed dated the 8th day of April to offer for sale at the court house favored
and M. 0. Wrather. and bottom ventilators..
with an interesting and home of the Eagles at Kirksey Murray, Kentucky.
Except a part
1908, and aaecorded in Deed Book -door in Murray, Kentucky, to the appropriate
Thanksgiving service Wednesday night, November 27. of the North half of lot
Age
Number of years
No, 33 in
23, Page 354, office of Clerk, Cal- highest bidder at public auction, on conducted
by Bro. 0. A. Marrs. The Kirksey boys took
a
Monday, the 23rd day of December,
an easy the city of Murray same being
Ivey County Court.
lived on farm
1935, at 1 o'clock or thereabout This was followed by a dinner of game from Farmington. The visit- found on plat of City of Murray,
For the purchase price the purconventiona
the
l
turkey
and cran- ing team played good ball but and beginning at the Northeast
(same being county court day),
Name
chaser must execute bond with
upon a credit of six months, the berry- sau.ce which reminds us they were overcome by the Kirk- corner of the above described land;
approved securities, bearing legal
again
Address
that
our kitchen force is sey team. The Eagles have
following described property, lacipg
played thence West sixty (60) feet; thence
interest from the day of sale until
equal to almost any occasion.
five games this year and still re- South (eighty (80) feet; thence East
paid, and having the force and and lying in Calloway County,
Another project sponsored by the main undefeated. Our second ,,team sixty (60) feet; thence North eighty
Kentucky, towit:
effect of a judgment. Bidders will
(80) feet to the beginning. Same
A lot or strip of land six and educational department. that of also defeated Farmington.
Come, See The Eagles Fight
being the land sold to N. A. Chatritwo-thirteenths (6 2-13) poles wide leathercraft, is a center of atThere will be'twogames at Kirk- bers June 4, 1925.
in Murray, Ky., lying just north Of traction at the camp. Several useFor the purchase price the purthe old Leonora Pool place, front- ful articles have been produced by sey this week end, Friday night
ing six and two-thirteenths (6 2- this group of about fifteen who in- Hardin will play the Eagles. Every- chaser must execute bond with
13) poles on North Fourth street sist on meeting about every night one invited. Admission reduced to approved securities, bearing legal
five cents. Saturday night, De- interest from the day of sale until
and running back in Third Street: during, the week.
it being the J. A. Edwards home
A. J. -Carlisle. Arthur Worthing- ()ember 7, the Eagles will meet the paid, and; having She force and
place. and being the same land ton, Charles Bryant. Robert Har- Sharpe High School team. This is eltect of a judgment. Bidders will
which was conveyed to him by T. rel, Homer Dyer, Howard Crochett, the first time in several years be prepared to comply promptly
F. Martin, deed recorded in I). B. 1, Ralph Fugate, Clarence Goshorn. Kirksey has met Sharpe in a bas- with these terms. George S. Hart,
OUR TOY TOWN SALE starts
page 206, Calloway County Court Ralph Scott, and Joseph Williams ketball game. Sharpe comes with Master Commissioner,
December 7. Hundreds have reClerk's office.
have received their appointments a good reputation and it is exjust how valuable the work of thp
ceived one of ouf 8-page circuFarmers in Meade county are
For the purchase price the pur- as Senior Life Guards from the pected to be a. good game. So if
lady,assistant may be until it is exlars chuck full of values.
chaser must execute bond with American Red Cross. Washington. you enjoy a good basketball game. cashing in on special orders for
perienced. The feminine touch,
Come to Kirksey Saturday night early turkeys, getting a premium
approved securities, bearing legal
when chaos is the order of the
All of you who did not receive one of these
of 2 to 3 ments a pound.
and see the Eagles win.
interest from the day of sale until
day is mast tremendously to be
can see the many values at our store.
paid, and having the force and
'hone
desired.
The F. F. A. boys attended the
effect of a judgment. Bidders will
195
Absolutely everything for the younipters'
County F. F. A. meet at Concord
be prepared to comply promptly
' The services of' our lady atChristmas.
The school was entertained with Tuesday night. A good time was
with these terms. George S. Hart,
tendant, Mrs. Gilbert, is always at
a bear last Tuesday morning dur- reported.
Master Commissioner.
ing the chapel period. .,He played
The store will be open nights until 9 o'clock,
the disposal of all we serve. Her
AT RILEY RADIO CO. EVERY
many clever tricks that were very
Honor Roll
December 20, 21, 23, 24,
work is pgut of the truly superior
" WEDNESDAY
much enjoyed by the student tody.
Freshmen: Anna Staples, Ruthurtype of,grvice that we try to renThe sophomore program -went ford
Morgan, Gearldine
_
Hurt,
— '-PHONE
over with a great success. .it con- Aliese James.
sisted
of a two-act play "Cappy
Will close Cotton Gin for this
Sophomores: Maurine
Rogers,
season, making final run on Sat- Explains" and an impersonation of Vernon Wilson.
Gladys- Hawks,
NortleSide Square
the senior class. A reading was Edith Armstrong,
urday, December -14. 11454
"A Penny Saved is s Penny Ma*"
given between acts by Mary MaryJunior: Dorothy Nell Stark.
DIAGNOSTRICIAN
FUNERAL HOME
rett Roberts. and a song of the
Seniors: Robbie Brooks Hurt,
CHAS: P.'CURRIER. Miry'. • seniors was sung by the class at Wilma Beach, John Jackson.
the conclusion of the program.
MON
STORINOONA
••
0
/1
110MOMIA NOMANSA WAWAWIP-OWPO the
••
The
fr"limen
in charge
next
ng
chapel are
program
on Friday, December 6.
Junior Beale's side in the biology
School is moving on in a big
class, won over Wilma Threatt's way.
Every one enjoyed the
group by a .01 of a point. The Thanksgivin
g holidays. The stulosing side is planzeitig an enter- dents eame
back Monday. Novemtainment for the winners. It will ber 30, in
high spirits and ready to
be given in the near future.
work.
For the first time in the history
Those making the honor roll for
of Almo High School, there has The third
six weeks'are:
been published a school paper.
First grade: Charles Bur keen.
Suggestions were
made for the Howard Brandon. W. T.
_Turner,
name of the paper. but it seemed Mae- Dell
Hopkins,' and' Dorothy
as if the "Loud Speaker" appealed Sue
Morris.
to the majority of the school stuSecond grade: Charlene Carol,' G.
dents. Arrangements have been T. Brandon,
and Dule Burkeen.
made for the paper to be printed
Third grade: Frances Washam,
by the Ledger & Times. Every Dorothy
Hopkins, T. G. Shelton.
member in school seems to be exFourth grade:
Oeda Hopkins,
ceedingly glad that they arc for- Dorothy
Pool, Ruby Lewis, Eugene
tunate enough to get a school Moore,
and James Lee Daruell.
paper-C"
Those in the sixth grade making
A representative from each of all
A's and B's with one C are:
the classes met last week in order
R E. Wright, Gracie Lee Workto increase the school spirit and
man., and Loudean Washburn. e
encourage the basketball boys. In
•
conclusion the Almo Blue and
Many mares have brought a
White Warriors won two games
Whether "She" is wife, mother, sweetheart, sister, grandmoover Gilbertsville Friday night. profit 01175 in Laurel county this I
ther or-even, aunt, she will most appreciate something electrical—the
The first team won by a score of year.
37-14. The lineup was as follows:
modern, practical gift.
Almo (37)
Pos.
Gil'ville 114/
Stroud, 5
F
Brien. 3
The stores everywhere are filled with many attractive and useEdwards. 4
F
Nall, 3
ful electrical gifts—moderately priced and giving the utmost in serLassiter, 9
C
Ruggles, 1
MEN are not really the particular• creatures
vice every day of the year.
Beale. 16
G
Dowdy, 1
whose whims and fancies are hard to ?lease
Culver. 3
G
Heath, 6
.. . their tastes and their wants are easily solved
Substitutes: Almo-Scott.
Many gf them are low in price and exceedingly low in operatThe second team won by a score
when the label on the gift convinces ,hem at first
ing costs.
Tug of 25-16.
sight that it's of dependable quality and atyle.

COMMISSIONER1
SALE

1124M.P MURRAY
CHATTERS

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

Tirst Commandment" To Be Staged
Here With Local Talent in Roles

I

Kirksey Hi News

of

Give Your Younger Ones
Lots of Santa Claus.
fó SminSum

One Seldom Realizes. ..

')EST
ocker
ir
rips
mps
lea
Racks
Ic

'able
sle
tool

Ileum
gs
7 1-2x9
9x12

$6.50

: TIMES

tE/En
li
j

Almo High School

Radio & Refrigerator
Service

COTTON NOTICE

BEN FRANKLINSTORE

W. H. CARTER

GILBERT-DORON COMPANY

Murray Cotton Co._

Ten Years Experience

Vancleave School

tr.
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To The Ladies!

lk

Are Gifts "She" Will
Most Appreciate

3k

Take a Tip front Harris Bros.--

I.

•3k

You cannot go wrong when you give something electrical made
by any standard manufacturer.

Let The

Honor Roll For Second Six Weeks
Seniors: Eugenia Woodall, Burlel
Schroader, Fieldon Scott, Huddle

Select Electrical Gifts From
Any Reliable Dealer Anywhere

3k

3it

Ldquid Tablets
Salve-Nose
Drops

Give Him Your

PHOTOGRAPH

)4;
•

first day

HEADACHES
in 30 minutes

The personal remembrance for
Dad, Mother, Sister, Girl Friend
... Your PHOTOGRAPH.

HOUSE SLIPPERS
$2.95
. 'KERCHIEFS
25e to $1.00

REFRIGERATION. A year
'rotuad washy;more delicious
meals;menusoftemptingeagierf.

WATER HEATING. 24-hour
service at low coot; an adequate
supply at the tighttemperature.

COOKING. Put, clean, econornical;automsticallycontrolletlbytimeckickandtbennostat.

Kentucky-Tennessee Light and Power Company
Murray, Kentucky

ER
riErE,

-

Thursday, December
12, 1935
AT MY RESIDENCE 4't MILES
EAST OF MURRAY. THE FOLLOWING WILL BE OFFERED
FOR SALE AT PUBLIC-AUCTION
FOR CASH
- -Mowing Machine. Two-Horse Hack
Two-Horse Wagon, Coon foot Harrow, Myers Orchard barrel spray
pump; Heating Steve. coal or wood.
Majestice Range, Double Barrel
Tobacco spray: John Deere Disk;
Two-horse Steel Plow; Corn Drill
and Cotton Scraper.
AND MANY OTHER ITEMS TOO
NUMEROUS TO MENTION
One Mare in Good Flesh

HOLEPROOF HOSE
25c to $1.00
FAULTLESS NO-BELT PAJAMAS
$1.95 to $5.95
CASES
$2.95 to $10.95
COLLAR PINS. INITIALED
TIE CLIPS
50c to $1.50

HIS

SPORT JACKETS
Cordurokiflannel tu Leather
to $10.85

$2.95

HANSEN"(LOVES
$1.00 to $2.50
TUXEDOS
Nottingham Fabrics
$30.00
Tux Accessories
Studs
50c to
Tux Sets
$1.50 to
Dress Shirts ___.__ $2.50 Ties

t
MANHATTAN SHIRTS
22.00 to $3.50
WILSON BROTHERS
Trobenizeii Shirts
$1.65

ALL

Grandmother
Give pictures of the children to
add to her store of living memories.

$1.50
$5.00
$3.50
$1.00

NOTTINGHAM SUITS or
OVERCOA'PS$1930 to $35.00
Flarsheiaa Slums- $11.71.41•1130.00
Crosby Square Shoes
__ $5.00
PIONEER and HICKOK BELT
SETS
$1.00 to $3.50

For . . .

Robt. B. Parker'.
LOVE'S STUDIO
North Fourth Street
Route 7 Murray, Ky.
• .•••••••••••....•

DRESSING GOWNS
and Cocktail Jaotets
WOO to $15.00
FLANNEL ROBES
$6.50 to $10.00

PUBLIC SALE
•itf

On

-and here at this "STORE
FOR MEN" are the labels that
carry this assurance to every
man on your gift list • ..

cheeks

COLDS
and
FEVER

7111t

Gift Talk
Quality And Style
Name

Resilio
Hand-Made

ITEMS
1
-1

1, TIES

"GIFT"
BOXED

Use
Lay-Away Plan for Xmas Gifts
- Our
.
PADUCAH
KENTUCKY
: : :

65c to
-• -43340

I
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T'AGE FOUR

THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY, THURSDAY,

ThE LEDGER & TIMES

raj

U1ST JOTS

Consolidation of The Murray Led er. The Calloway Times, and The
Times-Heralit,
20, 1928
Published by The Calloway county Pubbalung Co.Inc.
North Fourth Street, Murray, Kentucky

ted that horrtble-act wttUr
up.

AFT ER.NOON, DEFEMBER 5, 1935.

Dexter News

This may be heresy for-a newspaper man to say it, but every
family with a youngster would
always know just exactly how
myth longer It was to Christmas
if there wasn't a periodical printed
in the entire land.

Ity Joe

Mrs. Eldridge Vick and children
of Paducah spent thg week .end
With 'Mile Sarah Cat-there's. her
The success of Southern Methomother.
dist University and Texas Chrislot T. Lovett
Mr. and Mrs. Blaney Jeffrey
Editor tian University_ football teams at
the aerial ,sitime suggests that we
and children of Paris and Mr. and
Postoffice,
Murray,
Kentucky,
Entered at the
as second class mail matter and our Christiaia brothers will
Hrs. L. Jones spedt Sunday with
have some high-flying ministers in
Mr. and Mrs. L.: B. Coursey.
a year or fro
Mrs. Hattie }Wean of Paducah
WAGER
spent Saturday night and uaday
Must-0244m objects to Uncle Sam
with Mr. and Mrs. Clynt Skaggs.
ItATIONAl. EIDITC4ZIAL holding up chmenents of oil, cotMr. and Mrs. Dock Hollomond
•
.ASSIDC/ATION ton. copper and steel as a mani-and children of Nashville spent last
c/r1e.m4s.4.. 93 5 festation of neutrality, claiming
Calloway Circuit Coast
week end with Mrs. Hollomond's
that such are nortnial articles for Hardin Bank,
mother, Mrs. 0. F. Curd
the sustenance of a people. We
s.•slits J• ast-ir •••
Plaintiff
Mrs. Will Reeves is in Paducah
suppose our -Italian friends would
Vs. Judgment
visiting.
Subscription Rates:-In First Congressional District and Metre and therefore claeo(y a 75-nullimeter Mrs. T. A. Miller,
Et
Al,
Stewart Counties, Tenn., $1.00 a year; Kentucky. $1.50; lillsewhere, Pala Ion as a CJaristmas tesy har_Lijk
Miss Myrtle Citeptnan spent
-fetworttsing-Raten-and-latoraratton about eallOW117 COUla =MK Antonio.
By virtue of a judgment and Thursday with MISS Melt Walston.
- banished upon application,
••• •
order of sale of the Calloway CirThe play that the Ladies Aid
green aggregatiesv-- of pigskin,
host_32.-sears. inniens.._it cuit -CRUM- rootistead-fa-the--ble.- gave recently_ went off with a
chasers. Few of the linemen had or non) slum the Jotter entered vember term thereof, l93$, in the boom! There was a nice crowd
been under much fire even though We University of Kentucky as a above cause for the purpose of out, although there were several
there were some experienced hacks meek freshman and last Thursday payment of $60 amortization in- who attended the free play at
•• It is an unusual thing for a local left over from last year. As usual. Was the first time bo ever saw stallment due Nov. 1, len: 900.00 Almo.
Mrs Louis Ernstberger and Mrs.
Kentucky haat Tennessee playing amortization installment due May
'man to be very much appreciated prospects were gloomy.
1. 1933; $60.00 amortization in- Treys McDaniel entertained their
by the home folks. Ordinarily, a
However, the Tigers ended their football.
stallment due Nov. 1, 1933; $60.00 eight year old sons with a birthneighborhood boy has to go to dis- season in a blaze of glory, winning
More than 100 persons in the amortization installment Ale let5' day party at the home of Mrs.
tant fields of endeavor to accom- their last four vanes thrtc of them
Wish something that earns hint over conference opponents and rat- United States lose their lives every 1. 1934; $90.00 amortization install- Lois Ernstberger's. Tommie Ernst-the approbation of the people back ing the "A' standing in the Little day in the United States, on the ment due Nov. 1, 1934; $60.00 berger and Wayne Lee McDaniel
iet the -old home town Partrularly Sixteen. Despite the fact that in- average. fit automobile accidents. amortization installment due May received several gifts and prizes
is this true in the phase of school- juries struck them hard in 'mid- Take a long drive and it's no mys- 1, 1935; $22.40 insurance due Nov. were given away. Miss Bonnie Lee
athletics, where the winner who season and they were soundly tery to see why. One rather won- 7, 1934; $56.34 1933 taxes due March Brown guessed how many grains
gets the plaudits today is handed a trounced, while crippled. by May- ders why the number isn't greater. 25. 1934,.
$2.50 abstract fee due May of corn in a quart fruit jar and
resounding chorus of Bronx cheers field and Bowling Green. two out- People who wouldn't get in a air- 23. 1935; $1,820.67 due May I, 1935 Evelyn McDaniel wori, a prize as
together with a basket of raspber- standing elevens, the Tigers never plane for a large sum of money with interest on each of the fore- also did Mary Anna Skaggs. The
"ries when he loses tomorrow.
offered an alibi or let out a single take risks in cars that no aviator going sums at the rate of 41
/
2 per little honerees were the same age,
Because we believe in handing whimper
They took their medi- would think of chancing. Cutting centum per annum from the afore- eights years old. Candy and apples
dut a few roses to the living, as cine and, when the hurt boys re- corners on blind curves, driving on said respective due date thereof were served. Those present includthey deserve them., when they can covered. bounced back like a pair the left side of the road, taking in until paid, and costs herein ex- ed: William Thorn, Charles Mcthe scenery, busting red lights and pended. I shall proceed to offer for Daniel, Howard Damon Mathis,
derive pleasure from their, beauty of new two dollar suspenders.
and. fragrance. we are piablacly
We would not take any credit stop signs. passing "on curves and sale at the court house door in Doris Caldwell. Billie Walston,
- doffing our hats to Preston .Hol- from the boys who actually win grades-continually taking chances Murray. Kentucky, to the highest James Walston. Bonnie Brown.
- lend, the home-town boy who has these %ices:ties on the field. They until the lawsof probability will be bidder at public auction, on Mon- Dorothy Mathis, Chester Hays.
'made good with the Murray High play hard for Holland because flouted no longer and then-a long. day, the 23rd day of December, Leona and Earleen Pritchett, Imo.Tigers.
they genuinely like him. He has lung stay in the hospital if not 1935. at 1 o'clock or thereabout gene Cleaver. Marjorie and Carrie
Maxine
Reeves, Mary Puckett,
We don't believe same being county court
True it is the valiant Tigers their trust and confidence and they sudden death
haven't often won the champion- know that he will fight their bat- those few possible minutes you upon a credit of six month: the fol- Lancaster. Mary Anna and Betty
Wayne
Lee McDaniel,
might save are worth a gamble on lowing described property, being Skaggs,
ship of the Little Sixteen but. tles.
and lying in Calloway County, Tommie Ernstberger, Evelyn Mcand Mayfield
beyond
Paducah
"Ty" doesn't molly-coddle his eternity.
Daniel. and Luzerine Einstberger,
which have many advaillages Over boys. We've heard hien talk to
Kentucky, towit:
The story is told that a lady of
Murray. the Bengais have been them pretty straight. But they
Consisting of 200 acres, situated Mr. and Mrs. Adelbert Reeves. Mrs.
Etta Hopkins. Mrs. Myrtle Thorn,
color in Hazard, Ky.
. was advising 5 miles east of Dexter on a
about the most consistent team in know he de- LI. without mar
public
Leon Caldwell. Bennie Brown, and
the circuit. What we think Hol- end because he wants them to win a dusky sister, confused bjeAmend- road. Located in Section 15.
Town- Lee
Mathie-C.,A.
land I, especially to be praised for for their own sakes.
ment No. 1 in the November elec- ship 3, range 5 eaet.
Calloway
It's like this ,honey.4"She County. Kentucky. beginning
is his marked success with Mex..
No coach can produce a • win- tion.
in the
perienced players.
ning football team without good said; "If you wants red likker, center of Jonathan Creek, near
Scarcely a season passes but that material or a championship team vote 'Yes': and if you wants white birch tree as pointer,
thence north
Ibe Tigers show more improvement without superior material. The test likker vote 'No'."
5 degrees west one hundred seven•
•
•"
•
•
between the first game and the last of a coach is what he gets out of
Health is better, than common
ty-eight ,178) poles to a rock in
1an any other squad in th'e con- the material he has That is the
Mayfield's council has set the the northwest corner
of north- on this Hill.
derence.
unforaunately, only standard by which to judge liquor license. at $6,000 a year. It west quarter; thence
Murray.
Mrs. Bruce Jones has been on
south eighty-doesn't seem to produce a large him and ins it we believe Mur- would be impossible to sell booze at /lye !8.5) degrees east
to
a stake the sick list but is improved at
lumber of players with natural ray'has In Ty Holland, a home- a profit in Mayfield-leirelTY:-Sit one' hundred
ninety-nine and two this writing.
.ahility. And the number of lads town boy, the best football mentor least.
have
Several
been
porkers
tenth 4199.21 poles; taanee-seista
y.eals..49.0-7-swe in- the Western Kentucky condegrees west one hundred seventy- butchered around here as we have
any too many from which to ference.
Another scientist who participat- one and half i1711
/
2) half peke to been having some real hog killing
choose.
ed in the invasion of Tutankha- a stake in center of
Jonathan weather.
'Me Murray team which lost to
Mrs. Leslie Duncan of Robertson men's tomb, in defiance of the an- Creek;. thence with sairrovisk to
Mr. and Mrs. Hardie Sutherlen
McKenzie here in the opening county is raising purebred poultry cient curse written on the walls of the beginning,
containing in. an were business visitors in town Satgame last September was a pretty and capons for marketingthat doughty king's burial place, is aggregate of two
hundrod 489) urday and met a lot of old friends
dead of a mysterious malady Such acres. „Title was
•
acquired by deed' on the streets of Murray.
things are what makes supersti- from M M Morris
Friends- and neighbors gathered
dated Septern
41111111111111.tion !rye on-and on.
ber, 26, 1892, recorded in peed at The home, of Mr. and Mrs.
• • • •• •
Book 7. page 73, in thesoffice of the Tharp Futrell Saturday night and
Japan's activitiee in China con- Clerk of Calloway County
Court. complimented Mr. and Mrs. Paul
vince us that the Nipponese not
Seventy-five 475) acres off of the Futrell with a surprise shower of
the
only believe in but practice
south side and lying next to Jon-' household gifts.
idea of "whole hog or none' .
Earl Lockhart waS Sunday morneaten Creek. same being off of the
•• • •.
entire south side of the following ing guest of Mr. and Mrs. B. W.
Best sign of returning prosperity: deseribed land: A tract
consisting Morris and, Mr. and Mrs. Hardie
bandits are resuming robberies of of two hundred 0200) acres.
'situa- Sutherlen.
country banks.
.
There are .several around here
ted five miles, east of Dexter. Ky.,
• • •.• •
on the public road, and located in through -stripping tobacco. Har'An exchange remarks that while Section 15. Township 3.
&Inge 5 die Sutherlen cut and housed 638
COLDWATER. KY.
Mrs. Livermore may claim to have East. said two hundred
sticks 'of tobacco but when - he got
(200.),,,ecre
New and Used Guaranteed Radios
shit het young son while unstrung tract. being particularly
ready to strip he only had 528
desci/bed
it is its opinion that she coinmit- as -follows: Beginning
in the cen- sticks More tough luck.
"Strive to enter in at the
ter of Jonathan Creek
near a
Birch tree as pointer, thence south straight gate; for many, I say unto
5 deg west one hundred seventy- you, will seek to .enter in and shall
eight '1781 poles to a rock in the not be able." Luke 13:24.
Yes. Sir! Surely hope "Old
northwest corner of the Northwest
Quarter, thence south 85 deg. east Glory" is enjoying better health
one hundred ninety-nine and two and able to write a long letter. We
tenth i199.2) poles'. to •a stake. all look for her letter first of all
thence south 5 deg west one hun- whenethe paper arrives.
M. Burkeen was dinner guest of
dred seventy-one and half 11711
/
2)
poles to a stake in the center of his grandmother and aunt Sunday.
Mr. arid Mrs. Hardie Hatcher and
Jonathan Creek, thence with said
creek to the beginning. Being the brother. Rupert Hatcher, are in
in the form of 'a truckload of cheap coal delivered to your
ff.
same land deeded to Joho C. Mill- from Detroit visiting.friends and
door at a price below what you have. been paying for good,
er by M. M. Morris by deed dated relatives in and around Murray.
/IN edit! from your local dealer. ,.
Hot* every one is enjoying this
September 26. 1892, and now of
ilL
1 record in Deed Book 7, page 73, fine, cold weather.-Doty Ann.
Calloway County Court Clerk's office.
paid, and having the force and
a,
L- For the purchase price the pur- effect of a judgment. Bidders will
chaser must execute bond with be prepare!. to comply promptly
approved securities, bearing legal with these terms. George S. Hart,
it But if you are looking for him in the form of cheap coal, call the Murray Con,
!
interest from the day of sale until Master Commissioner.
-sumers: We

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

I(UfTCCKY PRES
ASSOCIATION

We-Don't See How
He Does It

North Hill News

Notice Sportsmen!
Now that the quail season is in
I am appealing to the sportsmen
to be reasonable and stay within
the bag limit. Twelve birds are
enough and should .satisfy anyone.
Remember the other fellow is
entitled to a "break" as well as
yourself. And so are the future
generations.
And most important. of all leave
Seed for next year out of each
covey.
Let me suggest that it is Importto ask permission from the
land owner when possible. Respect
him and he will respect us. Let's
cooperate for better fishing and
hunting.
Report law violators to your
warden. He will appreciate and
Veep -R-1n coardence.
Respectfully,
Silo. R. Gory

COUNTY AGENT NOTES
Tobacco Allotment Cards
The 1935 allo.ment cards are
ready for delivery but producers
should not -request this card until
he is ready to use
-it. These cards,
if lost, cannot be reissued for
some time and one will be delayed
in delivering if he should lose his
card. A producer must appear to
person for this card.

into the house. 'Usually this can
be accomplished by having center
windows or curtains open rather
than the end windows in the front
of the house. Be sure to keep the
floor dry as passible. Keep well
covered with straw or other floor
covering. The number of birds in
a house should be three and onehalf to four square feet of floor
space per bird. In a house 20x20
one should never put more than
126- birds.

Cardli Thanks
We wish to express our sincere
thanks to our many friends for
deeds
words and
kind
their
through the sickness and death of
our dear mother and companion;
WOW* -our thanks-and appreciation for the many nice flowers, telegrams, and letters of sympethy. We also wish to thank
those that furnished the musir and
Ilros. Marrs, Prichard Blankenship
and Judge Phillips for their kind
words.
May God bless you all.-W.

A number of tenants are coming
to the office asking if they get a
share of the 1935 rental check.
The rental check on tobacco has
always been for the land owner
except a nab rent tenant. The
1935 checks now being issued are
rental checks. There wilt be only
one adjustment on the 1935 crop
and that' will be made ,about the
middle of 1936 and that the 1935
tenant will share in.
This is Annual Report time for
all County 'Agents and to date a
hurried check-up shows this office
had 20,353 office calls durpg the
past year.
A summary of the
year's work will appear in this
column soon.'
Poultry
A number of poultry breeders
are experiencing difficulty with
their flock this fall. This is largely 'clue to the fall rains that enabled the parasites to get a strong
bola. Diseases
are
_ .
. causing trouble I
too.
. One -at- the-best ways-4e- fight
both is to house properly. A poultry house should have a good circulation of air but free from an
draft. The best way to accomplish
this is to have the opening in the
front of the 'house so arranged so
as to have a steady -flow of air

Tolley, Mr. and Mrs. Brgas
Mr. and Mrs. RaYnall5O 'MCP. Mr.
and Mrs. Talmadge Robinson, Mr
and Mrs. J. C. Harrell, and grandchildren.
Mother has MU sad left us.
Dad feels so all taas
The little ones will miss Grandma's
coco;
We older ones her sweet hellos. •
Her place will always be vacant,
But the memory cannot be taken
uf her love and hope and faith
tw. the salouisig for a better
root.
May we follow the path she has
and
at
the
end
us
of that
led
perfect day
She will be lei glad to see us an.
know she has led the way.
-Mrs. J. C. Harrell,
daughter of Mr& W. S. Tolley

S..

••

Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes hi the Ledger
& Times but nearly,
everybody readtit!

A
MERRY XMAS
with
Christmas Cards
A remembrance we all
can afford. They are
always appreciated and
you owe it to your
friends--this little remembrance.
Christmas Cards that radiate their exclusiveness irusentiments which express the true spirit of
the Ghristmas season.
OUR SELECTION OF GIFTS is most pleasing.
Fine Toiletries, Perfumes for her and numberless
things for the man.
Prescriptions always
compounded of the
purest drugs and
with most painstaking ,r1csallness and
accuracy. 'two
pharmacists on duty
at all times.

1

At Your Service

Before You Buy Your

RADIO

See your Philco dealer at

TURNER'S GARAGE

MN.
NA NA NA NA NA MA NA NA NA NA WA NA N'tsflt NAIVANAN
a
.
Illt
ir.
Ask
LIF
mt
A
...W.
VC

0 N Don't Expect Santa

BeforeChristmasmt
..Ai

Cl

,...,

Ifi

c,

it Santa Claus Just Comes Once

at Christmas Time .. .

Year

I

ti

have wagon •mine coal for $3.75 per ton, and here you get the 1
in poundage you pay for. We urge you to buy, for yonr_e_conomy, better eoEils:

?LEASE THE KIDDIES

ig
If you cannot, the coal nit) are burning has the
.
(r
1 same rightlo be at fauft as anythini else: Itthat
it* could be the cause of your chilly evenings.. caft:64
ya and let us ft!nd yeu a to
of East Kentucli.y.Darby
or East Tennessee Jellico, or Tradewiter,-our West
Kentucky Coal.

_WITH SCOOTERS, KIDDY KARS, WAGONS. or
anything mechanical. A tricyale will give any
youngster all that he asks of OLD SANTA.
YOUR HARDWARE STORE OFFERS HUNDEEDS OF GIFTS
Fpr the mall -Hunting accessories, guns,
shells, hunting voats nod coats.

DARBY and JELLICO
$7.00 at the yard; $7.50 delivered
TRADEWATER (best grade West Ky.) $4.75 at yard; $5.25 delivered
WAGON MINED-COAL .
$3.75-at yard; $4.25 delivered_ •
.

--Torthe WOMan.there are numberless articles
-ilriritatelt-tratt-tabieswat linEw range-stove won't&
be most appreciated.

Murray Consumers Coal & Ice C

For the home ... we offer as a gift suggestion
for com fort and enjoyment for the entire family a
CIRCULATING HEATER.

—

jAfii

1'

For ServIcE---Telephone 64_
'OM

Christmas Buying

ie.fai;AU

NO*

Create the habit Of systematic
savings ,for the annual Santa Claus
event as 'well as the many other
things that come at unexpected
Those who have a savings account can shop by check and tell
at a moment's notice or after
Christmas how much they spent
and for what.
Becothe more acquainted with your bank and use the many
services that this Friendly Bank offers. If you have not had a savings
account this year, plan to be SANTA CLAUS to your self next year
and enjoy a big Christmas.
_

We Want Your Business and Will Take Good Care of It

—8110P WITH THE---

"BaAo IXV‘rce4

SCOTT4ASSITER41-WDA-4.--

MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORP.
All ccounntristired uti"to $5,000.00

Incorp orated

M. L WHITNELL, Manager
•

and

-is no great problem for the family
with a budgeted expenditure and a
systematic savings plan.

CAN YOU RELAX AND ENJOY YOUR
;
NEWSPAPER AFTER THE
.EVENING MEAL?

-

Santa Claus

isft%

•

•

•

•-•
'a

_se_essene_seee....stee- cAtt-

•

•

I

IL.orses Tolley,

4‘
1 Tens". Mr.

Thablnson, Mr
rell, and grand.

•
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id left us,
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miss Grandma's
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sweet hellcs.
says be vacant
aanot be taken
hope and faith
or a better rat*
e path she has
he end of that

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

be prepared to comply
with these terms. George it
M.sater Commissioner.

I

Humbert Herndon, president, prt-

Second grade: idgzi.asay
seed meal. All legume bay
vakijoes,busiday .afternoon:' -New 4titkitNst
'21"sx' asthrhey, Wilma
Levins, the cow will eat.
I+ Geneva
Ewing Gipson; of
Osborn.
A rule for feeding dairy cows in
First grade: Bobbie Collie, Ken- winter: I pound of grain to 21
/
2 to
The
New
Concord
net
team
will
home take on Clifton Brown's Almo neth Hatfield, Chanter Thomas. 3 pounds of milk produced daily.

niece, Ruth Nell Outland, were
Murray
Air. and Mrs.
residing, James
Whiteville. Tenn., arrived in Hazel
Baptist
Sunday and will make their
Neely.
the
with Mr. Gipeon's narents,
"A Message from s a Postage Ur. and
Hazel Baptist church met Tuesday
Calloway Circuit Court
Mrs. Frank Gipson.
at the church for an all day meet- Stamp", given by Mrs. Hawley.
W. L. Garland,
The Rev. and Mrs. W. W. Hefpresing
with
thirteen
members
Cyrus
Readings,
William
lin and son. Wilford of Mississippi,
Plaintiff
ent.
Bailie OutlandVs. Judgment
were week end guests of Mrs. Eva
Effie M. Garland and Ernest
The morning was spent in makAt • business session Cyrus Mill- Curd and family.
Calloway Circuit Court
Howell,
Miss Hazel Jones spent the week
M. R. Cox, Administrator for Dr. ing bandages for the White Cross er was elected secretary and
end in Clay, 1(y., visituig Miss
Defendants C E. Clayton, and Irine Clayton, Hospital in China. At 12 o'clock,
,
a splendid dinner was enjoyed.
Emma Lou Herrin.
virtue of a judgment and
Offering was taken.
Plaintiff
order of sale of the Callovray CirMr. and Mrs. Jesse Steely are the
The afternoon session opened at
Vs. Judgment
Song.
happy parents of a baby girl born
cuit Court, rendered at the No- Florence
the president, Mrs.
Benediction, Mrs. Hawley.
Coursey, L. B. Coursey,
vember term thereof, 1935, in the and Maxie Pucket,
Grace Wilson, in charge. She callFourteen members were present. Sunday' night at 10 o'clock at the
above cause fur the purpose of
William Mason Hospital, Mother
.Defendants ed the society to order.
payment of $73.35, with 'nterest
By virtue of a judgment and
Mrs. J. H. Broach of the Mill and baby doing nicely.
Mrs. Bause Humphreys and Paul
from the 18th day of October, 1935, order of
reek neighborhood spent
the Calloway CirHumphrys of Taylor's Store spent
at the rate of 6%, and costs herein cuit Court, rendered at the
NoScripture Reading, Mrs. Pearl
One day last week in
expended, I shall proceed to offer, YSialser...terms
some
thereof, 1935, in
—Wilson. - - -foi sale as Aim -Court house door
,Toen,
Mrs. 0. B:
cause for the purpose of
Prayer, led by Mrs. A. Ma-HawR. Hicks spent last week
In Murray, Kentucky, to the high- payment of $62.00, with
Turnbow, Mrs. H. I. Neely, Mn.
interest at
est bidder at public auttion. on the rate of 8% per annum from ley.
Bertha Mason Maddox, Miss Eva end in Springville, Tenn.,: guests
Conquest in
Topic, "Christian
of Mr. and Mrs. Sam Cox.
Monday, the 23r4 day_ of DecOM- the lath •day .ei
Overcast
,Lee Perry, James
until
China."
Mrs. Amanda Mason, Mrs. R. R.
ber, 1935, at 1 o'clock or there- paid, and costs herein
Friday
Jr.
spent
Turnbow
B.
expended, I
Hymn, "Footsteps of Jesus."
about (same being county court shall proceed to
afternoon with Mrs. Alice All- Hicks, Mrs. Bertha Maddox of
offer for sale at
Story
Continued",
Mrs.
A.
M.
"A
North Hazel, Mrs. Amanda White
a credit of six months, the court house door in
britten, near New Concord.
Murray,
the,-4ottnedeseribed
4
property, Kentucky, to the highest bidder at Hawley.
The Rev. and Mrs. K G. Dunn and sister, Mrs. Myrt Osborn, of
"The Shuck Centennial", Mrs.
being and lying in Calloway Coun- public auction, on Monday,
and family spent Thanksgiving In Murray, Mrs. R. B. Chrisman, Mrs.
the Myrt Osborn.
0. B. Turnbow and Miss Eva Lee
ty, Kentucky, towit:'
Gleason, Tenn.
23rd day of December, 1935, at
"Connecting Links",
Libbie
Perry were dinner guests in the
The west side of the South West 1 o'clock or thereabout (same beMrs. Wilma Outland, who
James.
teaching at Tylene. Ky., spent home_ of Mr. and Mrs. H. I. Neely
Quarter at Sec 10, T 2, R. 6 East, ing county court
a
"After a Hundred Years", Mrs. Thanksgiving in Hazel visittng her Tuesday.
bounded as follows: Beginning at credit of six months, the followand Mrs. Macon Miller and
sisters, Mrs. Bob Bray and Ws.
Crab Apple tree in South West ing described property, being and W. B. Milstead.
"Southern Baptist Conquests in Edgar Outland.
son, Mack Dal,' are in Arkansas
corner in said Section line eighty lying in Calloway County, KenChina", given as a dialogue by
Mrs. Hester Walker and daugh- this week visiting friends.
(80) rods to a rock and elm; tucky, towit:
Mrs. Dick Miller and Mrs. James ters, Barbara and Peggie, of
Dr. and Mrs. Richard Daniels of
thence North to Red Oak and rock
Lot No. 23 as shown in the plat
Tenn., were guests of Dr. Murray, were here last Thursday
on Section line; thence West to of the town of Dexter, Calloway Underwood.
"Do What You Can for China", and Mrs. W. F. Grubbs and Mies to visit Mrs. Daniels' parents, Mr.
Section line eighty (80) rods to County Kentucky, it being the
Pearl Wilson.
and Mrs. E. D. Miller.
Maude Walker.
elock in Section corner; thence same lot conveyed to Irene Clay- Mra
After singing a song, a business
Mr. and Mrs. Rob Roy Hicks and
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Brown of
South to the section line to the ton, on the 10th day of May 1917,
beginning, containing eighty tfl) by H. D. Thornton, and wife Mar- session followed and minutes of Paducah were week end guests of son Rob Jr., were Mayfield visitors
acres, more or lets. Said deed is tha Thornton, and recorded in deed last meeting read and roll called. Mrs. Brown's parents, Mr. and recently.
This being the regular time for Mrs. A. Wilson.
Mrs. R. B. Chrisrnan of Henry.
recorded in Deed Book 58, Page book 38, at page
election of officers for the new
Mrs. D. B. Orr and little son. Tenn., is in Hazel this Week visit541, Calloway County Court Clerk's office of the Calloway County
year, the following officers were Dicky, of Bruceton, Tenn., were ing her mother, Mrs. Amanda
Office.
Court.
elected:
week end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Mason.
For the purchase price the purFor the purchase price the purPresident, Mrs. Grace Wilson W., H. Miller and family.
A bountiful Thanksgiving dinner
chaser must execute Bond with chaser must execute .bond with
vice-president, Mrs. Joe Wilson;
Mr. and Mrs. Irvan Fair of near was enjoyed last Thursday at the
approved securities, bearing legal approved securities, bearing legal
recording secretary and treasurer, Murray were in Hazel Wednesday home of Mr. and Mrs. Nack Wilinterest from the day of sale until interest from the day of sale until
paid, and having the force and paid, and having the force and Mrs. Dick Miller; corresponding as guests in the home of Mr. and son. Those present_ were: Mrs.
secretary, Mrs. H. I. Neely; B. Y. Mrs. 0. B.
Flossie George and children, Gracie
effect of a judgment, Bidders will effect of a judgment. Bidders will
P. U. leader, Miss Libbie Jamee:
WillTurnbow.Ms Jones. Mr. and Mrs. Nell and Bennie of Paducah; Mr.
be prepared to comply promptly
Sunbeam band leader. Mrs. 0. B. Jack Kelly, James Miller, and Sam and Mrs. Coil Overcast, Miss Jack
with these terms. George S. Hart,
Turnbow.
Boyd Neely attended F.D.E.A. In Moore, Mrs. Susan Smotherman
Master Commissioner.
After the business discussion and Murray Friday.
and Mr. and Mrs. Tom Cooper and
election of officers, Mrs. Myrt Os63 ACRES LAND
Hoyt Lamb of Frankfort, Ky., is Mrs. Lorene Melton Farles of Paris,
HONOR ROLL FOR mALoax born led in prayer.
Tenn.
in Hazel this
hunting.
SCHOOL
Is In Thnber, 5 in South Lynn
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Lamb enterMiss Mildred Miller, who is
Grove on Concord Road.
tained at their home Saturday with
The honor roll for Malory School
teaching near Linton, spent
for Shah month, is as jollottes;.
week-end with her parents, Dr:' a bird supper. Covers were laid
To Be Sold at Auction
On last Tuesday afternoon about and Mrs. Eunice Miller.
for Mr. and Mrs. Zelna Farmer,
First
grade: Delma
Hodges,
o'clock the Sunbeams met at
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 14
James Futrell, U. L. Knight.
Miss Brooksie Nell Wilcox, who Mrs. B. F. Farmer of Water Valley,
Third grade: Marie DePriest, Fay the church and held their regular is in Nashville taking a course in Ky.. Mr. and Mrs: H. C. Lamb, arid
at
O'clock P. M. at the Land Hodges. Cecil Spiceland.
meeting with Mrs. O. B. Turnbow nursing', spent the week end in V. S. Lamb.
TERMS CASH
as leader.
Fourth grade: Kathryn Knight.
Hazel as guest of her mother, Mrs.
was opened by Grace Wilco.
The program
Seventh grade: Elva Bailey.
singing, "Good Morning to You",
Eighth grade: Ralph DePriests
Mrs. Dovie Alton McBride, svits
with Mrs. Dick Miller at the piano. in Murray last week to visit her
slater, Mrs. Will Orr.
Bible study beginning at 10:00 a.
Miss Lula
m. Classes and teachers for all
the week end with her
ages.
D. Kelly. and Mr. Kelly...,
11:00
will
be at
Preaching
Mrs. Grace Wilcox spent a'few
will be .Why Do
days last week in Nashville visit- o'clock. Subject
Suffer". You are
ing her'-sister, Mrs. Belle Larkin'!" Christians
arlied to attesiii- all the servi44.'
Mr. and
We are having a very interesting
Miss Myrtle Whitnell spent over Bible study each Sunday evening
week end in Paris as guest of rela- at 6:30 o'clock, a splendid interest
is being manifested in this Bible
tives and friends.
Mrsrs Amanda Mason and Mrs. study.
Bertha Maddox spent Thanksgiving
A cordial invitation is always exMrs. Maddox, tended to all.
daughter, Mrs. Max Churchill, and
L. H. Poitie, Minister
Mr. Churchill.
,
Raymon Carter
of
Frankfort;
Mrs. John Moore, who had the
week visiting only certified' poultry flock
and friends.
When you get ready to place your crop on a warehouse floor you should
County last year, is having
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Linn at- her flock certified again. know the answers to these questions ...
tended the
funeral services of
their cousin, Duran Fair, at Murray
Methodist
I. WHERE CAN I UNLOAD, SELL AND GET MY MONEY WITH- THE
GIVE
minister who was recently assigned
LEAST DELAY?
to work on the Hazel circuit,
preached his first sermon at Hazel
2. WHERE WILL I GET THE MOST MONEY, GRADE FOR GRADE?
Sunday night. He was heard by a
splendid audience.
Clate Wilson and Enoch White
3. WHERE WILL I FIND MEN WHO KNOW MY PROBLEMS?
of the CCC Camp at Murray. spent
Sunday with home folks.
Miss .Jewell Hill has returned
We believe that you will find the answers to all these important quesSEE OUR LINE OF
home from St. LOiliS, Mo., after a
tions in selling your tobacco with us.
We know your problems, we live in the
few weeks visit with relatives and
Costume
Jewelry
community in whip you raise your 'tobacco and we are most interested in
friends.
Watches
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Bob
Bray
and
your success and profit, because as you succeed and get a good price for your
ailing( al. the

Scripture
don.
Prayer, Mrs. H. 1.

Ladies Meet
The missionary ladies of

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

meeting

Hern-

Mee

Miller

and

treasurer. Mivutes read and roll call.

By

2 o'clock with

d to see us an.
the way.
. Harrell,
as. W. S. Tolley

The meeting opened with a song,
"Jesus Calls Us"

sale of

7body in
)unly sub.
ie Ledger
at searly,,
•eadt-it!

Tuesday with her cousin, Mrs. Lela WOMrs. Wm. Mason,
Mrs. R.
and
M.
0.

:

the

above

July-1935,

Mist

of

is

day), upon

Mr.

Nash-

ville,

474. in the ,Clerk's

FOR SALE

week

Sunbeam Band Holds Meet
Tuesday
4

mclusivespirit of'

pleasing.

irriberless

12.

.KNION GROVE CHURCH
OF CHRIST

Rogers Heirs

loess and'
c y. Two
a on duty

E It -

the_

JD

five at 'Concord Friday - night, DeThe lower grades are decorating
cember 6. This will be the first
.their rooms
for Christmas.
•
encounter
of these teams this
season. Both teams are mule up
of small players with lots of fight
and a close, exciting game is expected.
The dope favors Concord
a
S
few
points.
Concord defeated
Faxon by 4 points; Faxon won over
Harvey Ellis, who is interested
Almo by 5 points. Kirksey de- in dairying, spends much of his
feated Alma about 20 points, and time studying this subject. In his
won from Concord by 5 points.
report he tells how le make
The game will begin about 7:00 dairying
for
and will be followed by a game agricultural boys, end for others
between the second teams a the who are interested in dairying.

Card of Thanks
We wish to thank our friends
and neighbors, the physicians and
nurses of the Clinic-Hospital for
the kindness and sympathy shown
our _ be,. sea hiss
-band, son and
brat'
in lair, during has
inns .
th. Eapecialik do we
thank
,uver.
May
richest blessyags be
with you ail.—Wife, Mother, Sisters and Brothers.

Haiel F. F. A.
Notes

by

a profitable project

"Feeling-15-Ziry
The home economics class prepared a Thanksgiving dinner Wednesday for the class and entire
faculty. They carried out the
color scheme ca.trown and yellow.
Two new stoves have been acquired. One for Mr. Lovins' room
and one for Mrs. Williams'.
Mrs. Churchill and Mr. Walston
are planing to exchange home economics and agriculture classes some
time, in order that the boys may
learn something of what -home
economics is and the girls some
project in agriculture ,that will
benefit them.
Thescivics class has been divided
into sides and a contest has been'
started. The winning side is to
be entertained by the losers.
The seventh and eighth grade
have started an answer.box. Anyone missing a question in class
writes-the answer three times and
places them'in the box. At the end
of the week their grades are checked accordingly..
A Christmas program is being
planned- by the teachers of the
lower '.grades and Mrs. Williams.

Honor Roll
The honor roll for this past six
weeks is as follows:
Freshmen:
Attie
Stubblefield,
Nedra Alexander.
- Juniors: Gladys Alexander.
Senior: Lavern Bury, Cava LasBiter.

•

Cows For frofit";"Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

By Harvey Ellis
A good dairy cow is capable of
producing 300 pounds or more of
butterfat per year. The average
cow kept for milk production in
Kentucks, is unprofitable because,
she prodaces less than 200 pounds
of butterfat annually. Many good
cows do not receive a sufficient
quantity of good quality feed and
for this reason never have a
chance to demonstrate their ability
to produce profitably. 0.
Liberal feeding is not wasteful,
feeding, but feeding according to MAKE YOUR SHOES GO
FARTHER WITH QUALof the
production.
Summary
records of 223 cows in a Kentucky
ITY RENEWAL WORK
dairy herd association -shows that
—By the—
,
it takes about one-half times as
Much to feed good cows as it does
to feed poor cows.
A
A good dairy ration should be
East Maple Street
economical, by this I mean use the
should
feeds grown at home. It
be palatable, some people Shave
trouble getting cows to eat certain
feed or pasturage because they
don't like it. When this occurs
the feed should .be fed in small
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 18
quantities. It should not have a at %he home of W. T. Mcharmful effect on the milk and
Callon, 1 mile southwest of
butterfat. Feeds should be fed
that doesn't effect the milk or but- Kirksey.
terfat because it lowers the income
All household and kitchen
of the cow. The following is
furniture, farming tools in
recommended as a good ration:
Four hundreds pounds of corn. best of shape, 2 mules, corn
300 pounds bran. 100 pounds' of and hay.

SAVE

For Christmas

Good Dairy Ration

DUTCH'S SHOE
SHOP

PUBLIC SALE

I

as always,
'id of the'tags and I
peinstak-

n any
.rings
year
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Paschall of Paris spent
sister, Mrs.

h

_
(iewelry---the-Th_thatkirig,
syand____
U lovers and wise o'er% hove ;

Mrs. Jesse Steely were
in Murray Friday on business.

TOBACC

(Jive

given'sioce:time_

Sunday afternoon.
The Rev. X G. Dunn,

in

Boyd

$1.MANAMPMANgifilN

JEWELRY' -

-4

And speaking.of Time, thereisTho •
finer gift than a watch and no finer
watch...for_style,,fokdependabilityjor voluelit:_than.:a;SULOYA!

in Murray guests or

Ky., is in Hazel this
relatives

began!

i
I
mt

Give a BULOVA!
PrLADY
MAXIM

The Distinctive
Gift

crop, then we will make our wayehouse more successful.

We know that grade for grade you will get More for your tobacco on
this floor than any other in the state.

You don't care about' the

average—

What you are concerned with is the MOST that you can get for YOUR Tobacco.
re

NOW RECEIVING FOR OPENING SALE

DECEMBER 17

WEST
ENROUTE
NORTH
—STOP
AT OR
—
VEACH'S REAL
SERVICE
Vienna, Illinois
WHERE 147 JOINS U. S. 45
erteef and Best Routes bo
ChicagoINFORMATION
sad fit. Louis
FREE
to all
points north and west
REST ROOMS FRO ICE WATER
and OILS
_
GAS our
We_ SINCLAIR
especially invite
Kentucky

PERCOLATOR SE:
A.6.7rn 000.kw aid omisl
Idool foil,. hostess who
frooveetty wow-Iowa

Silverware
Pottery
Fountain Pens
Wall Pockets
Dresser Sets
Book Ends
Military Sets
Flashlights
Bill Fold Sets.

AMERICAN

GIRL
Set wrih nom'
doomowls

CHAS. S. CAN
West Side Square

,....,;., •
A small deposit ,..,........)
will hold any
,
gift until
taiThra goldn s gatilt
i
CHRISTMAS!

OtAMODORE

-We Want Your Business and Will Take-the
Very Best Care of It!

•

Murray Loose Leaf Floor
Just South of the Court Square
South Fifth Street
BUNNIE FARRIS, Manager
MURRAY

KENTUCKY_

Comfortable Sleeping Quarters .... Free Stalls
And Water For Stock ... Open Day and Night
--By-fair dealing we have inspired full confalossibe of the buyers and manufacturers who will be fully represented this season.

A lol
creatvey

gate
n,

friends

Jowsh

Luggage Makes Delightful
Gifts-roaat or,Woman •

AMA
We are proud of our quality and
prices this year and give you moie
for your money than in several seasons.

to acquaint yo-u with the operators and services of
the new

LA VANITE BEAUTY SHOP,

LONE
EAGLE
17 J•wiils

Opening Date Specials for Saturday
December 7
PERMANENT WAVES
FACIALS
SCALP TREATMENT
MANICURE
HAIR CUTS
SPECIAL HOLLYWOOD HAIR DRESS
- MRS,DEMUS FUTRELL

$3.00
75c

Fitted. Bags, Glachitone Bags for,'
the Men, and Zipper Hand Bags

FREE ENGRAVIN6 AND GOLD LETTERING

on all metals and free
thatonweFountain
do freePens,
engraving
Pencils and Leather Goads,
gold lettering
Remember

H. B. Bailey
The Jeweler

is complete?

81.00
as

35c
25c
50c

MISS'OPAL MILLER

In location of MAY -.BELLE BEAUTY SHOP

NOW is
the time
to 'choose
your gifts,
:
Our selection

THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY THURSDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 5, 1935.
-l
spending Ttuinksgitaing and . the daughter Anne. Mr, and Mrs W. D.
Dr. and Mrs. R.M.
Batt St Stubble- juries received when kicked by a and John D. Jr.
week -entet*RIVIiir. and Mrs. Jesse Whitnell and Miss Alma Lee Sol- as guests last week Mrs. Phillip field.
Miss Lune Thornton of St. Louis,
mule Sunday.
Fair and-relatives.
mon spent Thanksgiving with their Stamps and daughters Mary Ann 'Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Pollard had
A marriage license was issued shao., spent her Thanksgiving vaeaMarriage license issued in Me- Parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Sol- and Rosemary and Dr. S. S. Hop- as visitors for the Thanksgiving lust Saturday to H. L. Marshall, tion'here with Mr. and Mn. 11. R.
ss
kins of Greensburg. Ind.
holidays Mr. and Mrs Ben Pollard, Hazel, and Clara White Wilcox. Meloan.
tropolis last Week end included: mon.
Miss Bertie`Manor was the guest
Rayinon L. Smith an MIAs Joyee
Mt. and Mrs Spencer Watters
Mrs. Maurice Maddox was ad- Mrs. Thompson Pollard of Har- Hazel. The bride is the daughter
Enoch. Leon Collie and Miss Bon- enjoyed a pleasant day Sunday mitted to the William Mason Mem- rodsnuses Ky.
of Mrs. Hubert Wilcox and the of Mrs. John Harkless in Wickliffe
Sunday.
when all their children were pres- orial Hospital Monday for an tip
; John 'a,McElrath is
recovering bridegroom is the son of Mr. and Saturday night and
1FREE Facials bs• Mona Ftay. Coe- rue Bouriand. Murray.
Mrs. Jack
Frost of
Mr. and
If you have sisitors of whom
from an Aeration for appendicitis Mrs. Miller Marshall.
asetklan at La Vanite Shoppe,
William Packmann attended a Cut except two boys. Those press pendectomy. • your are not ashamed, please
Mr .and Mrs. W. E. Cain and Louisville spent the ThanItagiving
meeting of co-religionist lit Padu_ ent were: Mr. and Mrs. Brown
Dee. 6-7. by appointment,
Miss Josier Dyer underwent a at a Nashville hospital. His mothreport sheen for this column.
and children. Charles.' Bil- tonslilellottly at the William Mason er, Mrs. Barber McElratit, is in Mrs. Hardy Hatcher, of Detroit, holidays with Mr. and Mn, C. A.
Mr .and Mrs. Ernest Erwin had cats Sunday sponsored by she Sis. Howard
Ted. and Anna Brown, Mr. and Memorial.4lospital Tuesday..
Nashville -attending. him. John have returned to their home 'after Bishop.
•
as their' Thanksgiving guests, their terhood of the Temple of Israel. lY.
Mrs. Mary McCoy Hall had as
..,Mrssailarto Bailey is visiting her ion-Adolphussesavin. and Mrs Er- Amu. g those present were several Mrs. Willie h.'nuell. Mrs. Roxie
Langstow
had as wag stricken suddenly several days visiting Mr. and Mrs. 0. L Cain her guests for the Thanksgiving
Mrs. B. 0.
daughters. Miss Madelyn Bailey and win and children. Jean and Her- from Mayfield. Pants, Fqiton, and Cooper and baby. Noah Enoch, Mrs. guests during the Thanksgiving ago while on a visit in Murfrees- of near Kirksey and other relatives
idays Miss Minnie Ann Martin,
Beseie. Parker, Mrs. Bello Stone.
in the county.
Paducah,
, .
in Oklahoma beri. and daughter. Mrs...Cecil
Mrs-B
hOlidayst Miss Ruble Smith of Ben- boro. .
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Wilson of Bowand Mfss Christine Stone. AfterF.
E.
Dunn
of
Golden
Pond
spent
Tom
'Wear
is
visiting
.Mr.
and
See
our
line
of
perfumes
by
the
son, and-i- Petrt_Wilson_„;sif Chattacitt.V.,, Saki& '.
ton and John Maseri.Stone of KanGreen,sKy.
- several days at Keys-Houston Hos- noon callers were Miss Robbie sas City.
Mrs. 0, F. Perdue. Padusah, this world's most famous makers. Dale ling
Miss. Jane Melugin has been nooga. Term.
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. HOOC't arid
Enoch. Mrs. Mae
Johnson and
_
-pital
where
he
received
treatment.
week.
& Stubblefield.
lected secretary-treasurer of the , Arthur Miller and family of
,tiew Creations In toiletries by
family had as guests in their home
Othe McGhee .of .C.C.C., Cadiz, family, Ada Watters.
The Whitman Candy packages
Pro-Medic Club at Murray College. Chattanooga. Tenn.. spent -ThanksA marriage license was Issued Friday and Saturday Mr. and Mrs.
Cali Nome, !threat twilit,. modhasbeen
dischafgod-rrom
KeysMrs.
Lowry
Raines
has
returned
'Pr. las 0. Nall is sponsor of the giving with relatives here.
rani priced at' Date & Stubblefield. exceli all past creations this Christ- Monday to Aylan McClure, Mur- C. H. Jaggers, Mary Belle JagHouston Clinic Hospital. •
to her home at Livermare. Ky.,
'club aid Hal McLean. Sturgis, is
Representative Ben Grogan. Les- ma.--'s lb. to 5 lb. Dale _49 ray, and Laurene Dick, Hazel. The gers, and Joe Hall Jaggers of
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Paschall of
Mr.
and
two
Weeks
Mrs
after
spending
with
Cletus, Ward had
her
Ilresnieni
Stubblefield.
rid '
144 Ky Mr and Mr• Ran
e Fib- „Janci as fl Wrather
1
t-tforcs---, MTH: Term-.pen
Stssas dinner *nests ror Thanks- parents, Mr. anti mrs.,J. it. nonert,
Mrs.' J. J. Dick and the bridegroom Hood and Barbara Ann Mod of
nIteNtteri- the 'meeting of Paff.,ctrMl.
s'ts.Alfraffina Dorothy Street. Cadiz,. was with the latter's parents, Mr. and giving
Toy
Nance,
Lynn
Grove,
Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Green son of Route 1. ''
the guest of Miss -1ane 'Sexton. Mrs. Hunter Wilkerson:.
te,w'members with members-elect who recently underwent an opera- is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Odie Columbus, Ky.: Mr. and Mrs. Herand Miss Cloteel Tucker.
-Norella Kelso. small daughter of
West Main Street. lasd week.
of the General Assembly in.Padu- tion at Keys-Houston Clinic-Hos- McClure,
J. D. Adams is slowly' improvman Doran, Mary Jeanne and
Mrs. R. C. Moore of Detroit. who Earnest Kelso, underwont an apv.
Mrs. Arthur Farmer and daul:, CLAIN. _ Louise_ Doran._ and Miss
Wednesday. Senator_I. O.
-Ws clischarinitl. X...erdgi-gUt srT. D. -14iirmiitteTer411. the itossiso. ss,r_seuss„
-been-quite -41--4er-the-tpese-twe---petreleetenonestore Om. ceh
Turner 'was prevented from attendMr. and Mrs. Paul Edwards and fat will go to-Winter Park. Fiii.fEti Racheel Hood.
Vaasa 'Ky.. spent the Thsnessis-_ Furchess.
weeks, is slowly improving.
ic-Hospital December 1.
addressed by baby. Paul Jerry, have returned to the Christmas-holidays. They will
ing. The group
Miss Mary Sue Beaman, Murray. *Mrs. Mark Shipley
ing ifblidays with friends in MurStele G. Miller of the wcst side
of Hazel
visit Mrs. Bonnie Houston, Zane
(Additional Locals on Page 7)
Ituy. Mr. Humphreys is connected visited Miss Norma Roper. Sedalia, spent the week end with her is receivinz treatment at the,.. Vet- Ben Kilgore: presi ent of the Ken- their home in Nashville after
Farm
Bureau.
tucky.
spending
a
week
with
Mr.
and
last
week.
anth the C.C.C. Camp there. Mrs.
daughter Helen.
erans' Hospital in Memphis. Tenn.
Mrs. A. C. Wells was admitted Mrs. Dan Edwards' and family.
4
Mrs. Jim Walston spent several
Ruznistareys, formerly Miss _ Ova
SEE the display announcement
Mr. and Mrs. Zelna Carter and
Mrs. Martha Ann ,Edwards spent
visited in Padueah during days at. Keys-Houston Clinic-Hos- and special opening prices of the twins, Jno. Mack and Carolyn, to the William Mason Memorial
Hospital Wednesday for a surgical Thanksgiving with her son. Dan.
ate,‘reeit before with her brother. Intel where she -received treat- La Vanite Shoppe.
spent the holidays with' Mrs. Caroperation.
Edwards, and family. She was 91
Jingle bell, jingle hell, jingle all the way,
...Get /hat good cronie Soles for mentMrs. Jim Dulaney and son Jean ter's parents. Mr. and Mrs. StnysnOh what fun it is to run to the Jack and Jill todaj
Mr. and Mrs. H. T. Waldrop will years of age last March. '
Miss Flo Imes, teacher. in the Pa- spent, Friday with Mr. and Mrs. son of Barlow_
alte-olliehool Children they . last
leave Sunday for Frankfort to atMrs. Lillie. E. Mayer had as dinschools, attended F.D.E.A. Sam Bourland -of Kirkiey.
anger.. At White Way Barber
' Coat need relining? If so see
Gifts for your family and gifts for yourself.
celebration ner guests during F.D.NiA., J. C7
the Inaugural
'here Saturday.'
•
&Sop. B. C. Castleberry.
Mr and Mrs. Jim Strader, Mr. Farley & Waters, 2nd balcony at tend
There are gifts in the nansoe, gihs osi the shelf,
Tuesday. They will be guests of
wson and brother-in-law. Mr.
Keith King. former Murray Col- and Mrs. Jess Egner. and Clara Ryan's Store,
▪ Graves Sledd. Jack Farmer and
xter, of Fulton, Woodrovs Leath
Join the JLek and Jill "Lay it away Club."
1,seaincin Bidewell , attended the lege athlete, spent the week end Nell Cunningham spent Sunday in . Little Miss Rosemary Wright of Mr. and Mrs. Bunk Gardner Sun:
and while in Frankfort Of near Fulgham. andbMrs. Gordon
That way you can buy a lot more, ..ien when
Venderbilt-Alataania game in Nash- with friends here.
,
Nashville.
,
Hazel visited -Mr. and Mrs. • Otto day night
Xmas day rolls around.
will be guests of Mrs. Emma Guy Brooks, Paducah.
Carmon Graham Was named as
ville. Thanksgiving. Mrs. Graces
Auburn 'Wells. Lexington, Ky., Swann, and Mr. and Mrs. H. H.
Oh what fund there'll be in store!
Cromwell
Mrs. Luther Suggs of Murray has
edrIccomeIanie8 'them to Spring- a delegate from the F.D.E.A, to the spent the- Thanksgiving holidays Turner last Week.
"Sing a song of sixpence
been discharged from Keys-HousYou can buy Coati' and Sweaters and hats,
•
,Tenn.. where she visited K E.A. from Calloway county.' •
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs,
Mr. ahd Mrs. Otto Swann visited
Pocket full of rye.
Dresses and Purses and Gloves
ton Clinic-Hospital.°
Miss Rebecca Dale. Paris, visit- V. C. Wells, North Fourth street. with Mr. and Mrs. Bill Wright
Wlatives.
And pretty white Scarf sets with muffs
Four and seventy blackbirds
Miss Effie June Brandon, daugh:Airs. A. Jones of Murray under- ed Miss Catherine Stephenson last
Mrs. D. P. Farris, who has been Sunday afternoon.
That all the kiddies will love.
At Murray Senior High.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. I. D. Brandon
'rent a minor operation at Keys- week end.
quite ill for several days at her
Mrs. Hervey Turner is able to be
Minstrels"- of Brandon, has been receiving
Dixie
Blackbird
Miss Mary Williams, Frinkbart. home east of Murray is consider- out again since her, recovery from
And too, there's the spun alumninumoare and pot'Muster Clime HOsPital last week.
Thursday and Friday Nights
treatment at Keys-Houston .Clinictery in all the new pieces.
Mrs.- H. Adair_...Farrnitiglon, who spent the Thanksgiving holidays tie ably improved.
a case of both flu and pneumonia.
and
13
7:30
p.
in.
And everything in white wireware that the wireDecember
12
Hospital
the
past
week.
alinderkent an operation at Keys- home with her mother, Mrs. Love
G. B. Scott was a business visitMr. and Mrs. C. E. Furth-mt. Mrs.
ware house releases.
Mrs. Tom Rowlett had as a guest
Mrs. Lillie E. Mayer spent the
*lushly Clinic-Hospital, has re- Williams. and ,brother, George Wils or in McKenzie. Tenn.. Tuesday.
CliftonParker and son. Miss Gerend her sister, Mrs. week end in the home of Mrs.
hams, and friends.'rurnednhome.
•
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Smith. of trude Outland and Miss Margaret over the week
Sel-Mor underwear is stacked up high, pajamas or
.
,..ross,...dessosnaessig end. saseeses, _The...lire department was called South Fourth street William Lehn Purdozn spent _ the Thanksgiving Bonnie Chalk of Lexington, Tenn. Gordon Brooks, Paducah.
gowns with a trill.
Mr. and Mrs. James W. Strader,
Born to Mr. and Mrs. J. L. ElliDance sets, slips and negligees, girls, girls what a
lee Farley & Waters on 2nd bal.'to the home of Rex Darnell Sat- and Trumon Smith from Camp holidays in Lakeland and Harrodsthrill!
Nell
Cunningham
Miss
Clara
son of near Penny, on December 3,
urday morning to 'extinguish a Murray were among the hundred burg, Ky.
deny •Illf Ryan's Store.
and Mr. and Mrs: Jess a trabY girl which they have named
Miss.. Luta Thornton, St Louis. small roof fireguests that surprised ,Mrs. Ethlyn
W. H. Stone is quite ill at the
Clips and bracelets and flowers will always make a
vatting her sister. Mrs. R. R.
FL W. Churchill was in Louis- McCuiston with a birthday dinner home of Mrs. W C. WilcOx on Egner of Benton spent Sunday in' Clara Fay.
nice gift,
Nashville.
An old song that never grows
Sewing kits, handkerchiefs and scarfs will aso give
's-4Z and Mr:- Meloan_
_
SaturdaY in:teQnnecticult. with. at. her ,bome near. New Concord North Twelfth street.
'Company's
The Result
newest old "When Her Sweet Toet, Says
you a lift.
H Y. P. U. work.
1 'Ssaand Mrs. John linbinson.
Suiticlay. &December 2.
A. W. Nichola9, son of Mr. and
sensation is Gales'-the Candy-Her Wisdom Tooth Says
Mrs, Ethel Lewis and son. ParaRerns..visited Mrs. Lulu RisenJean Prances Chambers. daugh- Mrs G. W. Nicholas oS Clinton. candy
We
have beautiful Shirley Temple dolls
boover during the ThanksgilfIng gould.t. Ark., visited Mr. • and Mrs, ter of Mk and Mrs. J. 0. Cham- Ky., has . returned _ home after candy artists' perfection. Dale & Gales'", at Dale & Stubblefield.
To delight the little girls; her dresses are exactly
•
A marriage license was issued
'.,----- W. T. Fair and relatives here bers of Murray. was admitted to spending several days at the Keys- Stubblefield.
like Shirley's
And so ire her pretty blonde curls.
7, Joshua Moser. Anderson. Incr. Thanksgiving,. Mrs. Lewis and son Keys - Houston Clinic - Hospital Houston Clinic Hospital where he r Aiss Helen Sharp of Murray last Friday to Robert Ray. PaduState College, spent the week end cah. and Beulah Lamb,.Flazel, The
5.rabertng sevssegss days wish..sass _returned to their home Saturday where she was given treatment.
had been rectsteing treatment.
Now
don't you think you had better come in and
in Fulton with her parersts.
bride is the daughter of Mr. and
The visit was Mrs.
cant& J:. J.. Moore. College aa. morning
The Cara Nome Compacts are the
Mi. and Mrs. X. L. Jones. Mrs.
bring your Xmas list?
Miss Alma Wallace of Murray Mrs. P.A. Lamb and the bride.. Lewis' first id thirty years to Mur• 'Mb degree of the Silversmith's William A. Long and little daughWe can help you work it out, no-,matter of what It
.
consists.'
•
Mr,aand Mrs. Wiley
.Parker and ray..
art. Singles .and double, at Dale ter. Sandra. Lee of Blytheville. State College spent the week end groom is the son of' Mr. and Mrs.
with
her
parents
at
Heaths
Willie
Ray.
Miss Mabel 'Wilson. daughter of & Stubblefield.
'nhildrIelh. of St Louis. are isiting
Ark.. visited Mr. and Mrs. Cetus
Mr. and Mrs. Shelby Davis and .. Miss Carolyn Winns visited her
their larenti. Mr. and Mn. Newt Mr. and Mrs. Sam Wilson of MurMiss Main" Moody. of ,Paris. Butterworth and other relatives
children spent Thanksgiving in parents, Mr..and Mrs.-C, S. Wynns
rker• and'Mr. Pa Mrs. Lonnie ray. "has 'been discharged from Term., visited friends in Murray the past week.
Hickman. Mrs. J. C. Hendrix re- last week end in Puryear, Tenn.
Keys-Houston Clinic-Hospital,
_during the Thanksgiving holidays.
Mr_ and. Mrs...L H. Branch and
Mrs. William Maddox and little
Prof. and Mrs, C. H. Curd. Holly
•
and Mrs. Herbert Drennon
Miss Rebecca Dale visited Miss daughter, Little Miss Jamie. spent turned with them for a visit.
Miss Lillian Watters had as her daughter visited- a hew dim_ last
41:13d fathily are aroolig-EtHise Who SPrings, Mississippi. spent The Kathryn Stephensoniast Week end the Wnek end with friends in
EAST SIDE SQUARE
have contributed to the Will Thanksgiving holidays here and ,at- and attended the"
- -Murray-Grove Richinond. Ky:. and attended the guest for Thanksgiving day her Week with her parents, Mr. and
Mollie Watters of May- Mes. Homer Taylor, Paris, Tenn.
Rogers Memorial fund. Mr. Dien- tended the F.D.E.A. Before her football game, Thanksgiving day.
Kentucky-Tennessee -game in Lex- aunt. Miss
Open Evenigii Until Christmas
Jim Adams, of near . Midway.
bort contributed through .the Padu- marriage. 'Mrs. Curd
was Mrs.
Lee Scarborough of Paris. Tenn., ington Thursday. They ,were, ac- field_
Goldie McKeel Dann,
stab Sun-Democrat
• ' was a guess, of Harrell Stephenson cbriManied to Lexington by Mr. ' See beautiful combinations of South ia1_.3tiiirra'Y, . was treated sat
ames In sets-most' of the the Clinic Hospital Tuesday for in..antaes...Deason-S-talL- son--oi
.41114;(47-4141Y-Fozillr Pastor of for the Thatitsgiviae holidaY. - • and Mrs. Tom Rowlett. who att./mirOftd Mrs. John Ezell. Mayfieki. is the BeachGreve Cumberland P-itettsMrs.
Stephenson visited her ed the game and returned to Murs
Ittiously ill at a 'Mayfield hospital. bYterian Church and a student in mother. Mrs. .Fannie Travis, in ray by train Thursday night so as
• Pad?' sInhriston. •student at the Bethel College. .McKi/nzie. Tense, Paris, Tenn.. Saturday.
to attend the F.D.KA. here Friday.
ffnisig'
sity
of Indiana. spent 'the spent the Thanksgiving holidays
Mrs. W. W. Baker is spending
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Erwin .ofe Dethanksgiving-,Holidays
with his, with 'Mr. and Mrs W. S. Kelso.
the winter with relatives in Live troit, announce the arrival of a
Mr.
and
parentis Mr. and- Mrs. ft A. JohnsMrs. George Bowden. Oak. Florida. and is located at 222 son. Joe is a son of Mr. and Mrs.
ton. ot. College Addition.
, Memphis. were the Thanksgiving Houston street.
Earnest Erwin and Mrs. Erwin is
,Mrs. Charlie Lows hod son of guests of Mr. and Mrs. Garnett
Dr. F. E. Crawford. Dentist, First a daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Reed
Paragould. Ark.; spent Friday night Jones and family.
Nat'l. Bank Bldg. TeL 192-J.
U Outland.
,
th Mr.,and Mrs. Ct. A. Johnson.
Ralph' Scott. CC.. Camp Murs
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse' I.asiter and
Carrie Morris recently underwent
Whir was 'Mrs:, Lewis' first
hWe in ray, was admitted to Keys-Houston daughters, Misses Mary and Ruth, a tonsillectomy at 'Keys-Houston '
.
Clinic Hospital November 21 for attended the - funeral and burial C.1inic-Hospital.
years.
,.
Erwin, nazi of Mr. and treatment.
services for Mrs Lassiter's brother, Mr. and Mrs!-Floward Edwards I
Erwin Jr__ of Murray, re- -- Mr:a-and Mrs. Goias-Roans -and H. KaThortukison, in .Paris Saturday and children Spent Thanksgiving
• ntty' underwent a tonsillectomy Mis.STPearl Ev'axis
r
eturn4d to their afternoon.
,.
with Mr. Edwards' parents. Mr.
at Keys-Houston Clinic Hospital. home in Henderson Sunday after
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Marshall and and Mrs. Dan Edwards and family.
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GENIAL SANTA, in spite of his
whiskers, is an up-to-date gent .
and when he shouts out a few suggestions he generally knows what
he's talking about! So all you women who aim to play Santa to some
man, gather up close and hear of
some of the things that are sure to
please a man.

106
.
.
11 Ir

1936 to be Building Year and Higher
Costs Are Bound to Come!
Building is goint. on in every part of Calloway County and
in every county everywhere. The continued government encouragement and aid and increased demand Will mean a rise in
lumber prices, some of which me have received.

In Calloway today there are building contracts
let to call for 400 000 feet of lumber.

PldSanta Says:
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HAPPIv. NESS

Silk Robes
All-Wool Sweaters
Fine Fabric Shirts
-Plaid Wool Mufflers
Silk Hose
i Fine, Soft Pajamas
Wil Soft, Cape Gloves
Iffi Suede Jackets
)111 Handmade Timut-.--..•-•
Flannel Robes
1 Linen Handkerchiefs
41ti Tie and Collet Sets
X

s"

ys:

$5.00 to $7.50
$1.95 to $5.00
$1.00 to $2.50
$1.00 to $1.95
.50
0c
5to$2
c to 5
$1.52
0

)

r
..441

NOTHING BRINGS MORE HAPPINFRS THAN THE COMFORTS OF HOME. . .'`AN1)
j NOTHING COULD EQ A
_GLET
Lb---Tott't 114E PA Mtn turr 1...01sit1 laERE])-0FREM OD IING OR,.RE41r. PAIR JOB'FOR THE HOME. "X
WHAT MOTHER AND HOUSEWIFE W.OULD .NOT HAVE A,
HAPPY-CHRISTMAS IF HAMMERS STARTED RINGING OUT ON
A MUCH LONGED FOR REMODELING OF HER HOME? MAKE '
HER HAPPY cHRISTMA,S AND YEARS TO COME:

f.

_ Don't Let Wintyr
Stop You!
Only a few of

winiter's

'worst days can stop carpenters.
Come tri for

FREE ESTIMATES AND
ADVICE
Let's talk over your plans
now.

Murray_ Lumber Co.
Incorporated

.1 WictikA.RARAR,AMCP.PIAKtotnakiirAWAPAPOLWAX:O.A7P.At:O.Wig Mag.

es

g

SIT DOWN this evening
.and list the men you want
to remember this Christmas. Then come in -and
let IA help you to select
the gifts that will be most
appropriate. Ini.he meanwhile, check over the suggested items listed below,
and remember that all of
these may be had at various prices.

:1(
;#.

$1.00 to $2.95
$2.25 to $5.45
50mit:00, $1.:915-.
$5.00 to $6.00
25c AO 35e
25c to $2.00
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- It is true that Whitman could
not improve his Candy, but he has
Improved his packages-is lb. to 5
lb. Dale & Stubblefield.
Miss Mary Shipley spent Thursday with Mrs. Clarice Braley in
Paducah.
•
Paul Johnston came born the
University of Indiana and spent
the Thanksgiving holidays with
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Johnston.

Among those from Murray who
saw the Paducah-Mayfield Thanksgiving game were Mr. and Mrs.
Wells Purdom, Dr. and Mrs. F. K
Crawford, Miss Elizabeth Lovett,
Pseston--Ordway,-Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Porter end
son of Memphis were guests of
Mr. and Mrs. O. J. Jennings Sr., for
tbe_TharthatiVing holidaYS. _
Miss Elizabeth Randolph Or Paducah visited her mother the past
week and attended the F.D.E.A.
Mn, T. P. Cook of Hopkinsvilla is with her daughter, Mrs. E.

J Beale. and Mr. Belle.
C. Sherrod, president of
Tennessee Teachers College, JohnTulin., was the guest of
.1t)
(
--Miss Cial-J Itimmer. a graduate of
Kentucky's total prodnction of
that collegy, during his stay in the tobacco, of all types, in 1935, is
city
estimated at 260,570,000 pounds in
When in doubt don't say it- the November crop report issued
send Whitman's-all sizes. Dale & here by the Kentucky Office of the
Stubblefield.
U. S. Division of Crop and LiveDr. John W. Carr, Mrs. Cleo Gil- stock Estimates. This would be
lis Hester and Miss Alice Keys are about 4 per cent more than the
representing Murray State College 250,805,000 lbs. preeluced in Kenat the annual meeting of the tucky in 1934, and 29 per cent less
Southern Association of Colleges than this State's average annual
and Secondary Schools being held production of 369,216,000 lbs. during 1928-1922 inclusive.
In Louisville this week.
Atty. John Ryan and Joe T.
Types of which the prolucing
Lovett are in Frankfort today and area lie either wholly or partly
tomorrow to attend a hearing on within Kentucky and which therethe Southern Bell Telephone Co. fore are of direct interest to Kenfore the Keetucky Public Seri
""'t wk.* growore .....are.. Pat iornAtAN4
Commission, Mr. Ryan is repre- follows, by entire type areas, reand gardless of state boundaries;- burMurray
of
senting the City
Lovett the Young Business Men's ley 247,732,000 lbs. compared to
Club.
233,627,000 •_liss. last --Teary -Green
River (air cured-from both OseeneIn Crittenden county, a repre- boro and Henderson districts) 16,sentative of the I. C. railway help- 500,000 lbs. compared to 15,750,000
ed conduct community meetings to lbs. last year; one-sucker 18.650,000 lbs. compared to 18,700,000 last
discuss strawberry production.
fired "stemHenderson
year;
ming" 3,61/0.000 lbs. compared to
4,080,000 lbs. last year: Hopkinsville -Clarksville - Springfield dark
fired type 76.640.000 lbs. compared
to 76,315,000 lbs. last year; and PaWE DELIVER ducah-Mayfield dark fired 25,299.000 lbs. compared to 28,320,000 lbs.
last year. The United States entire 1935 tobacco crop of all types
compared to 1,045,660,000 lbs. in
is estimated at 1,300.036,000 lbs.
duction 1928-32 of 1.432.845,000 lbs.
1934 and an average annual pro-

'Weed Crop 4 Per
Cent Above. 1934

TOLLEY & CARSON
FOOD MARKET
PHONE

37

77c
FLOUR, 24 lbs. guaranteed
$1.70
FLOUR,48 lb. Dixie Limited, real value
$1.00
FLOUR, White Frost, 24-113. bag
25c
Ground
Fresh
COFFEE, 2 lbs.
48c
Recruits For
MEAL, 25-lb. bag
25c
U. S. Navy
PRUNES, medium size, 5 lbs.
25c In view of the large number of
KRAUT, No. 2 1-2 can,3'for
10c applications received for enlistSALMON,Chum, can
ment in the U. S. Navy, at the U.
TOMATO JUICE, Scott County,
S. Navy Recruiting Station, Post
Paducah, Ky., dur-25c Offiee-Building,
24-ounce can;.3-for
ing the short time it was open
SNOWDRIFT LARD,6-1b. bucket . . . .$1.05 temporarily, word has been refrom the Main Station,
PECANS, Large Paper Shell, 2 lbs. . . . 35c ceived
Louisville, Ky., that the office in
Paducah, would become a permaSAUSAGE SEASONING,
establishment.
15c nent
Seasons 25 pounds sausage
First enlistments are now being
between the ages of
20c madeandfor24men
PEPPER, bulk, pound
inclusive, who peAsess
17
MACCARONI SHELLS, 12-oz. pkg. . 15c the moral, mental, and physical
HEINZ TOMATO KETCHUP,14-oz. bot 22c qualifications.
For further information, see the
25c officer in charge. Navy Recruiting
STICK CANDY,? pounds
Third Floor, Post Office
25c Station.
BULK RAISINS,3 pounds
Building. Paducah,--Ky-- We are exclusive agents for Richlieu Products.
Week End Prices
itWe have a nice Poe of qual-

MEAT MARKET

y meats

and

sell at a small

-0-

$.9c
3 Packages kilo
21c
Log Cabin Syrup, small
price.
ycheap
it
at
Heater
Circulating
used
-1
SALE
__Zee
Medium size
1 lb. Calumet Baking Powder .11111e
1 Gal. Small Winesap Apples _ 1
1
1 Gal. Larger Apples
15 lb. Peck Idaho Baking
36e
Potatoes
47c
Is Bu. Meal
Sle
10 lb. Fine Beet Sugar
511e
9 lb. Fine Cane Sugar
15e
White Jaw Meat, lb.
85c
24 lb. White Ring Flour
5Sc
Gal. Can Cherries '
No. 2 Can Libby's Pineapple
1
Juice
No 2,, Delmonte Can Peaches 2
5
Gal. Celwell White Syrup
1
2 lb. Box Crackers .....
Z
2 lb. Jar Peanut Maier
1
Nice Small Popcorn, lb.
2c
9 lb. Navy Beans
1oc
8 lb. Turnips

margin of profit.

•

rOR

liots!.5
Noun( LA, sly

it

I

,For SATURDAY ONLY we will sell: .
An extra warm, extra well finished, part wool
BLANKET, size 70x80. Our regular $2.50 value,
and a real value at this price-

$1.95 the pair

For Saturday

better and larger BLANKET, extra well made
and finished. Size 72x84. Cheap at $3.00A

$2.49 the pair

For the Day

A still better BLANKET and a most
value at $3.50. Size 72x84-

wonderful

$2.79 the pair

For the Day

VALUES IN COTTON BLANKETS-Not a
shoddy, small 66x76 piece of merchandise, but a
well made.'wefil-firisheel-B4-ftreket-.--gise-unt,30-REAL

.

For the Day,

59c each

An extra woven, extra well finished, paft wool
A larger BLANKET, better finished. Size 72x80-

$1.32 the pair

For the Day
An extra heavy well 171/1de
in size 16 1-2 only-

MAN'S WORK SHIRT.

45c each

For the Day

olors Brown, Blue, Red, and OrORDPROy, in t
ange. .Our ruTáFSc valur-1- •

62c the yard

For the Day

A COTTON TWEED, full yard wide Dress Goods.
Our regular 49c value-

For the Day ...... . .

. 26c the yard

SEE THIS

These Prices for CASH ONLY

RYAN'S
Where

you

get QUALITY as well as PRICE

-CALL 24 or 25-

Swann's Grbeery

*Zee at Clerk. (11111(7
thence east to the point of best-n- Page 13,,recordsd in (Mar of Clerk Um& &dampispowCoairt.
og. Title to the above was ob- Calloway County Court.
1101_ foot Itteseta 411‘111drireeee. So Gamey
lie sold
It is adjudged by the court that the southeast corner of Mr. L L. ' This tract of land„
tained by J. T. White by deed
. tracts
from 0. T. Meyer dated Septem- the remainder of said lands being Spellings' lot, thence south one separately 'Isom the° othet
ber 7, 1907. and recorded in Deed about eighty-four (84) acres lying hundred twenty (120) feet to a ten described heiSen.
office of Clerk, immediately north of the lands set foot alley; thence east with the alPage
For the purchase price the - purBook
Calloway County Court. Also be- apart Us the widow as dower as ley two hundred (2001 feet, thence chaser must execute hilt With
ginning at oi stake in the West above set out, be divided into two north one hundred twenty (120) approved. securities, bearing *PO
edge of the N. C. & St. L. Right-of- tracts of about 42 acres each and feet, thence two hundred COO) feet interest from the day et See until
Way on the Qr. Sec. line dividing described as follows:
to the beginning and being the paid, and having "tim $11nlis aii
the South East Qr. of Sec. 33, T.
The first tract lying immedi- same lot of land deeded to J. T. effect of a judgment. IMMO Win
1, R. 4 East, thence North with ately N. of the widow's dower White by the heirs of John T. Wil- be prepared to comply prompt"
West edge of R. R. Right-of-way beginning at an iron pin,in the W. son on February 2, 1911, and re- with these terms. Gentle S. Herb
six hundred sixty-one (681) feet boundary of the N. C. & S. L. corded in Deed Book 35 Page 520 Master Commissioner.
to an bon pin, which pin- is ex- Right-of-way sixty-one (61) feet
actly thirty-three (33) feet feet N. of the point where the Qr. Sec.
North of telephone pole No. 1796 line intersects the Rig:Re-of-way of
in the R. R. Right-of-way and on the N. C. & St. L. R. R. thence
the fence line. And said Iron pin West along the N. boundary of
is exactly four (4) feet South of the widow's dower one thousand
the fence post, hence west paral- six hundred eighty-six (15116) feet
lel with sr. Sec. line about one
one inch iron ,pins ,3jflI elbow
died ninety-six on top in the W. Boundary of the
thousand six hurl
(1896) feet to an iron pipe with J. T. White farm, thence North
elbow on top about one inch in
Boundary of said farm
Paul Lukas. who plays t4e pest diameter, in the fence line of the with the W.
one thousand fifty (1050) feet to
of Athos, one. of *1HE TIMM West- -boundary of the J. T. W-Iti
an iron .010F one'inch In diameter,
MUSKETEERS" in the *KO M- farm, thence South with
West which pipe is ten (10) feet N. of
ilk, screen version, now showing's& Boundary of said line six hundred an eight inch diameter birch tree,
the Capitol Theatre, is one of Ike fifty-eight (856) feet to a stake in thence IL parallel with S. boundary
most romantic figures on the HMS Qr. Sec..1,ine, thence past with Qr. of said Qr. about one thousand
Sec. line one thousand six hundred seven hundred ninety-one a701)
today and was a European stage
twenty (1620) feet to the point of feet to a stake in the W. boundary
success before he came to Holly- beginning, containing twenty-five
in the N. C. & St. L. Right-of-way
wood in the silent days.
(25) acres more or less.'
said stake is exactly nine (9) feet
Also about ten (10) acres in the north of the treater of the teleSouth East Qr. of said Sec. and phone pole No. 1790 in the W. line
beginning at-the same point as in of said Right-of-way, and said
'ESS OF
IT WAS A MATTER OF SURE-F00
the above mentioned tract, thence' stake is exactly two (21 feet S. of
the
across
tre
West with Qr. Sec. line about one a fence post in R. R. fence line. . THE HORSE when the family
thousand sixty (1060) feet to a thence S. with the W. line of said
......
.
hotts
grandmother's
visit
country to
The work is' progressing rapidly stake, thence South East with Rail Road Right-of-way one thouon Olive street boulevard, leading ditch five hundred (500) feet to a sand fifty-five (1065) feet to the
TODAY,it ika matter of tractio of the tire in this
from the men's dormitory of Mur- fence, 'thence East four hundred iron pin the point- of
ters at Christmas
self-same visit of the eager you
ray State College to Twelfth forty-seven (447) feet to a stake containing an aggregate of fortytime.
Workers have already at' a board fence, thence North two (42) acres more or less.
street.
poured some of the concrete for with said board fence thirteen (13)
The second tract lies immediately
the curbs, the surfaces having been feet, thence East fifty-six (56) feet N. of the one just described and
shaped by the laborers. This pro- to a stake, thence North two hun- begins at a stake in the W. Bounject will require four .months for dred (200) feet to a stake, thence cary of N. C. & St -I- Right-ofcompletion and will cost $14,000. East two hundred (200) feet to a way at a stake nine (9) feet N. of
The completed project will fea- stake the West edge of State High- telephone pole No. 1700, thence N.
ture two 5-foot walks, with a 4- way, thence South' with West edge one thousand and six (1006) feet
foot grass plot between each walk of Highway two hundred (2004 feet with the W. boundary of the said
and the road; two 24-foot drive- to a fence, covered with honey- N. C. & St. L. Right-of-way to
ways, and a 22-foot grass plot be- suckle, thence continuing South the N. boundary
the said Qr. of
tween the drives, according Is one-hundred sixty-four (164) feet Sec.. thence W. with said Sec.
give the greatest traction of
Clifton Key, general foreman Of to the North edge of an old street, line .one thousand ninety (1000)
any tire offered the American
construction work on the boule- Which point is exactly one hundred feet to a stake in the W. boundary
car owner today.
vard. There are 45 P.W.A workers thirty-five (135) feet West of the of the said White farm, thence
.N. C. & St. L Right-of-way. South with the W. boundary of the
on the job at all times.
Safe for the car operator And
Murray will be able to boast of Thence continuing South about said White farm about one thoufamily in snow and mud
his
one double-lane' boulevard NOisin sixty (60) feet to a stake, thence sand (1000) feet more or less to an
where skidding means a posthe Olive street extension is com- East about one hundred thirty-five Iron pipe one inch in diameter, it
sible tragedy.
l35) feet to West edge of Right- being the S. W. Corner of this
pleted.
A real aid to the farmer who
of-way, thence North with the tract and the N. W. corner of the
West edge of Right-of-way, fifty first tract above described. Thence
lives on the unpaved and un(50) feet to a stake, 'thence con- East with the N. boundary of
cared for roads and equally as
tinuing North with the W. E. N. Tract 'N. 1, and parallel with the
important to the salesman who
C.. & St. L. Right-of-way about S. boundary of said Qr. Sec. about
must go everywhere in all
five hundred seventy-one (571) one thousand seven hundred ninekinds of weather.
feet to the point of beginning, con- ty-one (1791) feet to the point of
taining approximately nine .(9) to beginning, containing forty-two
ten (10) acres. Title to the above (42) acres more or less. _Title to
No need for chains-save the expense and
Calloway Circuit Court
trouble with G-ROUND GRIP TIRES.
Verna L. White, Administratrix of described land was obtained by the above land was obtained by
J. T. White, Deceased, Verna L. deed from N. B. Butterworth on deed to J. T. White recorded in
,Whith. Grace Wilcox, Hilda Ell% March 27, 1891, And recorded in Deed Book W Page 59, Deed Book
THERE'S A GRADE OF FIRESTONE FOR
H. H. Ellis, Mae Holifield, and IF liked Book-Page - office of X Page 13. Also by deed from
EVERY PURSE AND NEED
Clerk,
County
Calloway
Court.
in
recorded
Butterworth
B.
N.
Holifield,
B.
offiee of
Plaintiffs Also deed recorded in Deed Book Deed Book -PageW Page 59. and Deed Book X Clerk, Calloway County Court.
Vs. Judgment
It is adjudged by the court thals,
Porter White, Kathleen White,
the above three tracts, homely.
Belle Larkin. W. D. Larkin, BarkStay with FIRL'STONE, always a first quality
that which is set apart to the
ley White, Hattie White,
in your batteries, tubes, plugs, brake linreproduct
the
and
dower
her
as
widow
Defendants
maining two tracts, each be offering and be safe:
By virtue of a judgment and
ed for sale separately the first
order of sale of the Calloway Cir- To make a funeral
tract being sold subject to the
cuit Court, rendered at the No- service expressive
widow's life right of dower and
vember term thereof, 193,3, in the of dignity in its exthe other two tracts offered free
above cause for the purpose of diecution, the most
from dower and then said three
vision of property and costs heretracts be offered as a whole and
in expended. I shall proceed to expert training &
that the bid or bids offering the
offer for sale at the court hanse` complete experlargest sum shall be accepted as
door in Murray. Kentucky, to the ience are required
sale and if said lands shall bring
highest bidder at public auction, of the director in'
more when offered as a whole the
on Monday, the 33rd day of De- charge. That our
previous bids on the tracts sepcember, 1935. at 1 o'clock or thereis
staff
trained
and
arately shall not be considered but
about (same being county court
is your
the land shall be sold to the highday), upon a credit of six months, experienced
est and best bidder.
EAST MAIN X
the following described property, guarantee of sim3111 PHONE 208
at
N.
the
W.
Beginning
Corner
rich
dignity
ple,
in
being and lying in Calloway 'Counof said tract or lot at the intersecty. towit:
the rites we conBeginning one hundred twenty- duct at your reseven (127) feet north of the quest.
Southeast corner of block No. 2 as
11
-shown by the plat of the town of
Hazel which plat is of record in
the office of Clerk, Calloway CounThe
ty Court, thence north with the
H.
J.
Churchill
R. R. Right-of-way to J. T. White's
south line (being the then J. T.
Funeral Home
White's line), thence writ to MurTelephone 7
ray and Mimi Highway ,right-ofMurray, Ky. •
way. thence south thirty (26) feet,

-

Olive Boulevard Is
Progressing Rapidly

r

ECONOMY
GROCERY
Where

Service, Quality and
Prices Count

n

COMMISSIONER'S
S A Li

-

HI-SPEED

COURIER

ISuper - Service Station

Jackson Purchase Oil Co.

WIXOM WIN KW
WSJ WilintiONDON
WINIt11104liViA
WAIVM
kvM ktINi

.11 Give Gifts to the HomePlease Everyone

1

SELECT YOUR HOME GIFT, RADIO, WASHING
MACHINE, FRIGIDAIRE, ELECTRIC RANGE and -

UTOTEEM

Pinto Beans, 5 lbs. 25c
Sugar, pure cane,
10 pounds . . . . 51e
Lard, pure hog, bring
your bucket, lb. 16c
MURRAY and HAZEL
Coffee, Maxwell
POTATOES, No. 1, pk. 22c
Acro,
House, lb. . . . . 26c FLOUR,
$1.39
$1.05
Bag
24-lb. bag
_Flour, 24 lbs.
23c
4 lbs. Humko
114EA4 12-1b, bag
guaranteed .. . 82c CRACKERS, 2-lb. box. 16c BACON, Hickory
25c
Smoked, lb.
Marshmallowi,2
P. NUT BUTTER, qt. . 29c
21c
lb.
cream,
full
CHEESE,
10c pkgs. for . . 15c SALMON STYLE
. 25c
MACKEREL, 3 for...25c ONIONS, 10 lbs. for
Black Pepper, 100
CORN, Country Gent can 9c
FLAKES,
per cent pure lb. 19c CORN
15c HOMINY, 3 large
Kellogg, 2 for
Salt, Ohio River,
20c
No. 2 1-2 cans
PUFFED WHEAT,
10c KRAUT, 303 size can
6c
87c Quaker
100 lbs.
.25c
Raisins, 3 Rm. for .
Coni-Flakes, 2 for '15c BEANS, Navy, 10. lbs. 30c
Matches,6 boxes. 19c TOMATO JUICEPalmolive5c BRAZIL NUTS, lb. .. 17c
SOAP,
5c TOILET
Prunes, lb.
5c COCOANUTS, large size 7c
or Camay
PECANS, Paper Shell,
Raisins, seedless,
LAUNDRY SOAP,
25c
3 lbs. for
... 25c
15c 7 giant bars
-2 lbs.
85c
bag
TISSUE,
TOILET
10c SALT, 100-lb.
Mustard, qt. .
10c
4 rolls for
St
LETTUCE, nice head
Corn, Country Gent., CELERY
9c WHEAT BRAN,
2 cans for . . . . 25c FEED OATS,
$1.09
100 lbs.
us

5-bushel bag
HOG FATTENER

. $2.10 DAIRY FEED,
100 pounds
$IAS

$1.30

RUDOLPH THURMAN
PARVIN BLALQCK

have it delivered during Christmas week.

" It is importaiirint You sired now in order that you can get just the model
a
t-"Or
_you want.
family more than one
Oi the entire fa
Nothing will please the wife, your
of these gifts for the home. Easy finance and payment, plans enables you to #njoy these •many comfortable conveniences.
PHILCO ... STEWART WARNER ... SENTINEL RADIOS
GRUNOW
unwired homes.
and
wired
both
the
for

FRIGIDAIRE the gift

most desired by every housewife

•

•

who does not hove

one.
UNIVERSAL RANGES are objects of pride'bf every proud housewife. '50
convenient, easy to operate and clean.
EASY WASHING MACHINES, give the housewife the freedom every too.
man deserves.

Both electric and gasoline operated.

USE THE SKIP PAYMENT PLAN
M.AOU&JQW4 PAYMENT ON YOUR RADIO, ELECTRIC STOVE
IN-TITE REGULAR t'AYMENTS FEB: 1. Notts.
OR EASY WASHER AND

ing could be easier and fairer than this liberal plin.
YOUR FRIGIDAIRE CAN BE BOUGHT WITH A DOWN PAYMENT and
WITH PAYMENTS BEGINNING MARCH 1.
SELECT YOUR GIFT NOW and make it one that can be enjoyed and appreciated by the entire family-one that adds comfort and pleasure to the home

Johnson-Fain Music Co.
isVAi WU KW AU

-

_

OLDFIELD

DIGNITY...

-PHONE 130

FURS *ANTED-See
before you sell.

.. •

a FIRESTONE
GROUND---------GRIP TIRES

ONjai
"

TRADE WITH

p.

1

-

-

rhiowtimmicommitenweemmagal
re! In Yester Yeari

VA'WM MEIN WNW'2#

44:

•

tr.s

PACE EIGHT

ivera..infradticed, as follows: •
President, Mrs. E. It Houston.
_eton,
Corresponding Secretary. Mrs.
Cala Family Has
Garnett Jones.
Reunion
Recording Secretary. alls, Bob
Members of the Cato family Gatlin.
their. relatives Laid friends gatha *Dreasurer,.. Mrs. Luillier Robert.
ered at the home of Mr. and Mrs. son.
•Assistant Treasurer, Mrs. C. C
O. L Cain. near Kirksey, last
Sunday_ for a dinner -and family Duke.
Secretary of Childrens W
reunion:and in compliment to Mr.
. and Mrs. W. E. Cain of Detroit. • Mrs. Burnett Warterfield.
Among those present were: Mr.
Secretary of Tiaby Special/Urn
and IER-C 1- ."-Citin. NU. and-l'airl 17tMett Padgett
Superintendent of Study, Mrs.
0. L. Cain' Sr.. Mr. and Mrs W. H.
Hatcher. Mr. and Mrs W. IL W. J. McCoy.
Superintendent of Literature and
Ross. Mr and Mrs. Ed Palmer, Mr.
and Mrs. W. E. Cain. Mr. and Mrs. Pliblicity, Mrs. Joe Lovett.
.1 A. Parks. Mr. and Mrs. W. A.
Superintendent of World OutPalmer, Jr.. Mr. and Mrs. A. Cain. look. Mrs. Bryan Tolley.
nna
raw -tunningnam.
Superintendent or cfuishan
Mr-RmirrIC,),:lfailiph Ray. Mr. and tial Rehitions. Mrs. R. M. RisenMrs. Theron Riley
hoover.
lateitin
Cain, Isabelle Cain.
Superintendent of Supplies. Mrs.
11.11
i
yes, st„ihy , rIvac ,
.
Edwin Cain, Ted Cunningham. 'BilSuperintendent of Local Work.
ly Cain Hatcher, Alton ,Cain. Zane Mrs. C. A. Hale.
Cunningham. Fred
Cain, Jack
Circle'Leaders: No. 1, Mrs. F. E.
Cain. W A. Palmer Jr.. Lala
Crawford. Mrs. N. P. Hutson,
Mrs. Ida Ross. Mrs. Madge Harris.
No. 2: Mrs. Albert Lassiter, Mrs.
Malvena Harris and'' Mrs. Tom 0. J. Jennings, Mrs. A. F. Doran.
Jones.
No, 3: Mrs. Glen Ashcraft, Mrs.
• • I • •
J. A. Dulaney.
Harvest bay Observed By
A social hour ended the afternoon. Refreshments were served
F. Missionary Society
The Mice Watets Misisonary by circles headed by Mrs. Dale. and
Socretvof the M E. Church closed, Wt. Joe Baker.
a spndid year Tuesday afternoon
with its Hariezt Dily ProgramMiss Mildred Graves had as
- The devotional -was led • by the guests in her home during the
president. Mrs. E B. Houston. and Thanksgiving holidays. Miss Darrappearingeon the program were val of Shackelford and W. P. GrizMrs. 0. K. Bennett. Mrs Butter- zell of Louisville. D. T. Cooper
worth, Mrs W A. Bell. and Mrs.' and H. L. Smith of PadtiTah and
W. W. Holland
Miss Drinnon were luncheon
A businrss session followed dur- guests at the Graves home on
ing which reports of the year's Friday
'work were given by' the officers:
Revs. W P Prichard .and 0. A. LOVeI Party Is Given By,
Marrs spoke briefly: and plans
Miss Mildred Graves
were -Ina ad-for the 'installation
--Miss Mildred Graves entertainthe pipe organ. The new officers -ed 4--her - home on Saturday even-

;Neu
.

•

p.
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Li* song "Joy to the World". by Mrs Billie Lawson. Ewen Stubble; The young couple will reside
with the bride's miAber.
the audience. A representative field, and Miss Cammie Colehran.
• • • • •
• •• • •
crowd was present.
• .• • • •
Mr. And Mrs. T. M. Marshall,
Arts And Crafts To
Hazel, Entertain With Dinner
Meet With Mrs. Linn
DECEMBER DATES FOR
will
Mr. and Mrs. T. M. Marshall,
Club
Crafts
Arts
and
The
MURRAY CLUBS
hosts at a 6 o'clock
DecerDber 3. Thursday -General meet Wednesday afternoon, De- Hazel, were
home Thursday
meeting of Woman's-Club at home cember 11, at 230 o'clock at the dinner at their
home of Mrs. Melus Linn in college evening.
of Mrs...1. D. Sextun,
Those present were as follows:"
December 0, Friday--Tralnins addition. The attention of memMr. and Mrs. Carl Marshall and
School Mothers' Club in fourth bers Ii invited to the change in
place of meeting,
r, Anne Herrin, Mr. and
grade refer;
'
Hugh Shipley. Mr. and Mrs.
-December 10. ?lead*/ evening-Mb* Clara W. Wilcox Weds
A.A.U.W, in library club room.s.
Terry Wilkinson, Homer and HerHomer Marshall
December 10-Music Club date to
bert Dierstwalt MIAs Clara White
• • •
be changed.
Coming as a surprise to a host Wilcmf.- Miss Alma Lee Solmon,
Murray High P. T. A. Holds
December 11, Wednesday' after- of friends, the marriage of Clara Billie Wilcox, Mt. and Mrs. T. M.
Regular Meeting
noon-Arts and Craft Club at the White Wilcox and Homer Marshall Marshall.
The Murray High P. T. A. open- home of.
was quietly solemnised in the
ed its regular December meeting
A. 0. STANLEY HERE
December 12, Thursday after- home of Bro. Bennie Brown at 4
with the singing of the P. T. A. noon-Home Department at the o'clock Sunday afternoon.
sung led by Mr. Moser.
Senator A. 0. Stanley was a
home of Mrs. It. H. Hood.
dark
cessutiet
tivm
a iPwn.of
Izesa
de_ wore_
acjiri
andb
Te_
-Murray Tr:feeder ratting
cem • r
7iiesday evening- green with gold triMming. Her hat v
with the oboe -provided a new' Moser. a silent prayer was offered Delta Christmas meeting.
on friends here. Mr. Stanley has
Sigma Tau Sorority Has
••• •
auditory experience for Murray's by ttw audience for Dr. 0. B.
been in the First District several Thanksgiving Party
Mrs. Marshall is an attractive
Irvan, a member of the Board of A. A. U. W. Notes,
visiting with friends and The Sigma Tau sorority had -a concert goers.
ilee of days
ofMrs. Grace Wit
daughter
xrt
A. _IL W. -will have-the
Waning.
Thanksgiemg party Friday •even . The Concerto
Minor _toe Education and a .faithful Servant,. --.-The
to
the
advancement of education December program Tuesday evening at the home of Miss Jane Me- oboe by Handel opened the proMr. 'Marshall is the son of Mr.
ing, Deeember. 10, in the club
gram. The purity of style in the in our school.
lugin.
It pays to read the classified ads.
and Mrs. T. M. Marshall of Hazel.
At the business meeting it was rooms at the college library.
Dancing was enjoyed and de- classics was represented here with
• • • • •
lightful refreshments were served. the beautiful melodies so well- voted to contribute $30 to the band
suited to the rich, melancholy tones for the purchasing of three rugs Home 'Department To Have
Present were:
Christmas Meeting
Miss Reba Mae Hale. Ed Frank of the instrument. , Professor Inglis to improve the acoustics of the
The Garden and Hume DepartKirk, Miss Jane Melugin. Herod demonstrated the range of melodic band _roam:. At the conclusion of
Starks, Miss Martha Nell, Wells, 'and technical possibilities of the the business meeting, it was an- ment will have a joint meeting
Howard Boone. Miss Edwina Hin- oboe through the varied move- nounced that the sixth and eighth Thursday. December the twelfth,
ton. Pogue Outland, Miss Kathleen ments of the Concerto-Crave, Al-' grades had won the banners for at the home of Mrs. Hall Hood.
the largest number of mothers at- Hosts are Mrs. Hood, Mrs. Herbert
legro, Sarabande, and concluding
Robertson, Pat Wear
.
tencting.
Drennan, Mrs. L. R. Putnam. Mrs.
Miss Murrelle Hartsfield, Maurice Allegro.
Mrs. Leland Owen, chairman, inRyan, Miss Gracie Nell Jones,
Another of the classic masters troduced the speaker of the after-, Carlisle Cutchin, Mrs. 11 A. Johnston. Mrs_ G. C. Ashcraft, and Mrs.
Charles Miller, Miss Mary Martha made a contribution to the enjoyOverbey. Frank Harpole. Miss ment of the evening in the delight- noon, A. B. Austin, who gave a L. D. Hale,
very
vivid
and
interesting
talk
on
Fine ,Jewelry of any kind makes
Margaret Overbey, Ed Thurmond. ful Mozart Quartet for., Oboe and
"What a Teacher Should Be.".
• • • ••
Thanksgiving
To
Host
most appreciated and the
the
Strings. This combination is inThe program was concluded by
The Music Hour
Dinner
most lasting gift.
deed rare, but most charming. At
By Evalyn Angel
Mr and Mrs. Dewey Coleman
times, the oboe tone' with its sweet
You'll find many gifts at our store, both large and
The oboe as a solo instrument leading melody, especially in the
were hosts to a Thanksgiving dinsmall in costume Jewelry, Fountain Pens, Pottery,
was presented to a warmly recep- high register, gives almost the efner Thursday.
tive audience in a recital 9f un- fect of a string instrument. The
Those present included the folitems in Silverware Pieces.
usual musical interest when Pro. second movement, the Adagio, adlowing:
Select this week and a small down payment will
Franklin P. Inglis, oboist
Mr. and Mrs. Zee Smith and
and mirably demonstrated this charachold your gift until you are ready. You are most
musicologist of the music xlepart- teristic, with the oboe taking up a
daughter Charlotte Ann. Mr.' and
invited to shop with us. Persona-I aecordially
ment of ISTtirray State College 'gave high ,sustained part after an introMrs. Robert McCuiston and chiltention.
the second concert in the 1935 duction by the strings.
dren Norma Dale and Fay, Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie Stubblefield and
The third group of three short
Next Door to Peoples
FREE ENGRAVING
laughter Dorothy Sue, Mr. and
numbers glitir-vvetichosen contrast.
Bank
Grarlie Stubblefield and son
Mrs.
The Schumann Romanze. vgis perJames Warren.
haps most outstanding for the efTelephone 307-J
Mr. and Mrs Raymond Hamlin,
fective phrasing and quiet mood
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Stubblefield,
so well portrayed by Professor
JOE T. PARKER, Manager
Mrs. Woodrow McCuiston and baby
Inglis. .The favorite of the audiJoe Donald, Mrs. Fannie Hendon,
SUGAR, 10 lbs.
52c
•
ence for the evening seemed to be
$5.19
100 lbs.
the Hebraic Lied of. Rirnsky-Kor7,
sakoff because. as someone was
CRACKERS,
heard to remark, rt was the kind
15c
2-lb. box
that
one
always
asof- melody
SHREDDED
sociates with the oboe. This hauntCOCOANUT, lb. 17c
ing Eastern melody, reminiscent of
25c
OLEO, 2 lbs.
the old modes gave a hint of
modern mood. The American comCORN MEAL,
poser. Walter Piston, provided an19c
10-lb. bag
other modera.potri!sotr with: Gigue,
POTATOES,
from the Suite for oboe and Piano. ,
$1.45
- 100-lb. bag
a number with, humorous effecta touch of fireworks, contradicting "NO..2 CORN OR
TOMATOES,
the usual feeling of lingering mel3 cans for
It&
ancholy associated with this reed
instrument. Professor Inglis was
GRAPE FRUIT,
called back by the enthusiastic
Sc
large, each
audience.
APPLES,
A modern of moderns, it can
Red, Yellow, 6 lbs. 25c
truly be said, supplied the harlarge
ORANGES,
Avondale or Home
monies of the final Quintet numsize, dozen .
29c
ber- for ,Oboe and S•sings by
Talk, 24-lb. sk.
Arnold Bax. The faculty string et,

ing in compliment to her houseguests.. Miss Darya! Shackelford
and W. P. Gila:ell of t.auisville.
Included were:
Dr. and Mrs. A..,11.1. Wolfson. Mr.
and Mrs. M. ,,Wolfson, Dr. and
Mrs. W. H. Mason. Dr. and Mrs.
Rob 14603, Mr. and Mrs. 'W. S.
Swarua. Or. and. airs. E. J. Beale.
Mr. -and Mrs" C. L. Sharborough,
Dr. • and Mrs_ .1. H. Phillips of
Nashville. Mr. and Mrs. E. S. DiuMaid Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Medd, Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Caplinger.. Mr. and Mrs. John Rowlett.
Miss Male Glide.-Milas Carrie
Allison. Mrs. Mary McCoy Hall,
Miss Minnie Ann Martin, Bowling
Green, Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Wilson
of Bowling Green. D. T. Cooper of
Paducah, Mr. and. Mrs. Jack Frost
of Louisville.

winter series on Tuesday. December 3. The oboe is sektnin
in recital, and this fact coupled
with the sympathetic assistance of
the piano and the faculty string
quartet gave admirable variety to
the program. Prof: Warren Angell
at the piano gave a fine interpretation of the accompaniments, and
the faculty string'quartet, cornposed of Prof. William H. Fox,
first violin; Prof.. Earle Connette.
second violin. Marcia McEwen Foit.
viola; and Prof. Arthur T. Meyer,
'cello, provided-an interesting and
vzi:fied, background for the appealing and melancholy melodies of the
oboe.
Professor Inglish displayed technical skill and artistry throughont
the program. and, with such unusual instrument combinations ija

seinble rendered capital assistance
In both of these etr11111"neeornPanied
Itrumbtfe-Alatesdifteagt•- Quartet and
the Has Quintet. The sombre tone
of this composition by Bax was
relieved by ion occasional soaring
melody rising out of the sonorous
backgrodnd. Muted strings gave a
beautiful contrast to the oboe melody. The Allegro giocoso, the
last movement, was unbelievably
gay, done in a colorful spirit, following the , previow; sorebrenets..
and formed a flourishing conclusion to the evening.
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A Fine Watch
makes

A Fine Gift

FARRIS CASH
GROCERY

PARKER'S JEWELRY STORE

*

-(„tio,
Ch-rirtmai" ,,
GI FT SALE! '1

Kroger Piggly Wiggly Stores
THE COMPLETE FOOD MARKET
Finest
Brand

MATCHES
FLOUR

NOMA

I

Lady Shoppers foi( Men's Gifts...
SLEI1D'S

I

Boxes

119

79c

$

1d
4
Go2

rilif*ANCOMOIWOMittiOf

6

4 POUNDS 25c
SEEDLESS RAISINS
CHOCOLATE PECAN COOKIES 25c
Pound
FIG BARS Pound 10c
BAG
$
suGAR Pure Cane 10 Lbs. 530
100-""D

1

COFFEE
POTATOES
BRAN

Pmind

JEWEL

15c .43c
03
L

100-Lb. Bag
$1.49

What
A
A Gc,ft
Diamond Solitaire
$9.95

cher'i

E.

M.MANAS8Ca

The Real Way
To a
Man's Heart

OLEO

-

"J.

-

"The First -Commandment"
Elaborate Lighting Equipment; Authentic Costumes of
4000 Years Ago - - Auspices First Christian Church
Women'c Missionary Society.

College Chapel

•

Hose, silk and silk-wool
Fine Broadcloth Shirts, att. collar ..: 75c to $2.00
Broadcloth and Silk Pajamas., rich colcc&ffmm
Bropdcloth and Silk Pajamas,
rich colors
$1.S0 to $5:00
11 Silk and Wooly Mufflers, warm
80c to $1.95
0, Dressing Gown, full fashioned silk... $2.95 to $9.95

Biggest Event Ever Staged in Murray!

YELLOW

W. T. Sledd & Co.

For Frying or Baking
2 Pounds

POUND

10 POUNDS

7 Pounds
Each

ORANGES

California
288 size DOZEN

Amimmommammomoom.'
-

•

-4
•

•
-

-

•

-

••

fp•P*14...1
.41..c***.

5.

25`
250
5`

Wait

"If It's Ne -We Have It"

•

Pound

10c
35c

2 Pounds 23c
27c
29c

ONIONS RED OR
APPLES FANCY NO. 1 WINESAPS
GRAPEFRUIT" TEXAS SEEDLESS

THE FAMOUS
-

Nov. 10-11

EATMORE
BRAND

Fancy Sugar Cured
Half or Whole Side

Ari
74
•
...„

Gigantic Spectacle

FANCY HANES

ENING
BACON

•

The rook may have the inside traek when it comes to
pleasing Mr. Man, but we'll say that smart aparel accessories
. come a close second. Ercially when they're well-chosen,
IC such as a gift from SI.ED 'S is bound to be. Quality is unusually high-while prices are well in line with gift-buying budgets. You'll like to shop here if there are men on your gift
3515c
toto
$1.00
7
Hand-Made, real silk Ties

POUND

SALTED PEANUTS
SHELLED PECA

Nice Showing of Hats, Suits, Topcoats
and_Oxfords. See Our luggage

Paducah, Kentucky

_

$1.15

100-POU
BA

Full cut brIlliaat, diamond in solid white
or natural yellow
setting!
50c WEEKLY

7-

15-Lb.
PECK

19-c

will

1
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reside

Marshall,
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Dinner

a

. Marshall,
6 o'clock
t Thursday

1111 follows:.
arshall and
1, Me ancl
7. and Mrs.
r and Herlara White
se Solmon,
Mrs. T. M.

TIGERS SNAP OUT OF IT TO WIN
OVER GROVE 12-0 IN FINAL TILT
The Murray Tigers made one of
the most complete reversals ever
seen on the Murray field Thanksgiving Day to come out of a first
half in which they were out played out passed and out fought to
.
c wain!
they comp/Moly 'ayareran their
-raverrara of two quarters to win
12-0.
Merely sashed thE efittihr 1111
to shreds Os. third quarter with
two marches that consumed the
period and the Parisians handled
the ball only long euogh, to recover a fumble and to kicks.
Murray took the kick off on
their 25-yard line to open the half
and marched to the 12-yard stripe
with Dunn and James Rudy Allbritten alternating for yardage
from 3 to 10 yards at a clip. Following the kick, they again took
the bale on their 46-yard line and
marched back to the 8-yard line
as the quarter ended, with Dunn
and J. R. Allbritten alternating.
of the
play
On the second
fourth. Dunn slipped off left tackle
for the touchdowp, taking it standing up. He repeated the feat a
few minutes later after Clark had
intercepted a Paris pass on their
30-yard line. Seven plays later
he circled across the field to the
deep right corner for 12 yards and
the second score. Both his . attempts at place kicks failed.
Murray made 12 first downs to
Paris' 5 and eight of the 12 in
the third quarter. Murray completed 2 of 6 passes for 20 , yards
and had one intercepted. Paris
completed four of 14 passes for
35 yards and had three intercept-

HERE

ley was a
Rbirtatting
Stanley has
riet several
riends and

malted Mk.

•_!2•••••••a
1_!_!!!!*
-t

•

;e and
Atery,

it will
most
al at

)RE

Murray was penalized 20
ed.
yards and Paris 10. Two penalties were called on each.
Easley and King led the Peet
attack and each ran well and hard
making several gains during the
11111rbilfeetetets entered-the game
quarter - and made
the second
necteeeireellent .gains.
..:IJAD Womack and Baldwin were
on receiving ends of the visiting passe/ bqt the accuracy of the
passer was generally bad.
Dynamite punn was the luminary of the entire game. Besides
slashing runs he intercepted one
pass and showed a pass defense
work onee under the South goal
and again deep in the North end
of the field. His failure either
time would have meant a Grove
touchdown.
Adair, Wells, and Dick were
seen to break -into the Paris plays
and the entire line figured in
smothering visiting plays during
the second half. Nothing seemed
he half for t e
to work after
It was "w,Stch
Grove eleven.
Dunn" who led the Tigers ip/their
19-0 win last year and it. seemed
ring the
they had him watched
first half al the orØ gains of
notice was a 20 yapd run in the
t play of the
second and the
e seemed to "et
half in which
e second half with
the pace for
a 12-yard g
dy Allbritten came up
James
yle or better and taking
to his
the erime as a whole, he made
mop( yardage than any man on
field. He was in on nurnert
us defensive plays and figured

MURRAY TIGERS LOSE
HEAVILY BY GRADUATION
Muray will lose heavily for
next year's strid squad by graduation this year. Each year the
loss always seems to darken the
Tiger outlook but usually some
means of overcoming the graduation loss is found. The loss
of each gridman will be severely felt.
The- seri/fees of Captalif Ii van,
Rudy Allbritten, Clark, Bailey,
Ward, Dick, Ad'air, Collie and
Jones, will be missed. Some of
the "'Croup have been regula
d
for two and more seasons
some- were just developing nto
real gridders with the c se of
ill be
the season. The loss
olland's
felt heavily but Coec
n to return
reserves and letter
problemof
will again face t
Tiger
•utable
a
building
eleven to up Id the standards
pest
thro ghout ths
held
several y rs.

me Classified Column.
iw the successful parts of Muray's pass offense.
Lineups:
Parts
re s.
Murray
Womack
LE
Dick
Enoch
Wells
LT
Bursey
Provine
LG
Hicks
Lassiter
c,
Patterson
McNutt
HG
AT
Collie
Nance
Seymour
Provine
RE
Easley
Clark
QB
RH
Priddy
B. Allbritten
LH
Pillow
R. Allbritten
FB
Irvan
King
Substitutes, Murray: Dunn, V
Huie, Adair, Bailey, Ward, Jones,
Paris: BaldCutchin, Buchanan.
win, Lewis, Meazall, Nance.' •

11•111111111111111111e

STATE TO PRO E
LI
FOR DIRE
To Care For
Puts Up $250
ployed Persons
60,000 Un
mporarily.
FRAFORT. Ky., Nov. 30—
$250,000 fund as a start.
With
se • clry today-eretired- erp- -the
b den of providing direct-N0
the state's approximately MAIO
unempleeables dropped off the federal direct relief milk 611effier
morrow.
The allotment will be to care for
the state's needy during the month
of December, after which, in the
words of Gov. Ruby Laffoon, -'the
prob16n will be one for the incoming administration to handle."
state allotment, made out of the
$2.500,000 annual appropriation set
aside for relief,y the 1934 General
Assembly, will be handled through,
George H. Goodman, Kentuclay
emergency relief administrator and
works progress administration chief
in the state. Goodman will portion out with the aid of a skeleton
office force to be retained at federal relief headquarters in Louisville, the state allotment to the
various counties on a proportionate
basis.
The Governor's order making
available the $250,000 specified that
it was to ...be distributed to the
counties for direct relief on a basis
of the number of unemployableS
in each county in proportion be
the number of unemployables in
the entire state. If further set out
that the hiindling of the fund was
to be at no cost to the state.

YOU CAN'T DO
IBETTER THAN A

To Give Play
Saturday, Dec. 14

25'
25c

A .play, "Mother Mine" will be
given at Stone Schoolhouse Saturday night. December 14. The curtain will rise at 7:30 o'clock. Everyone invited to attend.

PONTLAC
PRICED

SIXES and EIGHTS

AS LOW AS

FOR
ECONOMY

3c
3c
I5

1.1.11 pokes et Powder.
ISteralre at
5613 fere IS.S.land 871,for tiara right
(ed,-,‘ re clumpy ewiel.a.st
INN.).
& row,. 4/1

L. S. ANDERSON MOTOR COMPANY
118-10 North Seventh Street
Mayfield, Kentucky

awaso•
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Rudy Smith Has
Old Paper, 1908
Rudy Smith, rural carrier, has
an old. CallewaY- Times published
Wednesday morning, May 13, 1908.
Mr. Smith brought the paper to
the Ledger & Times office this
week.
Among the news items were:
Mrs W. H. Hunt, 63 years of age,
ied--at"*inso'--leet-F'eidey morning.
McClure and Miss Lena
4-utstion married by the
Seile 14,
Rev. J. D. Outland. In the absence
,EfIfFneft, TimmyE. P. Phillips will attend to the
The
business for Mr. Barnett.
Murray baseball team will be in
good shape in a few weeks and
some good games are expected.
Oscar. Ernest and Walter C. Hunt,
Clarksville -and Nashville, Tenn.,
visited Mr. and Mrs. K. Robertson
last Sunday

1936 Auto License
Tags Are on Sale
The new 1936 automobile licenses
tags, resplendent in black with
silver numerals, the first time Kentucky has ever used this color
scheme, are now on sale at the office of the county court clerk, Mrs.
Mary. Neale. Though you can get
your new tags by shelling down
whichever of the three prices .the
size of your car calls for, you are
net fra embellish the old bus with
the new tags until December 29.
Calloway eounty numbers, as for
many years past, start at 101-001.
It pays to read the classified ads.

Buy May Belle
Beauty Parlor

Miss Opal Miller and Mrs. Ilemus
Futrell have bought the May Belle
Beauty'Parlor from Mrs. May Belle
Scobey and took over the management the first of the week. The
shop will be known as the La
Vanite. Both the new owners are
graduate operators and both are
Calloway countians.
Miss Miller is the daughter of
Mrs. Ernest Miller, Murray. and
Mrs. Futrell is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. B. S. Allbritten, of just
Merest of Murray.
Mrs. Scobey. who has success• fully operated the shop and en4oyed a nice patronage for .several
years, will remain with the owners as operator. _Both ,the new
owners and Mrs. Scobey invite
their many friends to call on them
for beauty services.

'es

lc
gc

TIME'S

CHESTNUT GROVE SCHOOL
HONOR ROLL
(Fifth Month)
First grade: Emma Lee McKinney.
Third grade: Thomas Roberts.
Fourth grade: Jewell McKinney
Sixth grade: Cozy Edith ohoon.
Mydelle Roberts, Faye Smith.
Eighth grade: Rudelle Adams,
Floye Henry.

caumpay.:
wee

and

'
:
31.SO: year 'e'er
Kesneety
e State el

10
we
e**.
4
thia::Noc
$2.00.theyrear
.

Murray High Tigers To Face Tough
Net Schedule; Open Play Dec. 19th

HONOR ROLL -

•
Correspondents and Meal &dyerUsers who get their copy in by, Coach Ty Holland's Tigers will the Tigers' hardest games for the
face a tough net schedule this five has been as far as the semiMonday.
year playing the best teams of the finals in the state tournament fur
Cook's Goldblume Co
first district and re king one trip the past four years. Others games
Chatterbox
Kentucky. Coach in the first district combined with
into central
Peoples Savings Bank
Holland began net drills Tuesday these and Memorial will give the
hardest
their
probably
Eagle
afternoon with a large squad that Tigers
Rosebud
is expected to star/ Or wit4 ate5tit fell-edrffeefri years.
Faxon High School
60 aspirants.
Law/ -Ned
Five, netters remain over from
News
Hill
0
North
Selast seasonearound--which -Holland
Capitol -Theatre
Wells,
five:
his
will likely build
Starks, Ward, McNutteeand StubLEXINGTON, Ky., Dec. 2—
blefield. The team promises to be
a well balanced one without stars Kentucky's money crop—burley
and a strong net team with reserve tobacco—went on sale here today
strength is expected.
as hundreds of Central Kentucky
farmers gathered on the breaks to
A. S. Bratcher, Murray College
The season's schedule:
see the fruit of their year% efteachers filed suit in-Calloway CirDec 19, Almo, here.
forts bring a smaller .cash return,
cuit court Wednesday for $e0,810
Jan. 10, Dawson, here.
from a general average standpoint,
for damages alleged to be the reJan. 14. Benton (undecided).
than it did when sales opened last
sult of a newspaper article pubJan. 18, Lynn Grove, there.
year.
lished by that paper on Novereber
Jan. 21, Fulton, here.
Although official figures were
le. Bratcher claims that as the
Jan. 24, Dawson, there.
not available immediately. estiresult of the article, he was disJan. 25, Morganfield, there.
mates of ,warehouse men and vetmissed as a member of the faculty
Jan. 28. Paducah. there.
eran market observers wow that
causing a loss in salary of $810
Jan 31. Sedalia, here.
the initial day's burley belt, sales
and that he was damaged and
'
Feb. 4, Fulton, there.
of approximately 1.000.000 pounds
caused to suffer by humiliation to
February 7, Mayfield, there.
would average around $18 per hunthe extent of $50,000. The suit was
Feb. 8, Danville, here.
dred pounds.
filed by attorneys F. F. Agee and
Feb. 11, Sedalia, there.
The opening days sales here last
Judge J. C. Speight, Mayfield.
Feb. te. Lynn Grove, here.
year averaged $20.90 per hundred,
Feb. 18, Mayfield, here.
Bratcher claims that statements
with 867,505 pounds bringing $181,Feb. 21. Memoral, there.
in the article were untrue. The
748.
Fe
Feb. 22, Danville, there.
trial will come up in the April
Grade for grade, today's prices
Feb. 25. Benton (urielecided)
term of court.
were about on par with those reFeb. 28, Paducah, here.
Games to be arranged will also ceived last December, but he preTwenty-five „acres of laud were
leaf
terraced'on the farm .of W. S be played with the county teams, dominance of low quality,
Shanklin in Todd county, as a Kirksey, Almo, Concord, Faxon pulled down the general average.
demonstration for a large group of' and Hazel:
It pays to read the classified ads.
Danville will represent one of
the farmers.

ning Burley
Prices Under-1934

Bratcher Sues
Sun For $50,810

CAPITOL
SATURDAY ONLY

TODAY and FRIDAY?
CHAPTER ONE

TOM'

Dumas' dauntless
heroes live again
to fight for love
and Icing!

IX
TheMiitAaE
RIDER"
t if

TONIEJL

550.5,5Ø
PICTURE

with WALTER ABEL, PAUL LUKAS,

Directed by Rowlend V
Lee. Amcor, Producer,
Cliff Reid Fencing arrangements by Fred
event

I

MARGOT GRAHAME, HEATHER,
ANGEL IAN KEITH, Moroni Olsen,'
°restos. iitorriens,Rouletcrecl PliKkor, John
(Nolen, Ralph forties, hilgel De Bradt's;
Sct•rpler by porky Nichols and Row.
land V. Lee.

AND—
yls"
FREE CANDY TO THE KU

GEORGE O'BRIEN
—in—
Zane Grey's
"THE DUDE'RANCHER"
Tuesday-Wednesday

SUNDAY and MONDAY

-100.lesie

c.4

dangers—
l
a
/" matched by thousand
laughs —as debonair hill
Powell unravels the most
amazing romantic mystery
of his screen career! Love and
intrigue make your pulse
beatfaster ash.matches wits
with the most beautiful—and
most dangerous—woman ,
in the world! But it's merrily different when he meets
his new screen heart-throb,
gorgeous Rosalind Russell

WE WILL LOAN YOU THE MONEY TO

10c
35c

WE HAVE ALREADY LOANED THOUSANDS OF
is ARS-IN--ASSISTING-VARIOUS PERSONS-TO
OWN THEIR OWN HOMES OR IMPROVE THEIR
OLD HOMES IN CO-OPERATION WITH THE FEDERAL HOUSING ADMINISTRATION.

a year In

Volume CHI; Nre. 49

A THOUSAND

25c
25`
5

. $1.0„

"Kentucky's Most Progres e Weekly Newspaper"
Afternoon December 5, 1935
Murray, Kentucky, Thursd

COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

New Series No. 424

&

eampowtru

IN

There's no obligation to come in and let us explain the
/
simple plan of easy terms and low coots
with

DEPOSITS INSURED by
THE FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
$5,000 Maximum Insurance for Each
• Depositor

)c

Rosalind RUSSELL
Bimini() BARNES
LIONEL

ATWILL

ALSO

"THE MARCH OF TIME"
Air

-

a-

Dippy, drippy
and d•lirionsl
there's a pot of
giggles of the end
of It,. rainbow!
with

DOROTHY LEE,

-a.

•
•
a

•
•
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son. wbicli gives to
once knows it is very sad to lose have a new
The honoree received,op- t- ny roes,Parker and sons. Rob Wayne and Street. where a bountiful Thanks- I
Ofie Nesbit the honor of being
Mrs.
have
we
yet
in
infancy
child
a
Pb... NO,
giving- dinner was prepared.
Gerald Thomas.
Joe T. Lovett, Editor
and useful gifts.
grandmother.
the sweet assurangs.beaven_ will be great
..
Mr. and Mrs. tiesanaa Hill and. -sa DlAsissaalstastaagaisaal lar.diaggrj
Delicions refreshments of cake,
I
Sergeant and Mrs. H8nry Armtheir reward.
Her'
Wrather,
C.
Mrs.
0.
Mrs.
and
and
Mr
Joe.
Mt.
were
Billy
son.
peaches. hot chocolate. and pickles
This is tits-40d of the second six
strong Of etritato visited their
Bro. Claud Wits&
children. e,Clarenee, Union City Term.. jsr. and Mrs.
as Hodge.: and
Mrs. Wilkerson
weeks of schooL The honor rail, with a few appr0priate remarks parents arid other relatives and
were served
and
Mr
Murray.
Dan.
Arlie
Wrather,
0.
and
Dell,
M
Verna
is as follows:
asisted in serving by Mrs. Coda
introduced the new pastor, Bro. friends last week. On ThanksgivMrs. Albert Parker and daugh- Mrs. A. D. Stark and children,
Windsor, Mrs Lula Orr, Mrs. Clara
Seventh grade: Isabel. Thomas, Du n, here Sunday morning. Bro. ing day the parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas of
James
and
and
Nell,
Mrs.
N.
J.
Mr.
Martha
Elisabeth,
ter
Paschall and Mrs. Mandy Hart.
Grace 'Wilson.
Dunn. in opening remarks, as did Cooper Armstrong, had a family
Parker. Miss Hope Alice Parker. the county.
Eighth grade: Mary Sue Miller, Bro. Wilson, spoke complimentary reunion in honor of _their Waiting
TI.e er_jayable afternoon was Miss Frances Parker.
'
Friday was spent in the home of
Darnell, of his predecessor. Bro. W. A. children. A turkey was one of
spent in conversation.
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Stark where Faye Murdock. Hilda Mae
luscious viands that
Oapy for this page should be submitted not later Ikea Tuesday
Those enjoying the occasion were All Day Qiiilting
they were visited . by -a number of Josephine Crawford. Leona Del Baker. The gist of the sermon was the many
Sergeant Armaftersioaa each wee&
as follows:
relatives and friends and had an Rogers and Chettle Marie Man- friendship and Christ was a friend graced the table.
Thanksgiving
gnuri.
a brother. strong is on recruiting duty for
than
closer
sticketh
that
Irene
day.
enjoyable
Mrs.
Mrs. Cozy Myers.
relatives
Corps.
Several friends and
Boyd Ri:ey of Detroit. Mich_ and
Freshinen: Ruth Cole, Preston
Mrs Homer Farmer Honors
Warren Erwin, son of Mr. and. the U. S. Marine
Saturday they motored to Union
Hopper. Mrs. Neva Taylor, Mrs: gathered in at the home of Miss
Mrs. Charlie Anderson.
Cothons,
Lou
Lockhart
EValyn
Wilson of
Erwin
Mrs,. Were liatiorwartis
an
Lockie
underwent'
the
by
Erwin
Mrs.
accomwied
Tenn.,
Mrs._
Irene Miller. Mrs Edna Gupton, Lillian .-Pieree on Thanksgivin City,,
•.• • •
Sophomores: Dificay Del Rhesdfil.- operation for removal of toesils near Chattitoogi:"Tentl., and Mr.
families of Mr. and Mrs. A. D.
Mrs. Lillian
A -drkiwer w'as gwen'ar lig -home
MePhersoiCPat
Mrs.
party.
Chambers
quilting
a
('heater
Day. and enjoyed
Mg. And Mrs.
Stark and Mr. and Mrs. M. 0. Fanny Sue Jones.
and adenoids last Monday. Q14 and Mrs. Dolphus Erwin of Detroit,
of Kft Homer Farmer Friday. NoJones. Mrs. Maydell Taylor, Mrs.
The guests came in the morning
Humored
Murdock. Saturday night he took an adenoid were week end visitors with their
Maydelle
Junior*:
Clark and had a most pleasant
vember 8. in honor of Mrs. Osro
Clarandia Redden.
and got an early start. Quilting
Wilson hemorrhage and a physician was parents. Mr. and Mrs. Earnest ErOdine
Swann, Tennie
Mr. and Mrs Chester Chambers
Butterworth
Mrs. Lula Orr. Mrs,- Velrna Pas- was in session in two different visit
were honored with a miscellaneous
Miss Rogers.
, formerly
Wilson,
Mrs.
called but he is doing fairly well win arid family.
BardAfter a social hour. during which
Mrs.
Mills.
Ozelle
Mrs.
rooms. Each stitch drawn through
Seniors: Margaret Howard, Kath- at present
shower Friday elcerlirg. November chall.
Wilson
Mr.
Erwin.
and
Lochie
Mrs.
Broach.
a tart% basket filled with lovely
rue Jones, Mrs. Mavis
the material was apparently
28.
in the home of her father leen Caldwell. NeWe Ruth Jones,
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Story.
gifts -were brought in by little
Abilene Jackson, Mrs. Gilla Wind- token of luck and joy. Every one visited
arid mother, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Laura Hunter. Dorothy Sue Mc- Almo, Mn. and Mrs. Muncie Clark
lovely and useful gifts
Ma
ire and Annette
the spidting.
-Esoest
Jonas.
-Carlos
Er-wirs,
Neely,
in and other relatives.
'Ilid"TaTtillyirrir J. if.
y
were receiv
auttesarorth and given to
Clark. Mrs Clara Paschall
A bountiful dinner was served.
ray, and Miss Marcie Nance, Paris,
returned -to their home in TennesDelightful refreshments were
hemsreg,_ the guests were then inMrs. Jewel Wilkerson, • Mrs D each one present brought a bowl, see Sunday.
A large crowd attended the an- attended the services here Sunday.
•
ailed Visit an the dining room where served.
reeosonoiog e „baud,
T
con_riddle...!
-Thankagiaing.
Mrs. Shannon Ellis'
Mr. and
a Mikan plate Itifich was served. -"The- Vest' fist - inducted' mr-falis Mills. Lucille Hopper, Ina Fay Pop-corn balls were served in the
test Thursday evening. Those win- moved to the farm recently valows
follows:
as
were
present
KenWilkerson.
afternoon.
Fay
Linda
are;
Miller.
ning in the various numbers
rules
cated by Will Phillips last TuesMr. and Mrs. Bun Ray. Mr. and
The quilting continued until 4:90.
Best fiddler playing popular se- day. Mr. Ellis and family spent
1616.I.nster Farmer. Mil. Charlie Mrs Jesse Crouse and daughter neth .Orr Hopper. Hugh Thomas
folthe
included
'
present
Those
Hopper.
Mrs.
WilkPrson, Bobble
As I haven't seen any news from lection: Herbert Cunningham first Thanksgiving with her parents,
Grahams. Mrs. Crit Farmer.
Wanda June. Mr. and Mrs. Taylor
lowing:
Hico for some time. I will write a and Mary Adams second.
Otto 'Swann. Mrs. Catus Butter- Crouse. Mr. and Mrs. A. J. MarThose sending gifts were:
Mr. and Mrs. Hafford Paschall of
Hats Renovated 65c
Beach,
Chesley
Mr. and Mrs..
Fiddler playing sacred selection: Puryear. Mrs. L. Ellis and mem- Men's
wortICMrs. LaMar Farmer. Mrs.
few lines.
mrs. Dora Myers, Mrs. Lily Orr.
shall. Mr. and Mrs_ Herman Out_
Methods ....
Hurt
Mrs.
Mavis
Hurt,
Health in general is very good at Chester Yarbrough and Herbert bers of her family joined in this Factory
Vernon- Butterworth. Mrs. Lumer land. Mr. and Mrs. Morgan Cun- Mrs. Etta Myers. Mrs Poppie pate. Mrs. Susan
Geraldine, Mrs. this time.
daughter
-and
•
Cunningham.
Mrs. Harding Gallo- ningham.
father,
aged
her
where
reunion
-Mrs. Bessie Hart. .litrs Minnie Franky Moore. Mr. and Mrs. Rufe
"Uncle Pierce" Holland is very - Guitar selection without singing: "Uncle Frank" Paschall resides.
way.
Paschall. Krs
'
• Mrs and Mrs: Ohs Beech and lit- Bradley, Mrs. Ruth
Chapman. Mrs. Junita Chapman poorly at this time.
Obie Warren.
Miss Marcie Nance of Paris
Carrnon Miller. Mrs. Pren- tie- so,Glen Harold,, Mr. and Mrs Dollie Adams, Miss Ethel Paschill.
and baby J. L.
Guitar selection with singing: was the week end visitor with Miss
Mrs. Milburn Holland is on the
tier Thomas. Mrs. George Rhea- 011ie Hale -and son Billie Joe. Mr. mrsv 'Agnes Stephens, Mrs. Attie
Mr. and Mrs.- Raymond Work- sick list.
Paul Boyd. Harrison Twins.'Bobby Eula May Gupton and Miss Leila
Mrs. Arank Wrather. Mrs. Abner and Mrs. Wes Fulton. Mr. and Mrs. Spann. Mrs. Fronie Jones, Mrs.
man and daughter Nella Genen,
Everyone in this community Is Singleton, Truman Turner.
Ellis.
GaliblvaY• Mrs. W -A• Sparkman. Roy Hurt. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ophje Armstrong. Mrs. Onie Orr. Mrs, Rama Pierce, Mrs. Effie JohnFiddler playing two selections:
taking advantage of the good toMr. and Mrs. Woodrow Rickman
Mrs..'Terry Bradley. Mrs. Louis cGihhe and ;danghter Anna Jean. Mrs! Leila Hopper.
Mrs. Ophelia Martin and sons bacco season and a large number Freeman McCuiston, F. H. Robbins
son,
Harding.
Mr and Mrs. "- Everett Norsworthy
Billy and Ira, Mrs. Opal Fulton and of the farmers are through strip- Jr.. Hardy Adams, Huie Warren.
- 141rn,Naee Butterworth. Mrs. pet- and son Jack.
Household Shower Given
children Edwin Earl, Martha, and ping and ready to deliver when -Best banjo selettim: John Mctie Key% Mrs. Nell Jones. Mrs Sula
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Jones, Mr.
Saturday. Evening
Darrell.
Cuiston.
the market opens.
Key. jibs. Viola Jones. Mrs. Everett and Mrs. Lexie Watson. Mr.. and
Mrs. Iva Edwards, -Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs S. B. Kemper and Mrs.
Best French harp 3,.-leetioa: Tink
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Hollandare
Housden. Mrs. Osro Butterworth. Mrs. E. O. Armstrong. Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Jones honored Mr. and Mrs. Orvin Beach, -Mrs. Theo. Marine, the proud parents of a 9-pound Myers and Truman Turner.
Miss 'Una Broach. Miss Virginia S.B. xemper. Mrs. sally Tuna,.
Begt string band, three or more
Paul. L. Futrell with a silrprise' and, daughter. Virginia.'Mn. Maud boy. He has been named' James
Farmer, and Mrs. Homer Farmer. Mrs. R. J. Wells. Mrs Paul Futrell.
-sti.ower Saturday even- Tucker, Miss Alice l'ucker'and son Franklin.
,househ
, _ instruments: .Hurbert Cunningham
mina..
Joe
These sending gifts included:
Mrs.
Mrs_ Tom Jones.
Bob* Jean. Mrs. Flora McCuistOn.
ing at the home of Mr. and Mn
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Brandon and and F.-11. Robbins Jr..
Mr-S.' Dan Hart. Mrs. Mike Farm- Mrs. Lila Drinkard.
.Mrs. Onnie Fulton. Mr. and Mrs. family spent Thanksgiving at the
Futrell.
Quarter'singing two numbers:
Tharp
Rafe
Mrs.
_
er. Ma.. Autry Farmer.
Mrs. Habra Travis. Miss -Musette
HarMany beautiful and Useful gifts Claud - Lawrence and children
home of Carter Brandon -near Key quarter.
Jones. Mrs. J D. Jones, Mrs. John Marshall. Miss Mary Cuningharn,
rell and Joan. Miss Desiree Beach; Faxon.
by the honorees.
Best dancer: Hollis Hughes.
Jones.:14rs. Hervey Farmer. Mrs. Miss Maurine Crouse. Miss Farnces were received
Best all round fiddler of the
Games and, music were features Miss Reubene Tucker. Mr. and Idra.
Olive
and
Milburn
Holland
—Marikail- Bradley: Mrs.,-...auble Ogiesby- and--Miss- Marie _Phillnis:_,
Charlie Pierce and children Latta= Towery are building some neii evening: Chester -Yarbrough.
- entertainment
of the evening's Wratlier.
James Marshall. Austetle Crouse.
Dainty refreshments were served.. James. Dell. Nell. end Frelon.
stables.
Miss Addle Butterworth and Mrs_ Clay-ton Workmati and Mr. and
Thanks For Thanksgiving bay
The fifth and aiitth grade' room
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Hale. Mr. and
I almost forgot!—it will soon be
Graham, Amarillo. Tax.. Mrs• bent Chester Chambers.
'
I.: E.
I got many stitches quilted away sausage time in 'Possum Hollow". Ras a new 12-inch globe. It was
Mrs_ Jesse Crouse, Mr. and Mrs.
Noah Mead. Vernon, Tex. Mrs.
Thai sending gifts were:
the
Progressive
Chester Chambers, Mr. and Mrs. .Although no turkey eaten to tell
Only four more week until mov- received front
. Mr. and Mrs. James Beleher. Mr.
Chicken served us just as well ing time. Milburn -Holland is go- -Farmer as a reward for obtaining
Dave Sutherlen. Mr . and Mrs.
Caught a Cold?..
r. an
Catching Cold?..
u
Callie
and Mrs. Brad- We all quilted and had flid5-441.11L
ck•stko- move to Hico and Alvin $400 in subscriptions to the magaWrs. Tom Turnbow, Mr.
-77Mrs_ Charlie ;Snow, --11
Vicks VapoRub
Vicks Vo-tro-nol
And allowed our tongues and BrUndon and Paul Holland are zine. The pupils are now enjoying
ley Overby. Mr. and Mrs. Joe
011ie Workman. Mr. . and Mrs.
needles to run.
Jackson.
leaving Hico. It reminds me of the re of the globe in geogramany
Colds
Prevent
L
J
Mrs.
and
MrFutrell.
Wheei You Need a Laxative Tharp
Mr. and. Mrs Harry Jones. Mr. So after all we had a fine time
the old song. "Look How This PhyEllison. Mr. and Mrs. William Hurt.
If a cold has developed, rub %%las
At the first warning nasal irritaBeoemee og the refreshing re:et
These sort of occasions- are our World Has Made a Change.and Mrs. Bernice" Collie, Mr. and
Henry
Mrs.
!irsildrop.
bee hreught them.thousands or roes
VapoRub on throat and chest at
kind
Lion, sniffle or sneeze, use Vicks
Mrs. Virgle McDaniel. Mr. and Mrs.
Alvie TowerY and Vernar
Mrs."
YuHope
and w'pmen, who could afford much Crouse. Paul and Alice
bedtime. VapoRub acts direct—tun
Howell Bogard. Mr and Mrs. S. Now, in the last words of thanks Billington, the small son of Mr..
Va-tro-nol—just a few drops „sip
`Joe
and
Anarsterspenalve laxatives, use BlackI wish all joy in highest ranks. end Mrs., Calvin Billington, are ill
ways at once: (I) By stimulation
B. Kemper. Mr. and Mrs. Tharp
each nostril. Va-tro-nol is especially
.• • • .
1Dratight when needed. It is very
• •• • •
Futrell. Mr. and Mrs. Paul L.
the skin like a poultice or
through
with
upper
and
4105e
the
for
designed
Prayer meeting at Mr, and Mrs.
smionsesical- IssireLY vegetable- highly Mrs. Mamie Softer
Mr. And Mrs. M. 0. Clark
Futrell.
. Only a short, time remains of
plaster; (2) By inhalation of its
syewee
,
Give
throat—where most colds start. It
•ftecate. . . Mr. J. Laster Robotism.
Saturday
Brandon's .next
Curt
Have Visitors
Miss Ruth Overby. Tom Crider.
the old' year and a large number
- r at Marmedicated vapors direct to inflamed
'Veil known hardware che....e
stimulates Nature's own functions
night. Mr. Cathcart of Oak Grove
On Wednesday afternoon. Nocertals4 Gait
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Wilson. ae- of our loved ones have passed on
aesirnift Vs_ ornw:
James Cumsingliam. Miss Francv.
air-passages. Through the night,
nose--to help prevent
Meeting held al,
the
was
leader
of
rorsaismoss Black-Draught as a upleadlif vernber _23. friesid.s. and neighbors Oelesh
with the going_ of the year and a
— cefnpanied by Mr. and Mrs. J.
- ri -* Mnis
---- I
foodieloo. I kw, Wes lt he,000sillotio• gittheredittlse-bame of Mrs_ Jewel
• Dorothy.
the home of Mr. and fit's. Joe
and to throw off head colds- this. -combined vapor-poultice acand their daughter, Miss lot more will answer the summon,
,r.gs that follow, and Savo
sod tla Call
Mary
Misle.- Miss Mildred Miller
evening.
Saturday
Charlton's
tion loosens phlegm, soothes knWilkerson and presented a shower
early stages. Used,in time,
their
in
MEd if wiry
Robye. arrived in the county about perpared or unprepared. in ;0
Mr. and Mrs. Lon Arnett, Mr. . Va410-no1 helps avoid many colds.
in honor of Mrs. Dennie Hopper. 4mestation, helps break vingestion.
Jimmy Marshall. Miss -"Vanitta 5 o'clock a. m. last Thursday. hav- New Year. So my'advice is "Seek
and -Mrs. McKinley Arnett and
Follow Vick, Plan for Better Control of Colds
Suthern. Miss Wrima Jane Jones, ing driven all night from their Ye...first Ulf kingdom of God and
Coleman Arnett atended the funer- home near Chattanooga. Tenn.. to Allis righteousness and all things
A helpful kuide to fewer colds and shorter colds. Developed by Vicks
Miss Wanda Sue Crcuse. Miss
al services for their sister-in-law
Chemists and Medical Staff; tested in extensive clinis by pracbie Nell Turnbow. Miss Jo Roby Ann .spend the Thanksgiving week end Molt be added unto you."
'
who
84,
Arnett,
Mrs.
aunt,
and
Corporation
facing physicians--further proved in everyday home use by mil-McDaniel, Miss Anna Marie Travis: with relatives and friends.
I witl close wishing all a Merry
‘
W.a511144°
Ted"al "malt insurawe
asrksaa
'a
She was a deMayfield:
in
died
aIn aids Vicks package.
--=.
lions. The Plan is fully expn
Mrs. Miller and daughter spent Christmas and a Happy New Year.
Miss Liza Spann. Miss Martha
vout Christian.
Spann. Miss Alice Hope Futrell. Thursday in the home of Mr. and
ewer,
*
Viriis
Opei HOW:
53/
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Armstrong's
It pays to read the classified ads.
Billy Hale. Max Turnbow. Law- Mrs. M. 0. Clark. North Sixth
Moods). 0.14 p w (R.• ) wee; coda-Jo-coda
I 4f
last
died
baby
four-months-old
W.
C.
rence Overby. Roy Spann.
week. The writer form .enperiOver
Bogard. Will Mason Suthern.
===11=1
$7
Those sending gifts were Mr. and
SERVICE
Mrs.
Mrs. Toy Jones.. Mr. and
Newman
Hardy Stithern, Mr. and Mrs. Jeff
Sound Protection
Starks, Mr. arid MrS. Will Ward.
SAVINGS
Mr_ and Mrs. Taylor Crouse.
• • ••• •
sa.
Mr. And-Mrs. .I. N. Parker
Have Guests
A number of children and grandAutomobile, Plate Glass Casualty
children took dinner with Mr. and
Agent MCINAL NENEI7T LITE INS. CO.
Mrs. J. N. Parker on Thanksgiving
Veteto was
Day. The Rev. A.
honor guest',First National Bank Building
•Singing and conversation we

rim.

Lynn Grove Hi

Ci ETY

East Dexter

How to Keep Colds

UNDER le0A-CONTROL

Refieshing—Relief

heIp

helps
Sooner
End a Cold

it

S Pleasant Grove
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BLACK-DRAUGHT
SAFETY of our DEPOSITS Is INSURED
a C- al

4/11.C.L.MOCeLe.

1-

SAV

Give a

FIRE....+ORNADO

Radio for Christmas!

L.E. OWEN,Gen, Insurance

Richly Toned 6 Tube
Compact Model
$24.95

features of the day.
Veteto. of TenThe Rev. A.
nessee. W. B. Parker and daughter
'of St Loins. Mr. and Mrs. ArI. Sealed proposals will be receitretti 'by the 'Board of Trustees -of
thur Like and children. Cecil, Hoyt
A. M.
- 7,3 Down
and Laverne; Mr and Mrs. R. Don the town of Hazel. Kentuckyretthe City Hall not later than ten
and read
$4 Monthly
(10 A. MA on December 10, 1935, and there publicly opened
'immediately thereafter, -for the construction of a water supply grnproveCharge
, Plus Small Carrying
ment
•
What a value! Not only a brand new 6-tube Siivertone in full
2. Plans, specifications and contract doctiments may be examined
DLENTY of good business opportunities will come to
size table model . . but also all-wave Annitican and foreign rebe
at the office of the City Clerk, City Hall, Hazel, Kentucky. on may
ception . . . all at this low price! Every modern Radio imyou thh year. Don't hurry to inVest.
illuminated airplane
provement included-3 tuning hand . .
office of the J. N. Chester Engineers, 813 Clark Buildthe
at
Obtained
Do not shut your eyes to these facts . . .. with plenty
Dollars.
dial celebrated in K. C. and M. C. Full range dynamic louding, Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania. upon deposit of fifteen ($15.00i
eaker . . . automatic volume co-.trol.
of money SAFE in our Bank, plus an A-I business propoThe deposit of contractors making legal bids will be returned upon re;
No -Matter how many medicines
sition, plus sound business judgment .. . these three
are
bids
after
week
one
pu have tried for your cough,chset ceipt of documents in good condit:on within
things are necessary for your success.
told or bronchial irritation. Ftel can opened.
.
get relief now with Cram:midi=
START SAVING REGULARLY NOW
3 All proposals shall be on the standard form furnished by the ene
ancd
Serious trouble may be brewingan
you cannot afford to take a
gineers and sealed and plainly marked.,All bids must be accompanied
We Welcome Your Banking Business
with anything less than creomuicheck or bidder's bond in the amount of five .5 per cent)
THINK!
THINE!
sign, which goes right to the salt by a certified
of the trouble to aid nature to per cent of the amount bid. Said certified check or bidder's bond shall
soothe and heal the inflamed mem- be made payable to the'town Qj Hanel .—..—..........
branes as the germ-laden phlegm
4. -The successful bidder shall furnish a bond in the full amount
is loosened and expelled.
-;Even if other remedies have of the contract, issued by a responsible surety' approvedby the town of
failed, don't be discouraged, your
Murray, Ky.
Hazel and by the State Director of Kentucky for P. W. A. Should the
ta,VE MONNE' druggist is authorized to_gaszae
HAVE MONEY!
Make Our Bank YOUR Bank
Croomullion and to refund yew suceessfuLbidder fail to furnish said-bond and execute the contract
$8 Down - $8 Monthly
money If you-are not satLsaed with -within ten 005 days after the notice of acceptance of his proposal,- the
results 'from the very first bottle.
Plus Small Carrying Charg•
Get Creomulaion right now. (Adv.) bid check or bidder's bond will be forfeited to the town .of Hazel as
A master-built StIvertbne that
liquidates! damages nee lialaility-, -and- . a,ki,.ras i-".
gives all-w a ve entertainment_
-sUrariet is required in an .amount satisfactory to the State Director, _._
you'd_pay $100.00 to equal! One
5. This project, Docket No. 7363, is being financed 'by the Federal
at the finest 10-tube AC, elec.
and
Calloway - .CIrcult Court
received
tric
sets in the land . . we know
be
will
Bids
Works.
Emergency Adminiitration of Public
it, because we've shopped and
'Arley Jones, et -al_ Pdaintifts.
project financed in 'whole or in part by the Publicon
let
any
contracts
Round-the-world re!_ompared.
VS. ORDER OF REFERENCE.
ception of a new, high , standall provisions of the. Emergency Relief
Lida- Duncan. and Husband. Solon Works Administration, subject to
ard . . as well as American
fact that not less
85 Down - $3 Monthly , broadcasts. All-wave---3 bands
Duncan. Carmon Gordon. Jackie Appropriation Act of 1935. Attention is called to the
Plait' Small C.arrying Charg•
. . . High fidelity reproduction
Gordon. Lorena Barnett Mar- than the minimuin rates as prescribed in the construction regulations,
with automatic volume control,
Radio's big new thrill! A fine
shall. Francis Barnett -Crawford naust be paid on this project, •
8-tube Globe-trotting Silver- tons control, variable selectivity
and James Richard Barnett. Deband indicator light. New
tr. The award of ttns contract-is contingent upon the approval of
and
imquality
every
tone with
fendanti.
micro-indicator with low and
W. A., and the securing of funds from the.Governprovement, at sensationally
ratio tuning, making for-,
be the State Director, P.
high
ca1tse,
this
that
ordered
is
It
Seafood? Fresh and tasty as you'll find
new low price. All-wave Ameri- sign tuning easy: Powerful curhis bid for a period of thirty- days 1301
referrId to Geofte Mir: Master meat." -No bidder may vilthdrOw
.
.
breadcast.
foreign
and
can
,bids
e dynamic
vilinear
tabulationof
the'
on the taut itself. Steaks.? So tender,.
.446-A"- oit..'„Ple dale_ setjig,Lhe opening thereof. Atte_
64 4'-'L._ -ein
•
Polio* and- 11•11blitailf- ,stat•idAs., smote,. -13te-at,-r:
i"'"Trppitt
accentablat
the
and
lowest
estate
the
made
against
been
claims
of
proof
has
8
plane dial' manked in K.C. and
they melt in your mouth! Vegetables?
3 tuning bands, powerful
Mt.
-;•.
be-returned.of R. N. Smitk deceased. and all ed. all other certified bid checks
inch dynamic speaker.
Hot and well-seasoned—delicious! ...
persons holding claims against said
securing-often
7. The sward of this contract is contingent upon the
Just ask any experiened traveler *here
estate will 'present their -Claims' acceptable bid which will fall within the amount -of funds available for
duly proven, before this "court's
he "get, the best food he ever tasted!
cnnstruciliailof the project. The town of Hazel reserves the right to
master commissioner. on ,or before the
suet-chimes in the design and the extent Of the works as :nay be
make
or
1995.
the 30th day of December.
to reduce .the cost ,of the project to within the 'limit of the
necessary
be,forever barred from collecting
same in- any other manner except funds availablet provided such- reductions do not effect the total esti,' Incorporate&
Paducah, Kentucky
129 North 3rd Street
through this suit.
mate more than ,20 per cent.
TILL
NIGHT
8
M.
P.
SATURDAY
OPEN
.as clerk of
8 The town of Hazel sklerves the right to reject arty.or all bidi or
said court, this the 19th day of No-;
Kentucky.
Hazel,
waive any informality fh the bids—Town of
vember, 1935.--C.'L. MIRA'. Clerk to
V
- By The J. N. Chester Engineers. Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
Caipway County Coutt,..
_
'

BIDS WANTED

FIGURE TO
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Beware Coughs
from common colds

r

That Hang On

Master-Built
10 Tube
Silvertone

PEOPLES SAVINGS
BANK

$82.95

-Order of Reference--

4

Console

8-Tube A. C.
Table Model

$40.95

Sears,Roebuck and Co.
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ch gives to
nor of being

Kirksey Kinklets

*pry Armvisited their
tlatives and
Thankagivfr. and Mrs.
id a family
heir Waiting
was one Di
viands that
reeant Armig duty for
5.
Wilson of
in., and Mr.
in of Detroit,
:s with their
Earnest Er-

We sure have had some very
cold and disegreiseble weather during the past month. Toe other
morning the theratometer stood 10
degrees above zero.
Reverend Davis, Methodist pastor,
filled his- regular appointment at
Kirksey the let Sunday at 11 a. m.
and also at night.
Thos. Swift had his house newly
covered with Charlie- Chambers
and Dennie Alexander doing the
work.
Bryan Staples is haying a
arge feed barn erected. Charlie
hambers is supervising the work
and when it is Completed' and
painted it will beautify his place
very much. Bryan has a little boy,
Rob Dindell, that is very sick at

nice,

recover and be back in school for
he is a bright little fellow just in
the school-am-7
Will Norsworthy of Benton was
In this neighborhood buying cows
the part week.
Mr. and, Mrs. Will Cain and
Mr. and Mrs„, Hardy Hatcher ,all
of Detroit. spent Thanksgiving in
this neighborhood. They left for
home Tuesday morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Claud Luther and
daughter spent last Sunday as
guests of Mac Lloyd's folks.
Corn gathering will soon be over
and sitting by the fire will be the
order of the day or your loafers'
club to pass the time away.
Ray Billington of Florida spent
a few days with his father, Will
Billington " of Backusburg. Ray
came 'through on a truck and
brought a truck load of Florida
oranges also a large rattle snake
...in a box•with 'a' screen, wire over
the top. The snake was a fere-cious looking reptile and had not
eaten any thing for some time.
Many crops of tobacco have

ROL

already been stripped out and is
ready to sell or haul offr
Mr. Snow has rented a place
near ColdwaterselluersIert:
a few lays. Mr. Tucker hasthe place vacated by Mr. Snow and
will move in a short time.
Moss -Cunningham Itilled four
hogs that weighed 1,562 pounds, so
he and family will ,have meat and
lard at their house this year.
Chrietrnas will soon be here.
—Lazy Ned

•
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PAINTS STORE
The Dale, Stubblefield, & Ca.
drugstore has just recently been
painted throughout. The coming
of Christmas, and the season's decorations usually seen there in profusion, the store will be a beautiful one.

COMMISSIONER'S
, SALE -

Calloway Circuit Court
C. R. Hamlin,
Plaintiff
Vs. Judgment
Dr. Abb Winchester, Mrs. Abb
Winchester, Pattie Winchester,
Widow of Zannie Winchester,
(Deceased) Mack Winchester. and
wife, Mrs. Mack Winchester, John
Winchester, and wife, Mrs. John
Winchester, Anna Smith, and husband George Smith, Joe Winchester,. and wife, Mrs. Joe Winchester,
Savanna Winchester, widow of
Tom Leake Winchester, Howard
.Winchester, MAry -Wilson, and hus.Wilson, Era Lax. and
band, Quint
Lax, Ora'Stubhusband,
blefield, and husband,
Stubblefield, Anna KindecTS, and
Kindred, John
husband,
Bucy, and wife, Mrs. John Bucy,
Bob Bucy and wife, Mrs. Bob
Bucy,
Defendants
By virtue of a judgment and
order of sale of the Calloway Circuit Court, rendered at the November term thereof, 1935, in the
above cause for the 'purpose of
division of property and costs here.Calloway Circuit Court
in expended. I shall proceed to ofHardin Bank. a Corporation,
for sale at the court house door
fer
Plaintiff,
in Mueray, Kentucky, to the highVs. Judgment
est bidder -at public auction, on
John Barnett,1
Monday, the 23rd day of December,
'Defendant
"
1935, at 1 o'clock or thereabout
By virtue of a judgment and (same being county court day),
order of sale of the Calloway Cir- upon a credit of six months, the
cuit Court, rendered at the No- following described property, being
vember term thereat, 1935, in the
and lying in Calloway County,
above cause for the purpose at Kentucky, towit:
SixtyHundred
Nave
payment of,
Beginning at the' Southwest corseven and seventy-three one hurl-, ner of the New Concord Cemetery
lepl
with
($967.73)
dreth Dollars
and on the New Concord arid Provinterest thereon from November 1. idence Road, thence in a Northherein
1935. until, paid and costs
westerly direction with the West or
fe(xpended, I shall proceed to offer southwest boundry of said csmedoor
or sale at the court house
tete about five hundred .500) -feet
in Murray. Kentucky, to the high- to the N. W. Corner of said cemeest bidder at public aettien. oh tery. Thence in a istbrtheasterly
Monday, the 23rd day of Decem- direction about four hundred sevber, 1935, at 1 o'clock or thereabout enty-five (475) feet the Concord
(same being county court day), and Murray Roard (the old road or
upon a credit of six months, the lower levy); thence_ with the cenfollowing described ,property, king ter of said road in a Northwesterly
and lying in Callow4 County, direction about two thousand six
Kentucky, to wit:
hendred (2600) feet or to Will McThe west half of the one hundred Cuiston line or corner, thence 72
twenty-six and half (12611) acres degrees West of South with Mcout of the north part of the N. E. Cuiston's line about one thousand
Quarter of Section 29, Township
three hundred (1300) feet to-Blood
3, Range 5 East, known as the River; thence in a Southwesterly
the
being
and
place,
Smotherrnan
direction with the meanderings of
same land 'conveyed to John Bar-- Blood river to the New Concord
Ala
wife,
and
McNutt
nett by L. L.
road at or near the iron badge,
McNutt, by deed dated March 9, thence up Dog Creek with its
Book
Deed
in
1918, and recorded
meanderings about six hundred
No. 45, .page 385 of the Calloway twenty-five (625) feet to the line
County Court Clerk's Office.
between the lands of Raymond
For the purchase price the pur- Hamlin and
Will McCuIston's.
chaser must. execute bond with- thence south of East. about one
approved securities, bearing legal thousand fie hundred, (1500) feet
interest from the day of sale un- to the Dr. Blalock (deceased) line,
til paid, and having the force and thence a little East of North about
Bidders
effect of a judgment.
six hundred twenty-five (625) feet
will be prepared to comply prompt- to the Northwest Corner of said
ly with these terms.—George S. Blalock land, hence East about
Hart, Master Commissioner.
four hundred thirty (430) feet to
the New Concord and New Providence Roach thence with Said 'road
about eight hundred seventy-five
.875) feet to the beginning. Said
land is in Sections 18 and 13. T.
1, R. 5, R. 6. East in Calloway
County, Ky., and containing
acres more or less.
For the purchase price the purchaser must execute bond with
approved securities, beacing legal
interest from the day of sale un,tj! paid. and having the force and
Office at Home, 609 West Main
effect of a judgment. Bidder will
Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays
be prepared to comply promptly
in Afternoon
with _these terms.—George S. Hart.
1 P. M. to 6 P.M.
Master Commissioner.

-sse.s.(lass -
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YOUR CHOICE

v

a

$395

Boudoir Chairs at

41,

1-11
•

Clever new style attractively
upholstered
in pretty cretonne.

English Lounging Suite
only
A beautifully designed suite. usually found
will
that
style
A
groups.
expensive
more
the
materials,
Fine
buyer.
ing
discriminat
please the
Itroehler's life-long construction, and a low price
foremost
;...ombine to make this suite the season's
covquality
fine
of
choice
your
in
value. Tailored
',,ring fabric.

SALE

di
by Vicks
by prim:: by mil-

11V'ft104

Gifts- That Please Every Ic 4ust What You Want

comstissioNErs

xi, rub Vicks
and chest at
direct—tun
stimulation
a poultice or
lation of its
a to inflamed
hi the night,
-poultice acsoothes irrimestion.

PeeflifftWP:Wto :.

!MR1160016M1ft.4191110MA WAWA Nag

kff10OfINA

ilOgif NOMA Plqif1109160

211161~IWO Ililiff

-4ap.895 •

1

Novelty pieces like these always
make appropriate Christmas gifts.
Because of a quantity -purchase
of each one of these pieces, we
are able to offer this amazing
bargain!'

44950
S
Including Free Colfele
Table

10 Fine Gift
Suggestions!

$59.50 up

Many Other Styled Kroehler Suites Priced at

Come in and see these
pieces.
novelty
beautiful
No illustration could do
gift
are
Here
justice!
them
ideas for several members
of' seei familr!
a Christmas special to induce early shopping!

• ---.- I

b

Occasional Chairs

A

Really beautiful ells, -.
comfortably upholster-A and priced at a
aving! s..

vt;

$875
A Really Elle Gift
4`.

X

Surprise the Wife With This Lovely Maple Suite
of 3 Beautiful Pieces for

)4;

in
t There

is something, unusually appealing to the feminirie
always in
heart in.maple furniture.' Colonial in design, it is
good taste. This suite is in solid maple in a rich, warm,
chest
finish that is beautiful indeed. Includes full/ size bed,
-vnnity:`
dressfr-or
of drawers and choice of
—

-j-K

9JO

Apit
•

Chairside Tables

and
Walnut finish
fancy top. A gift "buy"!

s393

A large and
$14.75 up

beautiful selectionl
Stately Secretary Desk
for only

VICKS COUGH DROP
Dr. W.C. Oakley

Chiropractor

'What a gift this will make for
some memker,of the family! In
genuine Walnut veneer,' it's a
real bargain at thie'special preChristmas Saje -Price!

X Sleep
g -On a Simmons

itether in the
late_ sisrnes—
A
Christmas.
for
fine
desk
a
appreeiate
special purcha::e enriblei; us•to offer some
little
N-ery
unit:,ually fine one: 'or bat
,
money!

earty -teens-or- the

, youngSound'refreshing _sleep every night makes you feel 10 year.
er. If you want that kind of sleep you need p Simmons Beauty-rest.
This famous mattress costs only $39_50 and it gives you years- of sleep
luxury. This week we offer reduced terms. Take advantage of sthis
offer to'own a Beautyrest. ,Safeguard your health and beauty.

YOUR PURCHASE WILL BE HELD FOR CHRISTMAS DELIVERY IF DESIRED

Dine and dance—and be magnificently
entertained 'til 2 a. m.—in the Bluegrass
--:--1.iitAre's brightest Er-ight:spot!
Rootn
Nowhere else in the State can you have

—

HODESaiffBURFORD

EASY

such a marvelous tines—or so inexpensively!

Satisfied Customers Built Our Stores

Exehatese
3111

Store,

Paducah. KY.

W.

4u.*)40.%i

bifitikai

Main Store 118-120 No. 4th St.--Paducah
:04"
.1.AV W.V itvAireN
4'2.41
"

:42.* WV YAW
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CORPOQA CO

BROWN HOTEL
,,..IAROLDLowsviut
I HARTIR. •4•.••••.

chy

$19.50
$19.75

Kneehole Desk
Desk,and Chair
Spinet
SMART JUNIOR LAMPS S6.95

WA OM WA

Branch

Ka.
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I
the colored folks' weeks ago who has been on
, confiscating
property. "Brutus held up the crutches ever since, is slowly imhlood of proving.
reeking with
gger
Mr. and Mrs. A. ala Wells and
Lucretia."
Was -tit Murrat Satordai p. in..
Some folks say there have been Mr. and Mrs. J.. F. Wells spent
got me a "revised dream book" and too many on -Relief'. Almon Beale Sunday afternoon visiting Mr. and
fortune teller, good night old said that he had seen hi:Ulna...trees Mrs. Cagrais Cohoon east of MurWitches! Saw Will royner who cut down with a vast amount of ray.
narrowly escaped
Jim Adams
,now lives in Memphis but still haze nuts and hickory nuts stowed
reeds The Ledger & Times and away by flying squirrels for winter serious injuries when he was kickolo "Eagle".
use. Had more sense than a . 4ot ed by a mule Sunday. He received
Jack Cochran will move tolthe of men. Yes, and a little red ant a broken nose and other bruises.
•Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Hay* and
Daniel McKeel farm and Leon has more sense than a great big
son Eljis spent Thanksgiving with
Htcks to Bonnie Farris place east krasshopper."
of city of MurtaY .abot a .ritite: '.W'iltin the ,last month every is- the latter's mother. Mrs. Alice Ellis
of one and sister Arrs. Dennis Boyd.
w U move New Year's day_ -See. sue of Sun-Demorcat
dMayelell
Knives .Maod
itow this world will Mate -- a te -ftitif- deaths from automobile
carelessness, and. the Las Vegas Boswell and Marion Davis of
change!!
American Bruceton. Tenn.. spent the week
Mr. and Mrs. Bryon Barsotti and Evening Journal at the
deplorable end as guests of Mr. and Mrs. Gadaughters "Gehovah's witnesses" desert records the same
speed and Ion Wilkerson and Bera and Jane
were through here selling Judge things out there. High
reason Parks. They returned home Sunthe
is
road
the
"hoging"
month.
past
books.
Rutherford's
day.-Rose Bud,
why.
house,
Church
Chapel
William's
oat
•0
cc a
to place a
cold .!!) wind from blowing under- from jumping out is
plank or pole on the inside of the
neath.
f.n""* then he
- Orrit'll ItnIt_lhf - same-arlitosbucilk-ai4a1P4t..
Must aft14
over
go barefooted both winter and will just simply walk
Eat the simplest food, drink pure
summer, and their feet frozen as
be well,
.Too late for last week)
hard as icicles; also needs inscrip- clean water, Then you'll
type reading It :east ydu auter
tion in large
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hart left last
Epitaph on'i "Mary had a little lamb, its I week.
"Church of Christ.
Mr. Hart has gone to
had
I
tar.
as
black
.was
woman monuments ought to say fleece
he will look for a
where
Detroit
a
have
I
now
neck,
boil on my
,
'Died of cold feet'."
job. Mrs. Hart will reside in PaMussolini and. his Italian mur- scar."-"Eagle".
ducah until Mr. .Hart returns or
derers are killing 'the "Ethiontans,
finds a position.
The weather has been very cold
and some around have killed hogs.
Not very many here are finished
tobacco as the cold
stripping
Beech
near
of
Paschall
011ie
Mrs.
weather has chilled it and it,is not
Mrs.
with
Friday
spent
Grove.
in order.
•
Leslie Ellis.
As this is written on Monday it
moved
Steely
Mr. and Mrs. Dick
it just two more days after today
Monday
to Efts. Stelly's place •
until Thanksgiving. I guess most
which was vacated by tadell Orr. everyone will have a great day.
•
Mr. Orr moved to the Adventist here is hoping they will.
farm vacated by Oscar Morris who
Mrs. Flora Bogard has returned
See With Ease in
i moved to the pace vacated by Mr. to Akron. Ohio. after a visit.with
and Mrs. Steely.
relatives here.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Cdles of
Eagle's letters are very interestSt. Louis spent the Thanksgiving ing and I will certainly agree with
holiday visiting Mr. and Mrs. him about how deaths effect people
George Coles
who. are living. .The oqier day I
strain* nervousness,. -- Andy Sande
of Independence.
about his dog dying. He
- headaches, lassitude, Mo., has been the guest of Mrs. Jim read
1,i
must be lonesome after his poor
Black and Mr. and Mrs. Lee dogie is gone.
all detract from your efGingIes.
ficiency and are all reIt will soon be Christmas and I
auks of impaired vision or j Miss Larue Pemba, daughter hope each and everyone of She
and
Acie'Paschall.
lot Mr. and Mrs.
correspondents have a good. jolly
improper glasses.
Clifton Smith. son of Mr. and Mrs. time
were 'married
Smith.
Manual
Maybe after Turkey Day I will
Come in Today for
Thanksgiving. The report was that have some news as folks will go
Examination
they left for Florida Sunday.
some where for a big dinner
Kennith Clark. who is employed
Hunting season is open and sev'at Nashville. Tenn, spent the week eral around have their land posted
end With his parents. Mr. and Mrs. and where these signs are to be
•
.
Charles Clark_
seen you should keep out. Killing
Over Lee & Elliott
Hubert Myers, who was injured birds or squirrels is a sin but folks
04 in an automobile wreck some six
should kill rabbits. If y6u see birds

1

Stella Gossip

.4.-

•

-t-ola

Scatter-Brain's
News

1

Gunter's Flat

CLEAR-VU
GLASSES
4"YE

DR. T. R. PALMER

a

Strongest Ales in Kentucky

R-ENNEll 'PREMIUM

18

Brewed
n at

Original Extract

STRAIGHT ALE
AND

OLD OXFORD

14%

Brewed In at

THURSDAY, A 7 EERNOON

Mrs. Bruce Cherry who was preceded to her grave just two days
atelaia=
-431eire
.
intaf ;.„
twie
en
1`916
funeral servers were conducted by
Bra Nelson at Crockett's Creek
church. .
Mrs. Lucile Spiceland has quilted two quilts recently.
1 appreciate my friendship Quilt
so much because most every block
has a d.fferent flower on it-folks
have given me • the •roaes while I
a
live.
Linus Spiceland's' fiddlers" contest , was a decided success Wfth the
novae packed-to-its
Linus Spiceland carried his ball
team to Greytan school Friday but
lost the game by three points,
Dill Thanksgiving Dinner
a. r •
in thes-atalas-Ilithioned style at Mr.
Dan Dill's Thursday. Mr. Dill is a
_merchant. owning ono of the
largest geniral merchandise stores
in the country, and his wife is one
one the most industrrotts. little
women around here, but they some
how took time to prepare a bountiful dinner which would almost
have put to shame the Pilgrims'
feast 'and- invited family and
friends to partakeof it.
•• The sixty-two guests were krt.
and Mrs. Ralph Cook and son, Mr.
and Mrs_ Lloyd Vincent, Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Dill and two children.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Dill and baby.
Mr. and Mrs.,Ewin McDougal and
two childreta"Mr. and Mrs. IOC
Dill, Mr. and Mrs. Brandon Dill.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Vincent. Mr_
lid Mrs. Put Vincent and three
children, Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Barrett and son. Mr. ancrMrs. Charlie
Vincent. and granddaughter. Mr.
and. Mrs. Collie Steele and Peggy.
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Steele and
baby, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Vincent.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Roper and
three children, Mrs. Mary Tishel,
Martha Ann "Garner; Mrs.
Lucy Roper. Mrs. L. L. Spiceland.
Mrs. Belle Arnold. •Misses Mary
Harriet Vincent, Grace Vincent.
and Katherine •Garner. and Mews.
Woodrow Dill, Newman Brandon,
Solon Barrett. Dee Vincent, Chris
and Granville Montgomery. ,Bud
Barnes. Dee Vincent and Wade
Garland.
The long table which seated It
was lovely in green glass with
cutlery to match.
brothers an
a few
The
others with the assistance of...the
radio, furnished the music for Abu
OCCBSIOIL

.

Faxon Hi News*
eat IMIL.

With the Thanksgiving holidays
over NW are riow back in school,
willing to do some hard work for
the short time between now and
Christmas.
The program given Wednesday
night, November 27, was a success
despite very unfavorable weather
conditions. A nice size crowd witnessed the three one-act plays presented by She junior and senior
high school.
We wish to thank Miss Luna
Elkins and Miss Lucille Hale- for
their cooperation ip making the
costumes and other things needed
for the plays. We also want to
thank Miss Rubene Roberts. a student, who directed one of the plays,
and the numerous other students
• ••

•

• l•

DECEMBER 5 1935.
Wildcats on the home floor.
The game promises to be a close
contest. This will' be the last appearance of the Cardinals at home
until after Christmas, and until
they lose a very valuable player.
Everyone come out and enjoy these
games.

James McDaniel
Fifth Grade

Looking for a book.

And lay the book Igiciif MP .
And go turning through the pqges
For the story I.like best.
• •
I have found a sad story
We were very sorry to hear of Of a little boy who went to bet
the misfortune of Raymond Mor- When he woke up in the morning
the His little pet was dead.
during
ris,
who
senior,
- eceived a
Thanksgiving holidays, -r
broken leg. He will have to be
This book tells of many wonders
cut of school several weeks, but
sea and of the land.
weluat hope he gets alongalright. Of the
It tells of countries far away
And tells of things af hand.
A faculty play is to be given in
the near future, entitled "Plain
of play,
Watch for the exact date When I get tired
Jane"
And I have no work to do
and cast of characters of "Plain
I'll get this dear old book
Jane"
And read it through and through.

••

Mum

2nd

Roll.._Fuf

_Qrades

helped to make it a success.
Shortly before the Thanksgiving
program -an interior scene was
eompletad (or-the stage. This was
due to the work and directioo of
Miss Edith Winchester. Several
students aided Miss Winchester in
painting and assembling the scene.

Oon't COUGH

HEAD OFF

141

44,, 0,

•

*

ASK FOR

MENRIOMULSION
If It Fails to Stop
Your Cough immediately
Ask /or tour MONEY BACK
Corner Drug Store
Dale & Stubblefield

-f

First grade: Otis Elkins. Rudy
Holland, Billy Adams. Martha
Evelyn Jones, and Christine Williams.
Second grade: Dolphus Phelps,
June Guerin, Jane Hopkins and
Dorothy Deane Smith
Third And Fourth Grade
Third grade: Charles McClure.
Athletics
Sue Ellis,
Continuing their winnini streak Lynda Lee Dyer. Clara
Folwell, and Vette
the Faxon Cardinals journeyed to Frankie Nell
Hazel Friday night. November 22, Hauls'
Fourth grade: James Euell Owen,
and took two-tilts from the Lions
Ragsdale.
on their home floor. The varsity and Joe Taz
game was fast from start to finish
During book week, the fifth and
with some nice offensive and dewrote book poems.
fensive playing on both sides. The sixth grade
poems were selected
Cardinals took the lead in the first The following
best two:
minutes of play and held it as the
Good Books
throughout the game. VISA final
I like to read good story books
scores were Faxon 43. Hazel 20.
About green trees and running
brooks
The lineups:
Pos.
Hazel (2e) That always in the meadows green
Faxon 143)
Miller, 9 Are casting shadows near the sun
F
Folwell. 13
beams.
Owen. 3
Ross. 13
Underwood, 3
Barnett, 6
C
James, 5 When I am tired and go to bed,
Donelson
Brandon And the lamp is burning osSerhead,
Gantt, 11
G
Substitutes: Hasel-Tucker. Turn- I dream about the wonderful land
And take a trip to story land.
bow. Paschall.
Mary Frances Owen.
Referee, Baker.
Fifth Grade
The Cardinal reserves defeated
Books
the Hazel Cubs by a 'score of 28When I get tired of play
24.
Friday night, December 6. the I go in and take,,,a look
Cardinals play the Lynn Grove MI through the library.

Your Neighbor's Boy
THAT BOY of your neighbor's will surely
fact he is practicing for success now.

a in

success. In

It is a good plan to practice if you want to learn to do
anything well-so this boy is training for success.
His parents know that it costs money to keep this lad in
clothes etc. They find that it is a good scheme to give this expense Money to the boy and let him plan how to get the best
results with la. If he spends too much one month he feels the
pinch during -the month that follows.
Ile is anxious to earn all he can. He thiaks before he
spends and a neat savings account is growing as further proof
of the happy future of the boy.
And a program like that will bring larger success to any
one who really desires to is in. How about your own boy?

DEPOSITS INSURED
BY

The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
WASHINGTON, D. C.

14500

$5000'
„.c...00411

MAXIMUM INSURANCE
0 _FOR EACH DEPOSITOR

DEES BANK OF HAZEL
Hazel, Kentucky
p.

Mille31?0,0.1011111.0..rIVA WelWPM Mol
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Paducah's Great Christmas Store Offers Great Values

I

1 410A111101
1111‘101110
11

WA

M

MONO WA

.

on the other fellow's property, if
For seven or eight years Mr. and
you have limense ,or net. 713 Jars. DAL have-been-thus. helping
should. get permission from the--i to make
Thanksgiving Day a day
owner of the land.-Scatter-Brain. of real pleasure
for their children
and firends. and we hope they live
to see many more such occasions
-Chattel box
ar. ,-a/Ps

Across the Riverl

The cold 'Wave spells death for
lots of hogs I guess Folks don't
kill eight and ten tho like the
average family once- did. We may
all turn Adventists yet. but v.hen
cold weather comes and fire light
flickers on the windows . there's
nothing quite so cheering to a cold.
hungry person as the aroma of hot
'coffee and sizzling ham.
Two wedelings of interest over
.here were those of Columbus Whitford .19 Miss Robby* Sills and
Miss Eulala
Amos McCarthy to
Lassiter.
A very sad -death was that of

Lady's Painful Trouble;
Helped'By Cardui

!lk

inI.

Why do so many women take Oardui for the relief of funcUonal pains
at monthly times? The answer Is
that they want rasulta such as Mr.
Herbert W.Hunt., of HaLlaville,Team
describes. She writes: "My health
wasn't good. I suffered from crampma. My pain would be so Intense It wadi

alt

llaSIIMISO Inc I would Pal drag around.
In &ISO* and 'do-less.' My mother
Cardul I began to moat
Ss ins
UMW_ leagataLfsellr.g was gone and
fag pain
can't swats* car.

sisposima

ist Wis Mgt* lawastes

-. Owed Sow
vor
we&•pluitema.

The Christmas season is here ... and this store has taken advantage of
the markets to assemble the finest•selection of gifts for the entire family that has been brought under this roof for many years. And the
prices are such that you can afford to give many gifts this year.

THIS STORE WILL REMAIN OPEN EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT TILL 9:00
O'CLOCK.

too. It asipos
not lulu TO%

Shirley Temple

Vg.

Dolls
Select your Shirley Temple
Dolls now -because it will be
impossible to secure another
Sipment before Christmas.

•
Original Extract

PALE ALE
At Your Favorite Tavern or Order a Case from
Cook's Goldblume Company
C. P. CREEDLE, Proprietor

Kentucky, Phone 2,52
Kentucky. Phone 534
OFFICE—Fulton,
BRANCH
.OFFICE-1--PadOCalt,
MAIN'

DAILY
FOR
,
BALANCED
DIET

I
4 A

Bring the children — — let them choose
now the toys they want Old Santa to
bring them. The whole third floor is full
of -new and sparkling toys to' bring joy
to the heart of every kiddie.
Toys Stored Until Christmas

-ow ••••••mo•nor

Sunburst MILKA

A Certified Product of Renner
Youngstown

UNION MADE

Food lime, or calcium as it is more properly call_ eTinust be in our foods. ,We not only require it
for our bones and *teeth, but quite recently scientific investigations have shown that it is necessary,
for nearly all of the body functions. Food lime is
not found very abundantly in most foods and unless wc include at least a pint of milk each dayIn
our diet it is very likely to be lacking in amounts' sufncient for body needs.

•

carom_

For your daily milk let us deliver at your door
each morning our rich, pure, Pasteurized milk; in
sanitary -bottles.

Insist on Sunburst Pasteurized Milk-for
.1
Health and Safety

t‘t4FORTABLEBEDS!
Of course our beds are comfortable—just as our
food is marvelous,and our service fast and efficient
Rates? Mow reasottable than for most leading
hotels in big cities—single rooms from $3•00
—double rooms from $5.00. You'll
like the Brown.

10•101.1) I •44444
•••••••••

$5.95

Character Dolls
A wonderful selection. Dolls with
' real hair. Baby dolls and dolls of
every descripto 1.50
Lion and size

39c

Desired

Woorand Scarf Sets

LADIES' HAND BAGS

Fine combed wool, assorted Scotch
plaids, rayon and crepe With belt to
match.

We are showing a large and most complete assortment of Ladies' Bags, comprising all the new styles in leather, fabrics, velvet, silk, rhinestone, seed pearl,
to $4.50
andsequin ... ,
•

59c to $1.00

A

98.

TWO-PIECE PAJAMAS

50c

1

Ladies' Hosiery

i

Include these in your budget. Shee.
chiffon, 2, 3 and 4 thread. IndividUzi boles.'A Dexdale creation .all the raw coloXs.'

IN

3 for
$2..85.--

.01
$

RETURN MILK BOTTLES

i

When you buy a bottle of milk, you assume an obligation to see that the empty bottle Is returned to the route
man or the grocery from which you bought the milk.

i

Telephone 191

$3.95

Ladies' Neckwear

i

•

.95
_2

d
"
1
;1

White and pastel contra &Intim adBig
the holidays
vance
—47aft-iet'
'.
streg-r"
selection io choose from:

Murray Milk Products Co. ii

LOVISVit.12

if

•

II

$1.95

$1

Our Deeded. Club And
One Pair Free With 12

1

They

Towel Sets

'CHRISTMAS SLIPPERS
's and Misses' felts, kid D'Orsay
Children
;
to Si
and lamb's wool. Blue,
.
red, brown
..

'69c

$1.98

98c

59c

W.
X

kY.

Exceptional Values in Gift ig
!Ik
Sets for Ladies and
Gents

59c,

Join

and balbriggan.
gifts

- make fine

. a.
Cellophane wrapped assortedaaolurs.,

Sheer Allfon ringless hditer Irregulars. 3 and-4 thrrad. Full range of
colors.

i

BROWN HOTEL

51.

Get

PADUCAH, KENTUCKY

7.Bourjois, Houbigant's, Yardley,
.mr
;
Coty, Rogers and Gallet, Hudnut'1
and
, $1. to $16.50 5
Guerlain's

-
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